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HP HSR6800-CMW520-R3302P02-RU 


IPsec/IKE only supports the DES algorithm for encryption. 


DVPN VAM only supports the DES algorithm for encryption. 


SSH only supports the DES algorithm for encryption. 


SSL server and client policies only support the rsa_des_cbc_sha cipher suite. 


SNMP only supports the DES algorithm for encryption. 


Deleted the command of ‘fips mode enable’. 


HP HSR6800-CMW520-R3302P02 


New feature: Enabling the device to discard 


IPv6 packets that contain extension headers 


Enabling the device to discard IPv6 packets that 


contain extension headers 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the device to discard 


IPv6 packets that contain 


extension headers. 


ipv6 option drop enable 


By default, the device does not 


discard IPv6 packets that contain 


extension headers. 


 


Command reference 


ipv6 option drop enable 


Use ipv6 option drop enable to enable the device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension 


headers. 


Use undo ipv6 option drop to disable the device from discarding IPv6 packets that contain 


extension headers. 


Syntax 


ipv6 option drop enable 


undo ipv6 option drop 
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Default 


The device does not discard IPv6 packets that contain extension headers. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Enable the device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension headers. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 option drop enable 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3302P01 


None. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3302 


This release has the following changes: 


MCP supports dual MPUs.  


The HSR6602 routers support portal stateful failover. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-E3201P03 


This release has the following changes: 


 New feature:PE Supported for UDP Helper 


 New feature:FTP server support for IPv6 


 New feature: Disabling peer route creation 


 New features:Group domain VPN 


 New feature: Support for the ibgp and ebgp keywords was added to the balanced command 


 Modified feature: The maximum interface description length is modified into 240 characters 


 Modified feature:The user must pass keyboard-interactive authentication 


 Modified feature: Configuring online Layer 3 portal user detection 
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New feature:PE Supported for UDP Helper 


Overview 


UDP helper enables a device to convert received UDP broadcast packets into unicast packets and 


forward them to a specific server. UDP helper is suitable for the scenario where hosts cannot obtain 


configuration information or device names by broadcasting packets because the target server or 


host resides on another broadcast domain. 


Upon receiving a UDP broadcast packet, UDP helper matches the UDP destination port number of 


the packet against the configured UDP ports.  


 If a match is found, UDP helper modifies the destination IP address of the packet, and sends 


the packet to the specified destination server. 


 If no match is found, UDP helper sends the packet to the upper layer protocol. 


Configuring UDP helper 


 UDP helper can be configured on VLAN interfaces and Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces (including 


subinterfaces) only. 


 Some devices do not receive directed broadcast destined to directly connected networks by 


default. To use UDP helper on these devices, you must execute the ip forward-broadcast 


command in system view. For more information about reception and forwarding of directed 


broadcasts destined to directly connected networks, see "Optimizing IP performance." 


 Do not set UDP ports 67 and 68 for UDP helper because UDP helper cannot forward DHCP 


broadcast packets. 


 You can specify a port number or the corresponding parameter for a UDP port to forward 


packets. For example, udp-helper port 53 and udp-helper port dns specify the same UDP 


port number. 


 All UDP ports configured for UDP helper are removed if you disable UDP helper. 


 You can specify up to 256 UDP ports for UDP helper. 


 You can specify up to 20 destination servers on an interface. 


Configuration procedure 


Step Command Remarks 


3. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


4. Enable UDP helper. udp-helper enable The default setting is disabled. 


5. Specify a UDP port. 


udp-helper port { port-number | dns 


| netbios-ds | netbios-ns | tacacs | 


tftp | time } 


No UDP port is specified by 


default. 


6. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


7. Specify a destination server. 
udp-helper server [ vpn-instance 


vpn-instance-name ] ip-address 


No destination server is 


specified by default. 


 


Displaying and maintaining UDP helper 


Task Command Remarks 


Displays information about 


packets forwarded by UDP 


helper. 


display udp-helper server [ interface 


interface-type interface-number ] [ | 


{ begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ]  


Available in any view. 


Clear UDP helper statistics. reset udp-helper packet Available in user view. 


 


UDP helper configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 1 , configure UDP helper on Router A to forward broadcast packets with UDP 


destination port number 55 and destination IP address 255.255.255.255 or 10.110.255.255 to the 


destination server 10.2.1.1/16. 


Figure 1 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


Make sure Router A can reach the subnet 10.2.0.0/16. 


# Enable UDP helper. 


<RouterA> system-view 


[RouterA] udp-helper enable 


# Enable UDP helper to forward broadcast packets with the UDP destination port 55. 


[RouterA] udp-helper port 55 


# Specify the destination server 10.2.1.1 on GigabitEthernet 2/1/1. 


[RouterA] interface GigabitEthernet 2/1/1 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet2/1/1] ip address 10.110.1.1 16 


IP network


GE2/1/1


10.110.1.1/16 GE2/1/1


10.2.1.1/16


Router A Router B


Server
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[RouterA-GigabitEthernet2/1/1] udp-helper server 10.2.1.1 


Command reference 


Modified Command: udp-helper server 


Use udp-helper server to specify a destination server for UDP helper. 


Use undo udp-helper server to remove a destination server for UDP helper. 


Old syntax 


udp-helper server ip-address 


undo udp-helper server [ ip-address ] 


New syntax 


udp-helper server vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ip-address 


undo udp-helper server [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name | ip-address ] 


Default 


No destination server is specified. 


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive 


string of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify this option, the command specifies a destination 


server on the public network for UDP helper. 


ip-address: IP address of a destination server, in dotted decimal notation. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify up to 20 destination servers on an interface. 


If you do not specify the ip-address argument, this command removes all destination servers on the 


interface. 


Examples 


# Specify the IP address of the destination server as 192.1.1.2 on the interface GigabitEthernet 


3/1/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] udp-helper server 192.1.1.2 


Related commands 


display udp-helper server 


Change description 


Option vpn-instance vpn-instance-name is added. 
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New feature:FTP server support for IPv6 


The FTP server uses one of the following modes to update a file when you upload the file (use the 


put command) to the FTP server: 


 Fast mode—The FTP server starts writing data to the storage medium after a file is transferred 


to the memory. This prevents the existing file on the FTP server from being corrupted if an 


anomaly, such as a power failure, occurs during a file transfer. 


 Normal mode—The FTP server writes data to the storage medium while receiving data. This 


means that any anomaly, such as a power failure, during file transfer might result in file 


corruption on the FTP server. This mode, however, consumes less memory space than fast 


mode. 


To configure basic parameters for the FTP server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


8. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


9. Enable the IPv4 FTP server 


and IPv6 FTP server. 
ftp server enable 


By default, the IPv4 FTP server and 


IPv6 FTP server are disabled. 


10. Use an ACL to control FTP 


access to the servers. 


ftp server acl [ ipv6 ] 


acl-number 


Optional. 


By default, no ACL is used for access 


control. 


11. Configure the idle-timeout 


timer. 
ftp timeout minutes 


Optional. 


The default idle-timeout timer is 30 


minutes. 


If no data is transferred within the 


idle-timeout time, the connection is 


terminated. 


12. Set the file update mode for 


the FTP server. 
ftp update { fast | normal } 


Optional. 


By default, normal update is used. 


13. Return to user view. quit N/A 


14. Manually release the FTP 


connection established with 


the specified username. 


free ftp user username Optional. 


 


Command reference 


Modified command: ftp server acl 


Use ftp server acl to use an ACL to control FTP clients' access to the FTP server. 


Use undo ftp server acl to restore the default. 


Old syntax 


ftp server acl  acl-number 


undo ftp server acl 
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New syntax 


ftp server acl [ ipv6 ] acl-number 


undo ftp server acl 


Default 


No ACL is used to control FTP clients' access to the FTP server. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies an IPv6 ACL to control access to the IPv6 FTP server. To specify an IPv4 ACL to 


control access to the IPv4 FTP server, do not specify this keyword. 


acl-number: Specifies the number of a basic ACL, in the range of 2000 to 2999. 


Usage guidelines 


You can use this command to permit FTP requests from specific FTP clients only. This configuration 


takes effect for FTP connections to be established only, and does not impact existing FTP 


connections. If you execute the command multiple times, the last specified ACL takes effect. 


Examples 


# Use ACL 2001 to allow only the client 1.1.1.1 to access the FTP server. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2001 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] rule 0 permit source 1.1.1.1 0 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] rule 1 deny source any 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] quit 


[Sysname] ftp server acl 2001 


Change description 


Option ipv6 is added. 


New feature: Disabling peer route creation 


By default, PPP creates peer routes (routes to the peer addresses) and adds them to the local 


routing table. Use this feature when it is unnecessary to learn peer routes. 


HP recommends not using this feature when the IP addresses of the two peers are not in the same 


network segment. Otherwise, the peers might fail to communicate. 


To disable peer route creation: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


15. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


16. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


17. Disable peer route 


creation. 
undo peer neighbor-route 


Optional. 


By default, peer route creation 


is enabled. 


 


Command References 


peer neighbor-route 


Use peer neighbor-route to enable peer route creation. 


Use undo peer neighbor-route to disable peer route creation. 


Syntax 


peer neighbor-route 


undo peer neighbor-route 


Default 


Peer route creation is enabled. 


Views 


Serial interface view, AUX interface view, POS interface view, VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


HP recommends not using this feature when the IP addresses of the two peers are not in the same 


network segment. Otherwise, the peers might fail to communicate. 


Examples 


# Disable peer route creation on interface Serial 2/1/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface serial 2/1/1 


[Sysname-serial2/1/1] undo peer neighbor-route 


New features:Group domain VPN 


Group domain Virtual Private Network (group domain VPN) provides a point-to-multipoint 


tunnel-less VPN solution. It is mainly used to protect multicast traffic. 


Overview 


Group domain VPN uses a group-based IPsec model. Members in a group use a common IPsec 


policy, which includes security protocols, algorithms, and keys. 


Group domain VPN has the following advantages over conventional IPsec VPN: 
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 Better network scalability—Conventional IPsec VPNs require that each pair of communication 


peers establish independent IKE SAs and IPsec SAs. In group domain VPNs, members in a 


group use the same pair of IPsec SAs, simplifying network management and improving 


scalability. 


 Without routing re-deployment—Conventional IPsec VPNs establish connections over 


tunnels that encapsulate new IP headers for packets. You must reconfigure routes to forward 


tunneled packets. In group domain VPNs, the outer IP header is the same as the inner IP 


header. You do not need to change existing route configurations. 


 Better QoS—In conventional IPsec VPNs, you must reconfigure QoS policies because a new IP 


header is added before the original IP header. Group domain VPN keeps the original IP header, 


simplifying QoS deployment. 


 Higher multicast efficiency—Conventional IPsec VPNs use point-to-point tunnels. A 


tunnel-end device must send an encrypted multicast packet to each tunnel peer in the 


multicast group. Group domain VPNs use tunnel-less connections. A tunnel-end device sends 


only one encrypted packet to all members in a group. 


 Any-to-any connectivity—In a group domain VPN, all members in a group share the same 


pair of IPsec SAs. Any two members in the same group can encrypt and de-encrypt packets of 


each other, implementing any-to-any connectivity. 


Group domain VPN structure 


As shown in Figure 2 , a typical group domain VPN comprises a key server (KS) and group members 


(GM).  


Figure 2 Group domain VPN structure 


 
 


The KS maintains security policies for groups, and creates and maintains key information. It 


responds to registration requests from GMs and sends rekey messages to GMs. 


After a GM registers with the KS, the KS sends the IPsec policy and keys to the GM. The keys are 


periodically updated. Before the key lifetime expires, the KS notifies all GMs to update keys by 


sending rekey messages. 


There are two types of rekey messages: 


 Traffic encryption key—TEK messages are shared by all GMs in a group and used to encrypt 


traffic between GMs. 


KS


GM


GM


GM


IP network


Reigster


Update keys
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 Key encryption key—KEK messages are shared by all GMs in a group and used to encrypt 


rekey messages sent from the KS to GMs. 


You can configure multiple KSs to achieve high availability and load sharing. 


GMs are a group of network devices that use the same IPsec policy to communicate with each other. 


A GM provides a group ID during registration with the KS. The KS assigns the corresponding IPsec 


policy and keys to the GM according to the group ID. 


Group domain VPN establishment 


Group domain VPN establishment involves the following phases: 


 Registration—GMs register with the KS. 


 Data protection—GMs protect data. 


 Rekey—The KS updates keys. 


Registration 


After you apply an IPsec policy for group domain VPN to an interface on a GM, the GM registers 


with the KS. The registration includes two negotiations: IKE negotiation (phase 1) and Group 


Domain of Interpretation (GDOI) negotiation (phase 2). 


 IKE negotiation—The GM and KS negotiate keys, perform mutual identity authentication, and 


if the authentication succeeds, establish an IKE SA used to protect GDOI negotiation. 


 GDOI negotiation—The GM obtains the IPsec policy from the KS by using the GDOI protocol. 


For more information, see GROUPKEY-PULL in RFC 3547. 


Figure 3 Registration process 


 
 


As shown in Figure 3 ,  


1. The GM and KS perform IKE negotiation. 


2. The GM sends its group ID to the KS. 


3. The KS sends an IPsec policy to the GM according to the group ID. 


4. The GM verifies the IPsec policy. If the IPsec policy settings are acceptable, for example, the 


security protocols and encryption algorithms are supported, the GM sends an acknowledge 


message to the KS. 


5. After the KS receives the acknowledge message, it sends KEK and TEK messages to the GM. 


The GM uses the obtained IPsec policy and keys to encrypt and de-encrypt data. 


GM KS


2) Group ID


3) SA policy


4) Acknowledgement


5) TEK and KEK


1) IKE negotiation
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A GM starts a GDOI registration timer when it initiates a registration to the KS. If the GM does not 


successfully register with the KS before the timer expires, the current registration fails and the GM 


re-registers to the KS. This timer is not configurable. After the registration succeeds, the GM 


updates the timer according to the received rekey SA and IP sec SA lifetime. 


Data protection 


After registering to the KS, a GM uses the IPsec SAs to protect data that matches the IPsec policy. 


GMs can protect unicast data and multicast data. 


Group domain VPN supports two encapsulation modes: tunnel mode and transport mode. The KS 


determines the encapsulation mode to be used and assigns it the GMs. 


 Tunnel mode—Adds a security protocol header (AH or ESP header) before the original IP 


packet, and then adds an IP header (the same as the original IP header) before the security 


protocol header. Currently, group domain VPN does not support AH. 0 shows the format of an 


ESP-encapsulated IP packet. 


Tunnel mode encapsulation of group domain VPN 


 
 


 Transport mode—Inserts a security protocol header between the original IP header and the 


payload data. No change is made to the original IP header. 


Group domain VPN also supports protection of MPLS L3VPN data. For more information about 


MPLS L3VPN, see MPLS Configuration Guide. 


Rekey 


If rekey parameters are configured on the KS, the KS periodically unicasts or multicasts (the default 


mode is multicast) rekey messages to registered GMs to update their IPsec SAs or rekey SAs. The 


rekey messages are protected by the current rekey SA on the KS. GMs authenticate the rekey 


messages by using the public key that it received from the KS during registration. If a GM does not 


receive any rekey messages before its IPsec SA or rekey SA expires, the GM re-registers to the KS. 


For more information about rekey messages, see GROUPKEY-PUSH in RFC 3547. 


KS redundancy 


As shown in Figure 4 , a group of KSs are deployed to achieve high availability and load sharing. 


One KS is the primary KS, and others are secondary KSs. The primary KS creates and maintains keys, 


advertises keys and GM information to secondary KSs, and sends rekey messages to registered 


GMs. The secondary KSs do not generate keys. All the primary and secondary KSs can accept 


registrations from GMs to achieve load sharing. Each secondary KS sends information about all 


registered GMs to the primary KS.  


ESP header


IP header


Src=5.5.5.5


Dst=3.3.3.3


Data ESP-T


New IP header


Src=5.5.5.5


Dst=3.3.3.3
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Figure 4 KS redundancy 


 
 


The KSs use a proprietary protocol of HP to perform primary KS election, data exchange, and 


keepalive functions.  


Primary KS election 


The KSs elect the KS that has the highest priority as the primary KS. The priority of a KS is set in 


Configuring GDOI KS redundancy. If multiple KSs have the same priority, the KS with the highest IP 


address is elected as the primary KS. 


When the primary KS fails, the other KSs re-elect a new primary KS.  


Data exchange 


The primary KS exchanges data with secondary KSs to achieve data consistency and backup. The 


primary KS advertises keys and GM information to secondary KSs, and the secondary KSs send 


information about registered GMs to the primary KS.  


Keepalive 


The primary periodically sends hello messages to secondary KSs. If secondary KSs receive no hello 


messages within a specific interval, they consider the primary KS has failed, and re-elect a new 


primary KS. During the election, the secondary KSs do not accept registrations from GMs.  


Protocols and standards 


 RFC 2408, Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) 


 RFC 3547, The Group Domain of Interpretation(GDOI) 


 RFC 3740, The Multicast Group Security Architecture 


 RFC 5374, Multicast Extensions to the Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol 


GM


GM


GM


IP network


KS(Secondary)


KS(Secondary)


KS(Primary)


Redundancy


Registration


Rekey
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Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


The IKE settings on the KSs and GMs must match. Otherwise, phase-1 IKE negotiation will fail.  


Configuring the GDOI KS 


Complete the following tasks before you configure the GDOI KS: 


 IKE configuration—Configure an IKE proposal and IKE peers for phase-1 IKE negotiation with 


GMs. Each IKE peer is identified by the address of the GM's registration interface. If KS 


redundancy is needed, you also need to configure an IKE proposal and IKE peers for phase-1 


IKE negotiation with other KSs. Each IKE peer is identified by the address of the KS. For more 


information about IKE, see Configuring IKE. 


 IPsec configuration—Configure an IPsec profile for TEK generation. For more information 


about IPsec, see Configuring IPsec. 


 ACL configuration—Configure an ACL to match the traffic protected by TEK and specify the 


source and destination addresses for multicast rekey messages.  


GDOI KS configuration task list 


Task Remarks 


Configuring basic settings for a GDOI KS group  Required. 


Configuring GDOI KS redundancy Optional. 


Specifying the source address for packets sent by the KS 
Required only when GDOI KS 


redundancy is configured. 


Configuring rekey parameters Optional. 


 


Configuring basic settings for a GDOI KS group 


A device supports multiple GDOI KS groups. A GDOI KS group includes all settings required by a KS 


in the group. The following describes basic GDOI KS group settings: 


 Group name—Identifies the GDOI KS group on the device. 


 Group ID—Identifies the GDOI KS group in the Group Domain VPN. A KS uses the group ID 


received from a GM to determine the GDOI KS group that the GM wants to join. Each group 


can have only one group ID, which must be a group number or an IP address.  


 Key pair—Used to generate local asymmetric key pairs carried in rekey messages. Each GDOI 


KS group can reference only one key pair. The public key in the key pair is used as part of the 


KEK assigned to GMs. A GM uses the public key to authenticate the KS.  


 Rekey ACL—Specifies the source and destination addresses for multicast rekey messages. 


Each GDOI KS group can reference only one rekey ACL.  


 IPsec policy—Includes an IPsec profile for TEK protection and an ACL that identifies the traffic 


to be protected.  


Follow these guidelines when you configure basic settings for a GDOI KS group: 
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 A GDOI KS group can have only one group ID. A newly configured group ID overwrites the 


previous one. 


 Different GDOI KS groups must have different group IDs. 


 To protect unicast traffic, the ACL referenced by the IPsec policy must have rules in pairs. Each 


pair of rules identifies a bidirectional traffic flow.  


 To protect multicast traffic, the destination address specified in the rekey ACL must be 


different from the destination address of any service traffic.  


 The ACL referenced by an IPsec policy can have lots of rules, but whether the rules can be 


assigned to GMs depends on the size of the GDOI packet and the number of TEKs. For a GDOI 


KS group that has only one IPsec policy, you can configure a maximum number of 200 rules 


for the referenced ACL. For a GDOI KS group that has multiple IPsec policies, determine the 


maximum number of rules (less than 200) according to the size of the GDOI packet and the 


number of TEKs. 
 


 NOTE: 


When a KS continually performs rekey operations, it generates lots of TEKs and might fail 


to assign all TEKs and ACL rules. 
 


To configure basic settings for a GDOI KS group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


18. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


19. Create a GDOI KS group 


and enter GDOI KS group 


view. 


gdoi ks group group-name 
By default, no GDOI KS group 


is created.  


20. Configure an ID for the 


GDOI KS group.  


identity { address ip-address | number 


number } 


Specify an IP address or a 


number as the group ID.  


By default, no GDOI group ID is 


specified. 


21. Reference a key pair for 


KS rekey. 


rekey authentication public-key rsa 


key-name 


By default, no key pair is 


referenced.  


22. Specify a rekey ACL. 
rekey acl { acl-number | name 


acl-name } 


By default, no rekey ACL is 


specified. 


23. Create an IPsec policy for 


the GDOI KS group and 


enter GDOI KS group 


IPsec policy view. 


ipsec sequence-number 


No IPsec policy is created. 


You can configure multiple 


IPsec policies for a GDOI KS 


group. 


24. Reference an IPsec profile 


for the IPsec policy.  
profile ipsec-profile-name 


By default, no IPsec profile is 


referenced.  


25. Reference an ACL for the 


IPsec policy. 


security acl { acl-number | name 


acl-name} 


By default, no ACL is 


referenced.  


 


Configuring GDOI KS redundancy 


The following describes GDOI KS redundancy settings: 
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 Peer address—Specifies the IP address of a peer KS.  


 Local priority—Specifies the priority of the local KS for primary KS election. A greater value 


indicates a higher priority. If multiple KSs have the same priority, the KS with the highest IP 


address is elected as the primary KS. 


 Redundancy enable—Enables GDOI KS redundancy. 


Follow these guidelines when you configure GDOI KS redundancy: 


 The KSs for KS redundancy must have the same GDOI KS group ID. 


 You can specify multiple peer KSs in a GDOI KS group. If no peer KS is specified, the local KS 


elects itself as the primary KS.  


To configure GDOI KS redundancy: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


26. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


27. Enter GDOI KS group 


view. 
gdoi ks group group-name N/A 


28. Specify a peer KS.  peer address ip-address 
By default, no peer KS is 


specified.  


29. (Optional.) Configure a 


local priority. 
local priority priority 


By default, the local priority is 


1.  


30. Enable GDOI KS 


redundancy. 
redundancy enable 


By default, GDOI KS 


redundancy is disabled.  


 


Specifying the source address for packets sent by the KS 


Perform this task to specify the source address for redundancy protocol packets, GROUPKEY-PULL 


protocol packets, and GROUPKEY-PUSH protocol packets sent by the KS. This task is required if KS 


redundancy is enabled, and is optional if KS redundancy is not enabled.  


To specify the source address for packets sent by the KS: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


31. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


32. Enter GDOI KS group 


view. 
gdoi ks group group-name N/A 


33. Specify the source 


address for packets sent 


by the KS. 


source address ip-address 


By default, the KS uses the 


source address specified in the 


first rule of the rekey ACL as 


the source address of sent 


packets.  


For information about the 


rekey ACL, see "Configuring 


basic settings for a GDOI KS 


group." 
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Configuring rekey parameters 


The following describes the rekey parameters: 


 Rekey encryption—Specifies the encryption algorithm used by the KEK.  


 Rekey lifetime—Specifies the lifetime of the KEK. 


 Rekey transport unicast—Enables unicasting rekey messages. By default, the KS multicasts 


rekey messages. Configure this setting only when the network does not support multicasting 


because unicast transmission increases overheads and affects device performance.  


 Rekey retransmit—Specifies the interval between rekey retransmissions and the maximum 


number of retransmissions.  


To configure rekey parameters: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


34. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


35. Enter GDOI KS group view. gdoi ks group group-name N/A  


36. Specify the encryption 


algorithm used by the KEK. 


rekey encryption { 3des-cbc | 


aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | 


aes-cbc-256 | des-cbc } 


By default, the KEK uses the 


3DES-CBC encryption 


algorithm. 


37. Specify the lifetime of the 


KEK. 


rekey lifetime seconds 


number-of-seconds 


By default, the KEK lifetime is 


86400 seconds.  


38. Enable unicasting rekey 


messages. 
rekey transport unicast 


By default, the KS multicasts 


rekey messages. 


39. Specify the interval between 


rekey retransmissions and 


the maximum number of 


retransmissions. 


rekey retransmit { interval 


number-of-seconds | number 


number-of-retransmissions } * 


By default, the retransmission 


interval is 10 seconds, and the 


maximum number of 


retransmissions is 2. 


 


Displaying and maintaining GDOI KS 


Execute display commands in any view, and execute reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display GDOI KS group information. display gdoi ks [ group group-name ] 


Display GDOI KS group ACL information. display gdoi ks acl [ group group-name  ] 


Display GDOI KS redundancy information. display gdoi ks redundancy [ group group-name ] 


Display information about online GDOI KS 


group members. 


display gdoi ks members [ group group-name ] [ ip 


ip-address ] 


Display GDOI KS group rekey information.  display gdoi ks rekey [ group group-name ] 


Display GDOI KS group policy information. display gdoi ks policy [ group  group-name ] 


Clear GDOI KS group information. reset gdoi ks [ group group-name ] 


Reset GDOI KS redundancy roles. reset gdoi ks redundancy role [ group group-name ] 
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Task Command 


Clear GDOI KS group member information. reset gdoi ks members [ group group-name ] 


Clear GDOI information for GMs and initiate 


registrations. 
reset gdoi [ group group-name ] 


Enforce rekey.  gdoi ks rekey [ group group-name ] 


 


Configuring the GDOI GM 


The GDOI GM needs IKE settings that include an IKE proposal and an IKE peer used for phase-1 IKE 


negotiation. The IKE peer is identified by the IP address of the KS. For information about IKE 


configuration, see "Configuring IKE."  


GDOI GM configuration task list 


Task Remarks 


Configuring a GDOI GM group  Required. 


Configuring a GDOI IPsec policy Required. 


Applying a GDOI IPsec policy to an interface Required. 


 


Configuring a GDOI GM group 


You can configure multiple GDOI GM groups on a GM. Different GDOI GM groups must have 


different KS addresses and group IDs. 


A GDOI GM group includes the following information that the GM uses to register with a KS: 


 Group name—Identifies the GDOI GM group on the GM, used for local management and 


reference. 


 Group ID—Identifies the GDOI GM group in the group domain VPN. The KS uses the group ID 


to identify the GDOI GM group that the requesting GM wants to join. A GDOI GM group can 


have only one group ID that is a group number or an IP address.  


 KS address—Identifies the IP address of a KS with which the GM registers. A GDOI GM group 


can have up to eight KS addresses. The GM first sends a registration request to the 


first-specified KS. If the registration does not succeed before the register timer expires, the GM 


registers with other KSs one by one in the order they are configured until the registration 


succeeds. If all registration attempts fail, the GM repeats the registration process.  


 Registration interface—The GM uses the registration interface to send packets to the KS. By 


default, the registration interface is the interface where the GDOI IPsec policy applies. You can 


specify a different interface (physical or logical interface) as the registration interface when 


you want to use different output interfaces for registration packets and IPsec packets.  


Follow these guidelines when you configure a GDOI GM group: 


 A GDOI GM group can have only one group ID. A newly configured group ID overwrites the 


previous one. 
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 Different GDOI GM groups must have different group IDs and KS addresses. 


To configure a GDOI GM group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


40. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


41. Create a GDOI GM group 


and enter GDOI GM 


group view. 


gdoi gm group group-name 
By default, no GDOI GM group 


exists.  


42. Configure a GDOI GM 


group ID.  


identity { address ip-address | number 


number } 


Specify an IP address or a 


number as the group ID.  


By default, no GDOI GM group 


ID is specified.  


43. Configure a KS address. server address ip-address 
By default, no KS address is 


specified.  


44. Configure a registration 


interface. 


client registration interface 


interface-type interface-number 


Optional. 


By default, the registration 


interface is the interface where 


the GDOI IPsec policy applies. 


 


Configuring a GDOI IPsec policy 


A GDOI IPsec policy can comprise multiple entries. The GDOI IPsec policy is identified by a name 


and each entry is identified by a sequence number. A smaller sequence number represents a higher 


priority.  


Perform this task to configure a GDOI IPsec policy and reference a GDOI GM group and a local ACL 


for each entry. The GDOI GM group gives the KS addresses and group ID used by the GM for 


registration. The ACL is used to filter packets. Packets matching a permit rule of the local ACL are 


discarded. Packet matching a deny rule are forwarded in plain text. 


After the GM successfully registers with a KS, the KS assigns a security policy that contains an ACL. 


The GM uses this assigned ACL to determine packet encryption. Packets matching a permit rule of 


the downloaded ACL are encrypted. Packets matching a deny rule are forwarded in plain text. 


Packets that do not match any rule are forwarded in plain text.  


The GM first uses the local ACL to match packets and then uses the downloaded ACL to match 


packets that do not match the local ACL. Packets that fail to match the local and downloaded ACLs 


are forwarded in plain text.  


IPsec packets whose destination address is the local device do not match against the local ACL in 


the GDOI IPsec policy. They only match against the downloaded ACL. 


A GDOI IPsec policy does not apply to GDOI protocol packets or non-first fragments. 


To configure a GDOI IPsec policy: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


45. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


46. Create a GDOI IPsec policy 


entry and enter GDOI IPsec 


policy entry view. 


ipsec policy policy-name 


seq-number gdoi 


By default, no GDOI IPsec policy 


exists. 


47. Reference a GDOI GM 


group for the GDOI IPsec 


policy entry. 


group group-name 


By default, no GDOI GM group is 


referenced. 


You can reference only one GDOI 


GM group for a GDOI IPsec policy 


entry. For a GDOI IPsec policy 


entry to take effect, the 


referenced GDOI GM group must 


have correct KS addresses and 


group ID. 


48. Reference an ACL for the 


GDOI IPsec policy entry. 
security acl acl-number 


Optional. 


By default, no ACL is referenced.  


Typically, there is no need to 


reference an ACL unless you need 


to filter traffic. 


You can reference only one ACL 


for a GDOI IPsec policy entry. Use 


the permit rules of the ACL with 


caution because packets 


matching a permit rule are 


discarded. 


 


Applying a GDOI IPsec policy to an interface 


After you apply a GDOI IPsec policy to an interface, the interface uses the group ID and KS 


addresses in the GDOI GM group referenced by the policy to perform registration, and uses the 


local ACL and the downloaded ACL for packet filtering and encryption.  


To apply a GDOI IPsec policy to an interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


49. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


50. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


51. Apply a GDOI IPsec 


policy to the 


interface. 


ipsec policy policy-name 


By default, no GDOI IPsec policy 


is applied to an interface.  


You can apply only one GDOI 


IPsec policy to an interface. A 


GDOI IPsec policy can be applied 


to multiple interfaces. 


For more information about this 


command, see Security 


Command Reference. 
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Displaying and maintaining GM 


Execute display commands in any view, and execute reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display the GDOI GM group 


information. 


display gdoi gm [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Display information about IPsec 


SAs obtained by the GM. 


display gdoi gm ipsec sa [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


Display brief information of the 


GM. 


display gdoi gm members [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


Display the ACL information of 


the GM. 


display gdoi gm acl [ download | local ] [ group group-name ] [ | 


{ begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Display the rekey information of 


the GM. 


display gdoi gm rekey [ verbose ]  [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Display information about the 


public keys received by the GM. 


display gdoi gm pubkey  [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


Display IKE SA information. 


display ike sa [ active | standby | verbose [ connection-id 


connection-id | remote-address [ ipv6 ] remote-address ] ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ]  


Display IPsec SA information. 


display ipsec sa [ active | brief | duration | policy policy-name 


[ seq-number ] | remote [ ipv6 ] ip-address | standby ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Display GDOI IPsec policy 


information. 


display ipsec policy [ brief | name policy-name [ seq-number ] ] [ | 


{ begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Clear GDOI information for the 


GM and initiate registration. 
reset gdoi gm [ group group-name ] 


 


For more information about the display ike sa, display ipsec sa, and display ipsec policy 


commands, see Security Command Reference. 


Group domain VPN configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 5 , set up a group domain VPN on the network to protect traffic between 


subnets, as follows: 


 Add GM 1, GM 2, and GM 3 to group 12345, and configure them to register with the KS that 


manages the group. 


 Use the IPsec security protocol ESP, encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128, and authentication 


algorithm SHA1 to protect the data. 


 Configure IPsec to protect traffic from subnet 10.1.1.0 to subnet 10.1.2.0, and traffic from 


subnet 10.1.1.0 to subnet 10.1.3.0. 


 Use pre-shared key authentication for IKE negotiation between the KS and the GMs. 
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 Configure KS 1 and KS 2 to back up each other. KS 1 and KS 2 use pre-shared key 


authentication for IKE negotiation. 


Figure 5 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


Make sure each GM (GM 1, GM 2, and GM 3) and each KS can reach each other, and the two KSs 


can reach each other. 


Make sure the multicast packets between the GMs can be forwarded normally. 


Configuring KS 1 


# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.)  


# Configure IKE proposal 1. 


<KS1> system-view 


[KS1] ike proposal 1 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for IKE proposal 1. 


[KS1-ike-proposal-1] encryption-algorithm aes-cbc 128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for IKE proposal 1. 


[KS1-ike-proposal-1] authentication-algorithm sha 


# Specify DH group 2 for IKE proposal 1. 


[KS1-ike-proposal-1] dh group2 


[KS1-ike-proposal-1] quit 


# Create the IKE peer toks2 for IKE negotiation with KS 2. 


[KS1] ike peer toks2 


# Apply IKE proposal 1 to the IKE peer. 


[KS1-ike-peer-toks2] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key as tempkey1 in plaintext. 
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[KS1-ike-peer-toks2] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 200.2.2.200.  


[KS1-ike-peer-toks2] remote-address 200.2.2.200 


[KS1-ike-peer-toks2] quit 


# Create the IKE peer togm for IKE negotiation with GMs. 


[KS1] ike peer togm 


# Apply IKE proposal 1 to the IKE peer. 


[KS1-ike-peer-togm] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key as tempkey1 in plaintext. 


[KS1-ike-peer-togm] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


[KS1-ike-peer-togm] quit 


# Create an IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS1] ipsec transform-set fortek 


# Specify the ESP protocol for the IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS1-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] transform esp 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for the IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS1-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] esp encryption-algorithm aes-cbc-128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for the IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS1-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] esp authentication-algorithm sha1 


[KS1-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] quit 


# Create an IPsec profile fortek. 


[KS1] ipsec profile fortek 


# Reference the IPsec transform set fortek for the IPsec profile fortek. 


[KS1-ipsec-profile-fortek] transform-set fortek 


[KS1-ipsec-profile-fortek] quit 


# Create an ACL named fortek. 


[KS1] acl number 3000 name fortek 


# Created ACL rules to identify the directional traffic to be protected.  


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 0 permit ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.2.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 1 permit ip source 10.1.2.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 2 permit ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 3 permit ip source 10.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] quit 


# Create an ACL named forrekey. 


[KS1] acl number 3001 name forrekey 


# Configure a rule to permit rekey traffic destined for 225.0.0.1. 


[KS1-acl-adv-3001-forrekey] rule 0 permit ip destination 225.0.0.1 0 


[KS1-acl-adv-3001-forrekey] quit 


# Create a local RSA key pair named rsa1. 
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[KS1] public-key local create rsa name rsa1 


The range of public key size is (512 ~ 2048). 


NOTES: If the key modulus is greater than 512, 


It will take a few minutes. 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


Input the bits of the modulus[default = 1024]: 


Generating Keys... 


++++++++++++++++ 


+++++++ 


+++++++++ 


+++ 


# Export the local RSA key pair rsa1 by using 3DES CBC and password 12345678.  


[KS1] public-key local export rsa name rsa1 pem 3des-cbc-128 12345678 


-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY----- 


MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQC6Ne4EtnoKqBCL2YZvSjrG+8He 


sae5FWtyj9D25PEkXagpLqb3i9Gm/Qbb6cqLLPUIgDS8eK7Wt/dXLeFUCDc0lY8V 


gujJPvarFL4+Jn+VuL9znNbboA9IxPH2fMvew8lkPCwkXoP+52J+1LRpYkh+rIpE 


Kj7FG/3/wzGsXu8WJQIDAQAB 


-----END PUBLIC KEY----- 


-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 


Proc-Type: 4,ENCRYPTED 


DEK-Info: DES-EDE3-CBC,7F8FAB15399DF87C 


 


MGaftNqe4esjetm7bRJHSpsbwZ9YUpvA9iWh8R406NGq8e+1A/ZiK23+t1XqRwaU 


1FXnwbqHgW1pZ7JxQdgBuC9uXc4VQyP/xe6xCyUepdMC71fmeOaiwUFrj6LAzzBg 


o3SfhX1NHyHBnr7c6SnIeUTG2g/qRdj40TD4HcRjgPaLaTGguZ553GyS6ODWAwL7 


ZBTjv+vow9kfewZ74ocoBje2gLcWlbmiEKCJGV06zW4gv2AH6I8TAhv4GovIN/v1 


lCsD2PscXnPOloLTE/8EDLRHNE8RpIYDWqI/YI8Yg6wlx29mf29+cj/9r4gPrDPy 


c/TQ0a0g95Khdy+yl4eDKaFiQQ+Kqn4zdzDTDNq7LRtqr7lGQzVw6srfrr71ib7J 


yJFdi2RXETEgOS/jE+xGtNqd38F/YzIRPax7NNMK+hAJC2MzdbN/BEoLWOqG7Plm 


hvCE3LFxelExLJU+0XfAX77TI2+5LEHBi1UiGLeH08fd1XUQCefARlIxGoRJdtTu 


gHP4+NF4PC9B1/GZoAYUp+171p1QwPk0vyU3TXijueqVUpQBUHGxSE0UW+SS1iwL 


8vsSLHIwK4aZ77Z1o+Uw1QBoqw9jpubG4gUkX8RII8E8b13I6/QTH78E4/FgAmIQ 


HTYnE2RDHXkhPGR5FGJsZnd21XLvd2BEkGGmhTk80nDeiI2XH3D48E6UahQwcam/ 


q/txd/KsLnp0rpJkc/WhOTprioeLQQEBayixKRWzNLsZt3L6lqYbA01Z1THho+EV 


0Ng0EZKQyiRV1j7gsBYFRinbSAsIpeYlr7gDAnBCRJdSfPNBKG+ewg== 


-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 


# Create the GDOI KS group ks1. 


[KS1] gdoi ks group ks1 


# Configure the group ID as 12345. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] identity number 12345 


# Reference the key pair rsa1. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] rekey authentication public-key rsa rsa1 


# Reference the rekey ACL forrekey. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] rekey acl name forrekey 


# Create an IPsec policy.  
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[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] ipsec 10 


# Reference the IPsec profile fortek. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1-ipsec-10] profile fortek 


# Reference the ACL fortek. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1-ipsec-10] security acl name fortek 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1-ipsec-10] quit 


# Specify the peer KS 200.2.2.200. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] peer address 200.2.2.200 


# Specify the source address of sent packets as 100.1.1.100. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] source address 100.1.1.100 


# Specify the local priority as 10000. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] local priority 10000 


# Enable KS redundancy. 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] redundancy enable 


[KS1-gdoi-ks-group-ks1] quit 


Configuring KS 2 


# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.)  


# Configure IKE proposal 1. 


<KS2> system-view 


[KS2] ike proposal 1 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for IKE proposal 1. 


[KS2-ike-proposal-1] encryption-algorithm aes-cbc 128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for IKE proposal 1. 


[KS2-ike-proposal-1] authentication-algorithm sha 


# Specify DH group 2 for IKE proposal 1. 


[KS2-ike-proposal-1] dh group2 


[KS2-ike-proposal-1] quit 


# Create the IKE peer toks1 for IKE negotiation with KS 1. 


[KS2] ike peer toks1 


# Apply IKE proposal 1 to the IKE peer. 


[KS2-ike-peer-toks1] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key as tempkey1 in plaintext. 


[KS2-ike-peer-toks1] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 100.1.1.100. 


[KS2-ike-peer-toks1] remote-address 100.1.1.100 


[KS2-ike-peer-toks1] quit 


# Create the IKE peer togm for IKE negotiation with GMs. 


[KS2] ike peer togm 


# Apply IKE proposal 1 to the IKE peer. 


[KS2-ike-peer-togm] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key as tempkey1 in plaintext. 
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[KS2-ike-peer-togm] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


[KS2-ike-peer-togm] quit 


# Create an IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS2] ipsec transform-set fortek 


# Specify the ESP protocol for the IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS2-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] transform esp 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for the IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS2-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] esp encryption-algorithm aes-cbc-128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for the IPsec transform set fortek. 


[KS2-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] esp authentication-algorithm sha1 


[KS2-ipsec-transform-set-fortek] quit 


# Create an IPsec profile fortek. 


[KS2] ipsec profile fortek 


# Reference the IPsec transform set fortek for the IPsec profile fortek. 


[KS2-ipsec-profile-fortek] transform-set fortek 


[KS2-ipsec-profile-fortek] quit 


# Create an ACL named fortek. 


[KS2] acl number 3000 name fortek 


# Created ACL rules to identify the directional traffic to be protected. 


[KS2-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 0 permit ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.2.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 1 permit ip source 10.1.2.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS2-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 2 permit ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS1-acl-adv-3000-fortek] rule 3 permit ip source 10.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 destination 


 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[KS2-acl-adv-3000-fortek] quit 


# Create an ACL named forrekey. 


[KS2] acl number 3001 name forrekey 


# Configure a rule to permit rekey traffic destined for 225.0.0.1. 


[KS2-acl-adv-3001-forrekey] rule 0 permit ip destination 225.0.0.1 0 


[KS2-acl-adv-3001-forrekey] quit 


# Import the RSA key pair that was exported on KS 1 to KS 2 by using PEM format, and name the 


key pair as rsa1. 


[KS2] public-key local import rsa name rsa1 pem 


Enter PEM-formatted certificate. 


End with a Ctrl+C on a line by itself. 


-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 


Proc-Type: 4,ENCRYPTED 


DEK-Info: DES-EDE3-CBC,7F8FAB15399DF87C 


 


MGaftNqe4esjetm7bRJHSpsbwZ9YUpvA9iWh8R406NGq8e+1A/ZiK23+t1XqRwaU 


1FXnwbqHgW1pZ7JxQdgBuC9uXc4VQyP/xe6xCyUepdMC71fmeOaiwUFrj6LAzzBg 
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o3SfhX1NHyHBnr7c6SnIeUTG2g/qRdj40TD4HcRjgPaLaTGguZ553GyS6ODWAwL7 


ZBTjv+vow9kfewZ74ocoBje2gLcWlbmiEKCJGV06zW4gv2AH6I8TAhv4GovIN/v1 


lCsD2PscXnPOloLTE/8EDLRHNE8RpIYDWqI/YI8Yg6wlx29mf29+cj/9r4gPrDPy 


c/TQ0a0g95Khdy+yl4eDKaFiQQ+Kqn4zdzDTDNq7LRtqr7lGQzVw6srfrr71ib7J 


yJFdi2RXETEgOS/jE+xGtNqd38F/YzIRPax7NNMK+hAJC2MzdbN/BEoLWOqG7Plm 


hvCE3LFxelExLJU+0XfAX77TI2+5LEHBi1UiGLeH08fd1XUQCefARlIxGoRJdtTu 


gHP4+NF4PC9B1/GZoAYUp+171p1QwPk0vyU3TXijueqVUpQBUHGxSE0UW+SS1iwL 


8vsSLHIwK4aZ77Z1o+Uw1QBoqw9jpubG4gUkX8RII8E8b13I6/QTH78E4/FgAmIQ 


HTYnE2RDHXkhPGR5FGJsZnd21XLvd2BEkGGmhTk80nDeiI2XH3D48E6UahQwcam/ 


q/txd/KsLnp0rpJkc/WhOTprioeLQQEBayixKRWzNLsZt3L6lqYbA01Z1THho+EV 


0Ng0EZKQyiRV1j7gsBYFRinbSAsIpeYlr7gDAnBCRJdSfPNBKG+ewg== 


-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 


^C 


Please input the password:  


# Create the GDOI KS group ks2. 


[KS2] gdoi ks group 


# Configure the group ID as 12345. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] identity number 12345 


# Reference the key pair rsa1. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] rekey authentication public-key rsa rsa1 


# Reference the rekey ACL forrekey. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] rekey acl name forrekey 


# Create an IPsec policy. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] ipsec 10 


# Reference the IPsec profile fortek. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2-ipsec-10] profile fortek 


# Reference the ACL fortek. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2-ipsec-10] security acl name fortek 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2-ipsec-10] quit 


# Specify the peer KS 100.1.1.100. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] peer address 100.1.1.100 


# Specify the source address of sent packets as 200.2.2.200. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2]source address 200.2.2.200 


# Specify the local priority as 10000. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] local priority 100 


# Enable KS redundancy. 


[KS2-gdoi-ks-group-ks2] redundancy enable 


Configuring GM 1 


# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 


# Create IKE proposal 1. 


<GM1> system-view 


[GM1] ike proposal 1 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for the IKE proposal. 
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[GM1-ike-proposal-1] encryption-algorithm aes-cbc 128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM1-ike-proposal-1] authentication-algorithm sha 


# Specify DH group2 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM1-ike-proposal-1] dh group2 


[GM1-ike-proposal-1] quit 


# Create IKE peer toks1. 


[GM1] ike peer toks1 


# Reference IKE proposal 1 for the IKE peer.  


[GM1-ike-peer-toks1] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key used in IKE negotiation as the plaintext string tempkey1. 


[GM1-ike-peer-toks1] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 100.1.1.100. 


[GM1-ike-peer-toks1] remote-address 100.1.1.100 


[GM1-ike-peer-toks1] quit 


# Create IKE peer toks2. 


[GM1] ike peer toks2 


# Reference IKE proposal 1 for the IKE peer.  


[GM1-ike-peer-toks2] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key used in IKE negotiation as the plaintext string tempkey1. 


[GM1-ike-peer-toks2] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 200.2.2.200. 


[GM1-ike-peer-toks2] remote-address 200.2.2.200 


[GM1-ike-peer-toks2] quit 


# Create GDOI GM group 1. 


[GM1] gdoi gm group 1 


# Set the GDOI GM group ID to 12345. 


[GM1-gdoi-gm-group-1] identity number 12345 


# Specify the KS addresses as 100.1.1.100 and 200.2.2.200. 


[GM1-gdoi-gm-group-1] server address 100.1.1.100 


[GM1-gdoi-gm-group-1] server address 200.2.2.200 


[GM1-gdoi-gm-group-1] quit 


# Create a GDOI IPsec policy. 


[GM1] ipsec policy map 1 gdoi 


# Reference GDOI GM group 1 for the GDOI IPsec policy. 


[GM1-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] group 1 


[GM1-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] quit 


# Apply the IPsec policy to interface Ethernet 1/1. 


[GM1] interface ethernet 1/1 


[GM1-Ethernet1/1] ipsec policy map 


[GM1-Ethernet1/1] quit 
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Configuring GM 2 


# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 


# Create IKE proposal 1. 


<GM2> system-view 


[GM2] ike proposal 1 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM2-ike-proposal-1] encryption-algorithm aes-cbc 128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM2-ike-proposal-1] authentication-algorithm sha 


# Specify DH group2 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM2-ike-proposal-1] dh group2 


[GM2-ike-proposal-1] quit 


# Create IKE peer toks1. 


[GM2] ike peer toks1 


# Reference IKE proposal 1 for the IKE peer.  


[GM2-ike-peer-toks1] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key used in IKE negotiation as the plaintext string tempkey1. 


[GM2-ike-peer-toks1] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 100.1.1.100. 


[GM2-ike-peer-toks1] remote-address 100.1.1.100 


[GM2-ike-peer-toks1] quit 


# Create IKE peer toks2. 


[GM2] ike peer toks2 


# Reference IKE proposal 1 for the IKE peer.  


[GM2-ike-peer-toks2] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key used in IKE negotiation as the plaintext string tempkey1. 


[GM2-ike-peer-toks2] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 200.2.2.200. 


[GM2-ike-peer-toks2] remote-address 200.2.2.200 


[GM2-ike-peer-toks2] quit 


# Create GDOI GM group 1. 


[GM2] gdoi gm group 1 


# Set the GDOI GM group ID to 12345. 


[GM2-gdoi-gm-group-1] identity number 12345 


# Specify the KS addresses as 100.1.1.100 and 200.2.2.200. 


[GM2-gdoi-gm-group-1] server address 100.1.1.100 


[GM2-gdoi-gm-group-1] server address 200.2.2.200 


[GM2-gdoi-gm-group-1] quit 


# Create a GDOI IPsec policy. 


[GM2] ipsec policy map 1 gdoi 


# Reference GDOI GM group 1 for the GDOI IPsec policy. 
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[GM2-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] group 1 


[GM2-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] quit 


# Apply the GDOI IPsec policy to interface Ethernet 1/1. 


[GM2] interface ethernet 1/1 


[GM2-Ethernet1/1] ipsec policy map 


[GM2-Ethernet1/1] quit 


Configuring GM 3 


# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 


# Create IKE proposal 1. 


<GM3> system-view 


[GM3] ike proposal 1 


# Specify the encryption algorithm AES-CBC 128 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM3-ike-proposal-1] encryption-algorithm aes-cbc 128 


# Specify the authentication algorithm SHA1 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM3-ike-proposal-1] authentication-algorithm sha 


# Specify DH group2 for the IKE proposal. 


[GM3-ike-proposal-1] dh group2 


[GM3-ike-proposal-1] quit 


# Create IKE peer toks1. 


[GM3] ike peer toks1 


# Reference IKE proposal 1 for the IKE peer.  


[GM3-ike-peer-toks1] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key used in IKE negotiation as the plaintext string tempkey1. 


[GM3-ike-peer-toks1] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 100.1.1.100. 


[GM3-ike-peer-toks1] remote-address 100.1.1.100 


[GM3-ike-peer-toks1] quit 


# Create IKE peer toks2. 


[GM3] ike peer toks2 


# Reference IKE proposal 1 for the IKE peer.  


[GM3-ike-peer-toks2] proposal 1 


# Configure the pre-shared key used in IKE negotiation as the plaintext string tempkey1. 


[GM3-ike-peer-toks2] pre-shared-key simple tempkey1 


# Specify the IP address of the IKE peer as 200.2.2.200. 


[GM3-ike-peer-toks2] remote-address 200.2.2.200 


[GM3-ike-peer-toks2] quit 


# Create GDOI GM group 1. 


[GM3] gdoi gm group 1 


# Set the GDOI GM group ID to 12345. 


[GM3-gdoi-gm-group-1] identity number 12345 


# Specify the KS addresses as 100.1.1.100 and 200.2.2.200. 


[GM3-gdoi-gm-group-1] server address 100.1.1.100 
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[GM3-gdoi-gm-group-1] server address 200.2.2.200 


[GM3-gdoi-gm-group-1] quit 


# Create a GDOI IPsec policy. 


[GM3] ipsec policy map 1 gdoi 


# Reference GDOI GM group 1 for the GDOI IPsec policy. 


[GM3-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] group 1 


[GM3-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] quit 


# Apply the IPsec policy to interface Ethernet 1/1. 


[GM3] interface ethernet 1/1 


[GM3-Ethernet1/1] ipsec policy map 


[GM3-Ethernet1/1] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


After you complete the configuration, GM 1, GM 2, and GM 3 register with KS 1. 


# Execute the display ike sa command on GM 1. 


[GM1] display ike sa 


    total phase-1 SAs:  2 


    connection-id  peer                    flag        phase   doi 


  ----------------------------------------------------------------- 


     658           100.1.1.100             RD|ST       1       GROUP 


     659           100.1.1.100             RD|RK       1       GROUP 


 


  flag meaning 


  RD--READY ST--STAYALIVE RL--REPLACED FD--FADING TO--TIMEOUT RK--REKEY  


The output shows the IKE SA and rekey SA generated after IKE negotiation. The SA with 


connection-id of 658 is the IKE SA, and the SA with connection-id of 659 is the rekey SA. 


# Execute the display ipsec sa command on GM 1 to display IPsec SAs. 


[GM1] display ipsec sa 


=============================== 


Interface: Ethernet1/1 


    path MTU: 1500  


=============================== 


 


  ----------------------------- 


  IPsec policy name: "map" 


  sequence number: 1 


  mode: gdoi 


  ----------------------------- 


    PFS: N, DH group: none 


    tunnel: 


        local  address: 1.1.1.1 


        remote address: 0.0.0.0 


    flow: 


        sour addr: 10.1.1.0/255.255.255.0  port: 0  protocol: IP 


        dest addr: 10.1.2.0/255.255.255.0  port: 0  protocol: IP 
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    current outbound spi: 0xDB865076(3683012726) 


 


    [inbound ESP SAs] 


      spi: 0xDB865076(3683012726) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 317 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/900 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/63 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


      spi: 0x640321A(104870426) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 325 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/900 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/853 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


    [outbound ESP SAs] 


      spi: 0xDB865076(3683012726) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 318 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/900 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/63 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


      spi: 0x640321A(104870426) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 326 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/900 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/853 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


 


  ----------------------------- 


  IPsec policy name: "map" 


  sequence number: 1 


  mode: gdoi 


  ----------------------------- 


    PFS: N, DH group: none 


    tunnel: 


        local  address: 1.1.1.1 


        remote address: 0.0.0.0 


    flow: 


        sour addr: 10.1.1.0/255.255.255.0  port: 0  protocol: IP 
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        dest addr: 10.1.3.0/255.255.255.0  port: 0  protocol: IP 


 


    current outbound spi: 0xDB865076(3683012726) 


 


    [inbound ESP SAs] 


      spi: 0xDB865076(3683012726) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 321 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/340 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/61 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


      spi: 0x640321A(104870426) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 329 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/900 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/851 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


    [outbound ESP SAs] 


      spi: 0xDB865076(3683012726) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 322 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/340 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/61 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


      spi: 0x640321A(104870426) 


      transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


      in use setting: Transport 


      connection id: 330 


      sa duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/900 


      sa remaining duration (kilobytes/sec): 0/851 


      anti-replay detection: Disabled 


The output shows that two groups of IPsec SAs have been genrated on GM 1 for secure 


communication with the other group members. 


# Execute the display gdoi gm command to display the registration information on GM 1. 


[GM1] display gdoi gm 


Group Name: 1 


 


  Group Identity             : 12345 


  Rekeys Received            : 129 


  IPsec SA Direction         : Both 


 


  Group Server List          : 100.1.1.100 
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  Group Member               : 1.1.1.1 


    Registration status      : Registered 


    Registered with          : 100.1.1.100 


    Re-register in           : 81 sec 


    Succeeded registrations  : 1 


    Attempted registrations  : 1 


    Last rekey from          : 100.1.1.100 


    Last rekey seq num       : 1 


    Multicast rekeys received: 0 


    Allowable rekey cipher   : Any 


    Allowable rekey hash     : Any 


    Allowable transform      : Any 


 


  Rekeys Cumulative 


    Total received           : 129 


    After latest registration: 129 


    Rekey received (hh:mm:ss): 00:00:57 


 


  ACL Downloaded From KS 100.1.1.100: 


    rule 0 permit ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 10.1.2.0 0.0.0.255 


    rule 1 permit ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 10.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 


 


  KEK Policy: 


    Rekey transport type     : Multicast 


    Lifetime (sec)           : 243 


    Encrypt algorithm        : AES 


    Key size                 : 128 


    Sig hash algorithm       : SHA1 


    Sig key length (bit)     : 2048 


 


  TEK Policy: 


    Interface Ethernet1/1: 


      IPsec SA: 


        SPI: 0x640321A(104870426) 


        Transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


        SA timing: 


          remaining key lifetime (sec): 123 


        Anti-replay detection: Disabled 


Packets between subnet 10.1.1.0/24 and subnet 10.1.2.0/24 are encrypted/de-encrypted by GM 1 


and GM 2. 


# Display GM information on KS 1. 


<KS1> display gdoi ks members 


Group Name: ks1 


  Group member ID      : 1.1.1.1 


  Group member version : 1.0 


  Group ID             : 12345 


  Rekeys sent          : 0 
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  Rekey retries        : 0 


  Rekey ACKs received  : 0 


  Rekey ACKs missed    : 0 


 


  Group member ID      : 2.2.2.2 


  Group member version : 1.0 


  Group ID             : 12345 


  Rekeys sent          : 0 


  Rekey retries        : 0 


  Rekey ACKs received  : 0 


  Rekey ACKs missed    : 0 


 


  Group member ID      : 3.3.3.3 


  Group member version : 1.0 


  Group ID             : 12345 


  Rekeys sent          : 0 


  Rekey retries        : 0 


  Rekey ACKs received  : 0 


  Rekey ACKs missed    : 0 


KS 2 stores the same GM information.  


# Display KS redundancy information on KS 1.  


<KS1> display gdoi ks redundancy 


Group Name :ks1 


  Local address   : 100.1.1.100 


  Local version   : 1.0 


  Local priority  : 10000 


  Local role      : Primary 


  Primary address : 100.1.1.100 


 


  Sessions: 


      Peer address  : 200.2.2.200 


      Peer version  : 1.0 


      Peer priority : 100 


      Peer role     : Secondary 


      Peer status   : Ready 


# Display KS redundancy information on KS 2.  


<KS2> display gdoi ks redundancy 


Group Name :ks2 


  Local address   : 200.2.2.200 


  Local version   : 1.0 


  Local priority  : 100 


  Local role      : Secondary 


  Primary address : 100.1.1.100 


 


  Sessions: 


      Peer address  : 100.1.1.100 


      Peer version  : 1.0 
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      Peer priority : 10000 


      Peer role     : Primary 


      Peer status   : Ready 


Troubleshooting group domain VPN 


 


Symptom 


Phase 1 IKE negotiation failed. 


Analysis 


If the failure occurred between GM and KS, the IKE configurations on the GM and KS do not match, 


or the GM and KS cannot reach each other.  


If the failure occurred between KSs, the IKE configurations on the KSs do not match, or the KSs 


cannot reach each other.  


Use the following command on the GM. The output shows no IKE SAs have been generated. 


<Router> display ike sa 


    total phase-1 SAs:  0 


    connection-id  peer                    flag        phase   doi 


  ---------------------------------------------------------------- 


Solution 


If the failure occurred between GM and KS, check that the IKE proposal and IKE peer configurations 


on the GM and the KS match, and that the GM and the KS can reach each other. 


If the failure occurred between KSs, check that the IKE proposal and IKE peer configurations on the 


KSs match, and that the KSs can reach each other. 


GM registration failure 


Symptom 


The GM failed to register with the KS. 


Analysis 


Execute the following command on the GM: 


<Router> display ike sa 


    total phase-1 SAs:  1 


    connection-id  peer                    flag        phase   doi 


  ---------------------------------------------------------------- 


     18            90.1.1.1                RD|ST       1       GROUP 


The output shows that only one IKE SA has been generated. No rekey SA and IPsec SA have been 


generated. 


Solution 


Check that the GM and KS have the same group ID. 
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KS redundancy failure 


Symptom 


KS redundancy configuration does not take effect.  


Analysis 


Display KS redundancy information on KS 1. The output shows that each KS considers itself as the 


primary KS.  


<KS1> display gdoi ks redundancy 


Group Name :ks1 


  Local address   : 100.1.1.100 


  Local version   : 1.0 


  Local priority  : 10000 


  Local role      : Primary 


  Primary address : 100.1.1.100 


 


  Sessions: 


    Session 1: 


      Peer address  : 200.2.2.200 


      Peer version  : Unknown 


      Peer priority : Unknown 


      Peer role     : Unknown 


      Peer status   : Down 


The output shows that only one IKE SA has been generated. No rekey SA and IPsec SA have been 


generated. 


Solution 


Check that the KSs have the same group ID.  


Check that the KSs can reach each other. 


Command reference 


KS configuration commands 


display gdoi ks 


Use display gdoi ks to display GDOI KS information. 


Syntax 


display gdoi ks [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 
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Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays KS information for all GDOI KS 


groups. 


Examples 


# Display KS information for the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks group abc 


Group Name: abc 


  Group identity             : 8 


  Group members              : 0 


  Redundancy                 : Enabled 


    Local address            : 105.112.100.2 


    Local version            : 1.0 


    Local priority           : 10 


    Local role               : Primary 


  Rekey transport type       : Multicast 


  Rekey lifetime             : 300 sec 


  Rekey retransmit period    : 10 sec 


  Rekey retransmit attempts  : 2 


 


  IPsec sequence number      : 1 


  IPsec rekey lifetime       : 300 sec 


  Profile name               : profile-wwl 


  ACL configured             : xf 


 


# Display KS information for all GDOI KS groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks 


Group Name: abc 


  Group identity           : 8 


  Group members            : 0 


  Redundancy               : Enabled 


    Local address          : 105.112.100.2 


    Local version          : 1.0 


    Local priority         : 10 


    Local role             : Primary 


  Rekey transport type     : Multicast 


  Rekey lifetime           : 300 sec 


  Rekey retransmit period  : 10 sec 


  Rekey retransmit attempts: 2 


 


  IPsec sequence number    : 1 


  IPsec rekey lifetime     : 300 sec 


  Profile name             : profile-wwl 


  ACL configured           : xf 


 


Group Name: xyz 


  Group identity           : 18 
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  Group members            : 0 


  Redundancy               : Enabled 


    Local address          : 105.112.100.2 


    Local version          : 1.0 


    Local priority         : 10 


    Local role             : Primary 


  Rekey transport type     : Multicast 


  Rekey lifetime           : 300 sec 


  Rekey retransmit period  : 10 sec 


  Rekey retransmit attempts: 2 


 


  IPsec sequence number    : 1 


  IPsec rekey lifetime     : 300 sec 


  Profile name             : profile-xyz 


  ACL configured           : xyz 


 


  IPsec sequence number    : 2 


  IPsec rekey lifetime     : 300 sec 


  Profile name             : profile-xyz2 


  ACL configured           : 3001 


 


Table 1 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name Name of the GDOI KS group. 


Group identity 
KS group identity, a number or an IPv4 address. If no identity is configured, 


this field is blank. 


Group members Number of online GMs in the GDOI KS group. 


Redundancy Redundancy information of the GDOI KS group. 


Local role 


Role of the local KS in the redundancy: 


 Primary—Primary KS. 


 Secondary—Secondary KS. 


 Initial—In initializing state. 


 Electing—Electing the primary KS. 


Rekey transport type Rekey transport type: Multicast or Unicast. 


IPsec sequence number Sequence number of the IPsec policy. 


IPsec rekey lifetime 
IPsec SA lifetime. When the lifetime is about to expire, the KS sends rekey 


messages to update the TEK. 


Profile name Name of the IPsec profile referenced. 


ACL configured Name or number of the ACL referenced. 


 


display gdoi ks acl 


Use display gdoi ks acl to display ACLs referenced by GDOI KS groups. 
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Syntax 


display gdoi ks acl [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays ACLs referenced by all GDOI KS 


groups. 


Examples 


# Display ACLs referenced by the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks acl group abc 


Group Name: abc 


  ACL abc 


    rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.1.2 0 destination 2.2.2.3 0 


    rule 1 permit tcp source 1.1.0.0 0.0.255.255 destination 2.2.0.0 0.0.255.255 


    rule 2 permit ip 


# Display ACLs referenced by all GDOI KS groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks acl 


Group Name: abc 


  ACL abc 


    rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.1.2 0 destination 2.2.2.3 0 


    rule 1 permit tcp source 1.1.0.0 0.0.255.255 destination 2.2.0.0 0.0.255.255 


    rule 2 permit ip 


 


Group Name: xyz 


  ACL 3000 


          rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.2.2 0 destination 2.2.3.3 0 


          rule 2 deny ip 


  ACL xyz 


          rule 0 permit ip source 1.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 destination 2.2.4.0 0.0.0.255 


 


Table 2 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name KS group name. 


rule Rule in the ACL. 


 


display gdoi ks members 


Use display gdoi ks members to display information about online GMs in GDOI KS groups. 


Syntax 


display gdoi ks members [ group group-name ] [ ip ip-address ] 
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Views 


User view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. 


ip ip-address: Specifies a GM by its IP address. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify the group group-name option, the command displays information about 


online GMs with the specified IP address in all GDOI KS groups. 


If you do not specify the ip ip-address option, the command displays information about all online 


GMs in the specified GDOI KS group. 


If you do not specify any parameter, the command displays information about all online GMs in all 


GDOI KS groups. 


Examples 


# Display information about all online GMs in all GDOI KS groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks members 


Group Name: farg 


  Group member ID      : 80.1.1.98 


  Group member version : 1.0 


  Group ID             : 7777 


  Key server ID        : 90.1.1.1 


  Rekeys sent          : 0 


  Rekey retries        : 0 


  Rekey ACKs received  : 0 


  Rekey ACKs missed    : 0 


 


Group Name: abcd 


  Group member ID      : 80.1.1.100 


  Group member version : 1.0 


  Group ID             : 8888 


  Key server ID        : 90.1.1.1 


 


  Group member ID      : 80.1.1.101 


  Group member version : Unknown 


  Group ID             : 8888 


  Key server ID        : 90.1.1.1 


 


Table 3 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name KS group name. 
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Field Description 


Group member ID ID of the GM in the GDOI KS group. 


Group member version GM version. If no GM version is obtained, this field displays Unknown. 


Group ID ID of the GDOI KS group. 


Key server ID ID of the KS with which the GM will register itself. 


Rekeys sent Number of rekey messages sent successfully. 


Rekeys retries Number of rekey messages retransmitted. 


Rekey ACKs received Number of rekey ACKs received. 


Rekey ACLs missed Number of rekey ACKs missed. 


 


display gdoi ks policy 


Use display gdoi ks policy to display policy information for GDOI KS groups. 


Syntax 


display gdoi ks policy [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays policy information for all GDOI 


KS groups. 


Examples 


# Display policy information for all GDOI KS groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks policy 


Group Name: GDOI-GROUP8 


  Server IP: 90.1.1.1 


 


Group Name: farg 


  Server IP: 90.1.1.1 


    KEK policy: 


      Rekey transport type       : Unicast 


      SPI                        : 0xB2DAFC4C36ABC9D416BB15614DCE9F60 


      Encryption algorithm       : AES-CBC-128 


      Lifetime                   : 30000 sec 


      Remaining lifetime         : 5995 sec 


      Signature algorithm        : RSA 


      Signature key name         : REKEYRSA 


                                                                                 


    TEK policy: 


      Encapsulation              : Tunnel 
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      SPI                        : 0x3EE98709 


      ACL                        : frag 


      Transform                  : ESP-ENCRYPT-DES ESP-AUTH-MD5 


      Lifetime                   : 50000 sec 


      Remaining lifetime         : 25996 sec 


          


Table 4 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name KS group name. 


Server IP 
IP address of the local KS, which is the IP address configured by the source 


address command. 


Rekey transport type Rekey transport type: Multicast or Unicast. 


SPI SPI of the rekey SA or that of the IPsec SA. 


Lifetime KEK or TEK lifetime. 


Remaining lifetime Remaining time of the KEK or TEK lifetime. 


Signature key name Name of the key pair used for signature. 


Encapsulation IPsec encapsulation mode for IP packets: Tunnel or Transport. 


ACL Number or name of the ACL referenced. 


Transform Name of the IPsec transform set referenced. 


 


display gdoi ks redundancy 


Use display gdoi ks redundancy to display redundancy information for GDOI KS groups. 


Syntax 


display gdoi ks redundancy [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays redundancy information for all 


GDOI KS groups. 


Examples 


# Display redundancy information for all GDOI KS groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks redundancy 


Group Name :handl 


  Local address   : 105.112.200.1 


  Local version   : 1.0 


  Local priority  : 10 


  Local role      : Initial 
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  Primary address : 


 


Group Name :lsxn 


  Local address   : 105.112.100.2 


  Local version   : 1.0 


  Local priority  : 10 


  Local role      : Primary 


  Primary address : 105.112.100.2 


 


  Peers: 


    Peer address  : 174.1.1.1 


    Peer version  : Unknown 


    Peer priority : Unknown 


    Peer role     : Unknown 


    Peer status   : Down 


 


    Peer address  : 172.1.1.1 


    Peer version  : 1.0 


    Peer priority : 100 


    Peer role     : Secondary 


    Peer status   : Ready 


 


Table 5 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name GDOI KS group name. 


Local role 


Role of the local KS in the redundancy: 


 Primary—Primary KS. 


 Secondary—Secondary KS. 


 Initial—In initializing state. 


 Electing—Electing the primary KS. 


Primary address IP address of the primary KS. 


Peers Peer KS information. 


Peer address Peer KS address. 


Peer version Peer KS version. 


Peer priority Peer KS priority. 


Peer KS role 


Role of the peer KS: 


 Secondary 


 Primary 


 Unknown 


Peer KS status 


Peer KS status: 


 Down 


 Connected 


 Exchange—Exchanging data with the local KS. 


 Ready 
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display gdoi ks rekey 


Use display gdoi ks rekey to display rekey information for GDOI KS groups. 


Syntax 


display gdoi ks rekey [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command displays rekey information for all GDOI 


KS groups. 


Examples 


# Display rekey information for all GDOI KS groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi ks rekey 


Group Name: handl 


  Rekey transport type                  : Multicast 


    Number of rekeys sent               : 0 


    Number of rekeys retransmitted      : 0 


    Retransmit period                   : 10 sec 


    Number of retransmissions           : 10 


    Multicast destination address       : 230.1.1.1 


    KEK rekey lifetime                  : 10000 sec 


      Remaining lifetime                : 6092 sec 


    IPsec 1 lifetime                    : 86400 sec 


      Remaining lifetime                : 1234 sec 


 


Group Name:abcd 


  Rekey transport type                  : Unicast 


    Number of rekeys sent               : 0 


    Number of rekeys retransmitted      : 0 


    Retransmit period                   : 10 sec 


    Number of retransmissions           : 2 


    KEK rekey lifetime                  : 0 sec 


    IPsec 1 lifetime                    : 1000 sec 


 


Group Name:test 


  Rekey transport type                  : Multicast 


    Number of rekeys sent               : 0 


    Number of rekeys retransmitted      : 0 


    Retransmit period                   : 10 sec 


    Number of retransmissions           : 1 


    Multicast destination address       : 239.192.1.190 
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    KEK rekey lifetime                  : 0 sec 


    IPsec 1 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


    IPsec 2 lifetime                    : 30000 sec 


    IPsec 3 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


    IPsec 4 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


    IPsec 5 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


    IPsec 6 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


    IPsec 7 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


    IPsec 8 lifetime                    : 300 sec 


 


Table 6 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name KS group name. 


IPsec 1 lifetime SA lifetime of IPsec policy 1, in seconds. 


Remaining lifetime Remaining time of the KEK or IPsec SA, in seconds. 


 


gdoi ks group 


Use gdoi ks group to create a GDOI KS group and enter GDOI KS group view. 


Use undo gdoi ks group to delete a GDOI KS group. 


Syntax 


gdoi ks group group-name 


undo gdoi ks group group-name 


Default 


No GDOI KS group exists. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group-name: Specifies a name for the GDOI KS group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


Examples 


# Create a GDOI KS group named abc, and enter its view. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi ks-group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 


Related commands 


display gdoi ks 


gdoi ks rekey 


Use gdoi ks rekey to enforce rekey. 
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Syntax 


gdoi ks rekey [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command clears KS information for all GDOI KS 


groups on the local KS. 


Usage guidelines 


A rekey refers to the process that a KS updates the TEK or KEK key and then sends the updated key 


to GMs. 


Usually, a KS performs rekeys periodically. A KEK rekey interval is configured by the rekey lifetime 


command. A TEK rekey interval is determined by the IPsec SA lifetime. To trigger KSs to perform 


rekeys immediately, execute this command. 


You can use the display gdoi ks rekey command and the display gdoi ks policy command to view 


rekey statistics and key information. 


Examples 


# Enforce the GDOI KS group abc to rekey. 


<Sysname> gdoi ks rekey group abc 


identity address 


Use identity address to configure an IP address for the GDOI KS group. 


Use undo identity to delete the IP address of the GDOI KS group. 


Syntax 


identity address address 


undo identity 


Default 


No IP address is configured for a GDOI KS group. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


address: Specifies any valid IPv4 address to identify the GDOI KS group. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one type of ID (either an IP address or a number) for a GDOI KS group. A 


GDOI KS group uses the IP address or the number, whichever is configured later. 
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Examples 


# Configure the IP address of the GDOI KS group abc as 202.202.202.10. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] identity address 202.202.202.10 


Related commands 


 identity number 


 gdoi ks group 


identity number 


Use identity number to configure a number for the GDOI KS group. 


Use undo identity to delete the GDOI KS group number. 


Syntax 


identity number number 


undo identity 


Default 


No number is configured for a GDOI KS group number. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


number: Specifies a number in the range of 0 to 2147483647 to identify the GDOI KS group. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one type of ID (either an IP address or a number) for a GDOI KS group. A 


GDOI KS group uses the IP address or the number, whichever is configured later. 


Examples 


# Configure the number of the GDOI KS group abc as 123456. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] identity number 123456 


Related commands 


 identity address 


 gdoi ks group 


ipsec 


Use ipsec to create an IPsec policy for the GDOI KS group and enter GDOI KS IPsec policy view. 


Use undo ipsec to delete an IPsec policy for the GDOI KS group. 


Syntax 


ipsec sequence-number 
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undo ipsec sequence-number 


Default 


No IPsec policy is created for a GDOI KS group. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


sequence-number: Specifies a sequence number for the IPsec policy, in the range of 1 to 65535. 


Usage guidelines 


You can create multiple IPsec policies for a GDOI KS group. An IPsec policy with a smaller number 


has a higher priority. A KS can send multiple IPsec policies to GMs at a time, and GMs use the IPsec 


policies from the one with the highest priority. 


Deleting an IPsec policy from a GDOI KS group also deletes the TEK that corresponds to that IPsec 


policy. 


Examples 


# Create IPsec policy 10 for the GDOI KS group abc and enter its view. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] ipsec 10 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


local priority 


Use local priority to configure the KS local priority. 


Use undo local priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


local priority priority 


undo local 


Default 


The local priority of the KS is 1. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


priority: Specifies the local priority of the KS, in the range of 1 to 65535. A higher number indicates 


a higher priority. 
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Usage guidelines 


The KS local priority takes effect only when KS redundancy is enabled with the redundancy enable 


command. 


The local priority specifies the priority of the local KS for primary KS election. A KS with a higher 


local priority is more likely to be elected as the primary KS. If multiple KSs have the same priority, 


the KS with the highest IP address is elected as the primary KS. 


Examples 


# Enable GDOI KS group redundancy, and set the KS local priority to 10. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy enable 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] local priority 10 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 


Related commands 


 gdoi ks group 


 redundancy enable 


peer address 


Use peer address to specify the IP address of a peer KS. 


Use undo peer address to delete a peer KS IP address. 


Syntax 


peer address ip-address 


undo peer address ip-address 


Default 


No IP address of a peer KS is specified. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a peer KS. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify multiple peer KS IP addresses by executing this command multiple times. 


The peer IP address configuration takes effect only when KS redundancy is enabled with the 


redundancy enable command. 


Examples 


# Enable GDOI KS group redundancy, and specify 13.1.1.1 as a peer KS address. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy enable 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] peer address 13.1.1.1 
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[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 


Related commands 


 gdoi ks group 


 redundancy enable 


profile (GDOI KS group IPsec policy view) 


Use profile to specify the IPsec profile to be referenced by the GDOI KS group IPsec policy. 


Use undo profile to remove the IPsec profile referenced by the GDOI KS group IPsec policy. 


Syntax 


profile ipsec-profile-name 


undo profile 


Default 


A GDOI KS group IPsec policy does not reference any IPsec profile. 


Views 


GDOI KS group IPsec policy view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ipsec-profile-name: Specifies an IPsec profile by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 15 


characters. 


Examples 


# Create IPsec policy 10 for GDOI KS group abc, and reference IPsec profile profile1 for the IPsec 


policy. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] ipsec 10 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] profile profile1 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] 


Related commands 


 gdoi ks group 


 ipsec 


redundancy enable 


Use redundancy enable to enable KS redundancy. 


Use undo redundancy enable to disable KS redundancy. 


Syntax 


redundancy enable 


undo redundancy enable 


Default 


KS redundancy is disabled. 
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Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


KS redundancy enables a group of KSs to work together for high availability and load sharing. One 


KS is the primary KS, and others are secondary KSs. Secondary KSs back up data for the primary KS 


and can accept registrations from GMs. 


Examples 


# Enable KS redundancy in GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] redundancy enable 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


rekey acl 


Use rekey acl to specify the rekey ACL, which specifies the source and destination addresses for 


multicast rekey messages. 


Use undo rekey acl to remove the rekey ACL. 


Syntax 


rekey acl { access-list-number | name access-list-name } 


undo rekey acl 


Default 


No source or destination address is specified for multicast rekey messages. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


access-list-number: Specifies an ACL by its number in the range of 3000 to 3999. 


name access-list-name: Specifies an ACL by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


 If multicast rekey method is used, you must specify the rekey ACL. Otherwise, the KS cannot 


generate the KEK or send rekey messages. 


 If the source address command is configured, the source address of the multicast rekey 


message is that configured by the source address command. Otherwise, the source address is 


that specified in the first rule of the rekey ACL. 


 The permit or deny keyword in rules of the rekey ACL does not make sense. 
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Examples 


# Specify ACL 3000 as the rekey ACL for the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey acl 3000 


Related commands 


 gdoi ks group 


 source address 


rekey authentication 


Use rekey authentication to specify the key pair to be used by the KS during a rekey. 


Use undo rekey authentication to remove the specified key pair. 


Syntax 


rekey authentication public-key rsa key-name 


undo rekey authentication 


Default 


No key pair is specified for a rekey. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


public-key: Specifies the local key pair. 


rsa: Specifies the public key algorithm as RSA. 


key-name: Key pair name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


The KS sends the public key of the key pair to GMs in rekey messages. The GMs use the public key 


to authenticate the rekey messages from the KS. 


Examples 


# Specify the rekey key pair as mykey for the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey authentication public-key rsa mykey 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


rekey encryption 


Use rekey encryption to specify the rekey encryption algorithm. 


Use undo rekey encryption to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


rekey encryption { 3des-cbc | aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | aes-cbc-256 | des-cbc } 


undo rekey encryption 


Default 


The encryption algorithm is 3des-cbc. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


If you execute this command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure the rekey encryption algorithm as AES-CBC-192 for the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey encryption aes-cbc-192 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


rekey lifetime 


Use rekey lifetime to configure the KEK lifetime. 


Use undo rekey lifetime to restore the default. 


Syntax 


rekey lifetime seconds number-of-seconds 


undo rekey lifetime seconds 


Default 


The KEK lifetime is 86400 seconds. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


seconds number-of-seconds: Specifies a time-based lifetime for KEKs, in the range of 300 to 86400 


seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The TEK lifetime is the IPsec SA lifetime, which is determined by the IPsec SA lifetime configured in 


the IPsec profile. 


Examples 


# Configure the KEK lifetime as 3600 seconds for the GDOI KS group abc. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey lifetime seconds 3600 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


rekey retransmit 


Use rekey retransmit to specify the interval between rekey retransmissions and the maximum 


number of retransmissions. 


Syntax 


rekey retransmit { interval number-of-seconds | number number-of-retransmissions } * 


undo rekey retransmit [ interval | number ] 


Default 


The retransmission interval is 10 seconds, and the maximum number of retransmissions is 2. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


interval number-of-seconds: Specifies the rekey retransmission interval, in the range of 10 to 60 


seconds. The default interval is 10 seconds. 


number number-of-retransmissions: Specifies the number of times the rekey message can be 


retransmitted, in the range of 1 to 10. The default value is 2. 


Examples 


# Specify the rekey retransmission interval as 30 seconds and the maximum number of 


retransmissions as 3 for the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey retransmit 30 number 3 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


rekey transport unicast 


Use rekey transport unicast to enable unicasting rekey messages. 


Use undo rekey transport unicast to restore the default. 


Syntax 


rekey transport unicast 


undo rekey transport unicast 


Default 


The KS multicasts rekey messages. 
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Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Configure the GDOI KS group abc to unicast rekey messages. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] rekey transport unicast 


Related commands 


gdoi ks group 


reset gdoi ks 


Use reset gdoi ks to clear GDOI KS group information, including keys, online GMs, and the role in 


redundancy backup. 


Syntax 


reset gdoi ks [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a  case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command clears information about all GDOI KS 


groups. 


Usage guidelines 


If KS redundancy is enabled, executing this command triggers a primary KS election. 


Examples 


# Clear information about the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> reset gdoi ks group abc 


reset gdoi ks members 


Use reset gdoi ks members to clear GM information saved on the KS, including the GM registration 


information and the TEKs/KEKs sent to GMs. 


Syntax 


reset gdoi ks members [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 
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Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. If you do not specify this option, the command clears GM information for all GDOI KS 


groups. 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only on the primary KS. 


Examples 


# Remove GMs from the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> reset gdoi ks members group abc 


reset gdoi ks redundancy role 


Use reset gdoi ks redundancy role to reset GDOI KS redundancy roles. 


Syntax 


reset gdoi ks redundancy role [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Specifies a GDOI KS group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 


characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If you specify a GDOI KS group, the command resets KS redundancy roles in the specified GDOI KS 


group. If you do not specify a GDOI KS group, the command resets KS redundancy roles in all GDOI 


KS groups. 


Examples 


# Reset KS redundancy roles in the GDOI KS group abc. 


<Sysname> reset gdoi ks redundancy role group abc 


security acl (GDOI KS group IPsec policy view) 


Use security acl to reference an ACL for the GDOI KS IPsec policy. 


Use undo security acl to remove the referenced ACL. 


Syntax 


security acl { access-list-number | name access-list-name} 


undo security acl 


Default 


No ACL is referenced. 


Views 


GDOI KS group IPsec policy view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


access-list-number: Specifies an ACL by its number in the range of 3000 to 3999. 


name access-list-name: Specifies an ACL by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


The GDOI KS sends the ACL to GMs, which use the ACL to filter traffic, so as to determine the traffic 


to be protected by TEKs. 


Examples 


# Configure IPsec policy 10 for the GDOI KS group abc, and then reference ACL 3000 for the IPsec 


policy. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc] ipsec 10 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] security acl 3000 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc-ipsec-10] 


Related commands 


 gdoi ks group 


 ipsec 


source address 


Use source address to specify the source address for packets sent by the KS. 


Use undo source address to delete the source address specified for the KS. 


Syntax 


source address ip-address 


undo source address 


Default 


No source address is specified. The KS uses the source address specified in the first rule of the rekey 


ACL as the source address of sent packets. 


Views 


GDOI KS group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies any valid IPv4 address. 


Usage guidelines 


Perform this task to specify the source address for redundancy protocol packets, GROUPKEY-PULL 


protocol packets, and GROUPKEY-PUSH protocol packets sent by the KS. This task is required if KS 


redundancy is enabled 
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Examples 


# Specify the source address for the GDOI KS group abc as 11.1.1.1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]gdoi ks group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-ks-group-abc]source address 11.1.1.1 


Related commands 


 gdoi ks group 


 rekey acl 


 rekey transport unicast 


 redundancy 


GM configuration commands 


client registration interface 


Use client registration interface to specify a registration interface for the GM in a GDOI GM group. 


The GM uses the registration interface to send packets to the KS. 


Use undo client registration interface to delete the registration interface specified for the GM. 


Syntax 


client registration interface interface-type interface-number 


undo client registration interface 


Default 


The registration interface is the interface where the GDOI IPsec policy applies. 


Views 


GDOI GM group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a registration interface by the interface type and number. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify a different interface as the registration interface when you want to use different 


output interfaces for registration packets and IPsec packets. 


Examples 


# In GDOI GM group abc, specify interface Ethernet 1/1 as the registration interface for the GM. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi gm group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-gm-group-abc] client registration interface ethernet 1/1 


Related commands 


gdoi gm group 
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display gdoi gm 


Use display gdoi gm to display GDOI GM group information, including GDOI configuration 


parameters, negotiation parameters, and the IPsec information obtained after successful 


registrations. 


Syntax 


display gdoi gm [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Displays information about the specified GDOI GM group. The group-name 


argument represents the GDOI GM group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If you 


do not specify this option, the command displays information about all GDOI GM groups. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display information about all GDOI GM groups. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm 


Group Name: GDOI-GROUP1 


 


  Group Identity             : 12345 


  Rekeys Received            : 1 


  IPsec SA Direction         : Both 


 


  Group Server List          : 90.1.1.1 


                               90.1.1.10 


 


  Group Member               : 80.1.1.1 


    VPN instance             : vpn1 


    Registration status      : Registered 


    Registered with          : 90.1.1.1 


    Re-register in           : 346 sec 


    Succeeded registrations  : 1125 


    Attempted registrations  : 1133 


    Last rekey from          : 90.1.1.1 


    Last rekey seq num       : 3 


    Multicast rekeys received: 1 


    Allowable rekey cipher   : Any 
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    Allowable rekey hash     : Any 


    Allowable transform      : Any 


 


  Rekeys Cumulative 


    Total received           : 5 


    After latest registration: 3 


    Rekey received (hh:mm:ss): 00:02:11 


 


  ACL Downloaded From KS 90.1.1.1: 


    rule 0 deny udp source-port eq 848 destination-port eq 848 


    rule 1 deny ospf  


    rule 2 permit icmp 


 


  KEK Policy: 


    Rekey transport type     : Multicast 


    Lifetime (sec)           : 159 


    Encrypt algorithm        : AES 


    Key size                 : 128 


    Sig hash algorithm       : SHA1 


    Sig key length (bit)     : 1024 


 


  TEK Policy: 


    Interface Ethernet1/1: 


      IPsec SA: 


        SPI: 0x9AE5951E(2598737182) 


        Transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


        SA timing: 


          remaining key lifetime (sec): 190 


        Anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


      IPsec SA: 


        SPI: 0x12C55CFF(314924287) 


        Transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


        SA timing: 


          remaining key lifetime (sec): 402 


        Anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


Table 7 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name GDOI GM group name. 


Group Identity GDOI GM group ID (a number or an IPv4 address). 


Rekeys Received Number of rekey messages received. 


 IPsec SA Direction 
IPsec SA direction: Both or Inbound (not supported at 


present). 


Group Server List 
KS IP address list in the GDOI GM group. The list can 


contain eight addresses at most. 
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Field Description 


Group Member IP address of the GM. 


VPN instance 
VPN instance name of the MPLS L3VPN to which the 


GM belongs. 


Registration status 
Registration status: Registered, Registering, or Not 


registered. 


Registered with IP address of the KS with which the GM registers. 


Re-register in 
Period of time after which the GM re-registers with a 


KS. 


Succeeded registrations Number of successful registrations. 


Attempted registrations Number of registration attempts. 


Last rekey from 
The KS from which the GM receives the last rekey 


message. 


Last rekey seq num Sequence number of the last received rekey message. 


Multicast rekeys received 


Number of multicast rekeys received. This field is 


displayed only when the GDOI GM group is a multicast 


group. 


Unicast rekeys received 


Number of unicast rekeys received. This field is 


displayed only when the GDOI GM group is a unicast 


group. 


Rekey ACKs sent 


Number of rekey ACK messages sent. This field is 


displayed only when the GDOI GM group is a unicast 


group. 


Allowable rekey cipher 


The rekey encryption algorithm that the GM allows. 


Any indicates that the GM allows all encryption 


algorithms. 


Allowable rekey hash 
The rekey hash algorithm that the GM allows. Any 


indicates that the GM allows all hash algorithms. 


Allowable transform 
The rekey transform mode that the GM allows. Any 


indicates that the GM allows all transform modes. 


Rekeys Cumulative Rekey statistics. 


Total received Total number of rekeys that the GM has received. 


After latest registration 
Number of rekeys that the GM has received after the 


last successful registration. 


Rekey received ( hh:mm:ss) 
The field is displays when a rekey is received. It 


indicates the key lifetime after the rekey operation. 


Rekey received 
This field is displayed when no rekey is received. The 


value for this field is None. 


Total rekey ACKs sent 
Number of rekey ACK messages sent. This field is 


displayed only in unicast mode. 


ACL Downloaded From KS 90.1.1.1 
The ACL information downloaded from the KS at 


90.1.1.1. 
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Field Description 


rule 0 deny udp source-port eq 848 


destination-port eq 848 


Indicates that any UDP packets whose source and 


destination port numbers are both 848 do not need to 


be protected by IPsec. 


rule 1 deny ospf 
Indicates that OSPF protocol packets do not need to 


be protected by IPsec. 


rule 2 permit icmp 
Indicates that any ICMP packets need to be protected 


by IPsec. 


Rekey transport type Transport type of rekey messages: Multicast or Unicast. 


Lifetime (sec) KEK lifetime, in seconds. 


Encrypt algorithm KEK encryption algorithm. 


Key size KEK key length. 


Sig hash algorithm KEK signature hash algorithm. 


Sig key length (bit) KEK signature key length, in bits. 


Interface  Name of the interface bound to the TEK. 


Transform Transform set. 


anti-replay window size(time based) 


Time-based anti-replay window size, in seconds. 


This field is displayed only when anti-replay detection 


is enabled. 


anti-replay window size(counter based) 


Traffic-based anti-replay window size: 32, 64, 128, 256, 


512, or 1024, in packets. 


This field is displayed only when anti-replay detection 


is enabled. 


 


display gdoi gm acl 


Use display gdoi gm acl to display ACL information for GMs. 


Syntax 


display gdoi gm acl [ download | local ] [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


download: Displays the ACL information that the GM downloaded from the KS. 


local: Displays the ACL information locally configured on the GM. 


group group-name: Displays ACL information for GMs of a GDOI GM group. The group-name 


argument is the GDOI GM group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If you do not 


specify this option, the command displays ACL information for all GMs. 
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|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify any parameter, the command displays information about all ACLs for all GMs, 


including the downloaded ACLs and the locally configured ACLs. A locally configured ACL refers to 


the ACL referenced by the GDOI IPsec policy. 


Examples 


# Display information about all ACLs for all GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm acl 


Group Name: abc 


  ACL Downloaded From KS 12.1.1.100: 


    rule 0 permit ip 


    rule 1 permit ip source 12.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 12.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


 


  ACL Configured Locally: 


    IPsec Policy Name: gdoi-group1 


      ACL Identifier: 3001 


        rule 0 deny ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


 


Group Name: 123 


  ACL Downloaded From KS 12.1.1.100: 


    rule 1 permit ip source 13.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 13.1.2.0 0.0.0.255 


# Display the ACL information that GMs downloaded from the KS. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm acl download 


Group Name: abc 


  ACL Downloaded From KS 12.1.1.100: 


    rule 0 permit ip 


    rule 1 permit ip source 12.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 12.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


# Display the ACL information locally configured on GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm acl local 


Group Name: abc 


  ACL Configured Locally: 


    IPsec Policy Name: gdoi-group1 


      ACL Identifier: 3001 


        rule 0 deny ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 destination 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


Table 8 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name GDOI GM group name. 


rule 0 permit ip Indicates that IPsec protects any IP packets. 
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Field Description 


rule 1 permit ip source 12.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


destination 12.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


Indicates that IPsec protects IP packets whose source 


and destination addresses are within subnet 


12.1.1.0/24. 


rule 0 deny ip source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


destination 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


Indicates that IPsec does not protect IP packets whose 


source and destination addresses are within subnet 


10.1.1.0/24. 


 


display gdoi gm ipsec sa 


Use display gdoi gm ipsec sa to display IPsec SA information obtained by GMs. 


Syntax 


display gdoi gm ipsec sa [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Displays IPsec SA information obtained by GMs of a GDOI GM group. The 


group-name argument is the GDOI GM group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If 


you do not specify this option, the command displays IPsec SA information obtained by all GMs. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display IPsec SA information obtained by all GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm ipsec sa 


SA created for group abc: 


    Interface Ethernet0/0; 


    Interface Ethernet0/1: 


      IPsec SA: 


        SPI: 0x9AE5951E(2598737182) 


        Transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


        SA timing: 


          remaining key lifetime (sec): 12 


        Anti-replay detection: Disabled 


 


SA created for group hh: 


    Interface Ethernet0/0; 


    Interface Ethernet0/1: 
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      IPsec SA: 


        SPI: 0xDCC66F7B(3703992187) 


        Transform: ESP-ENCRYPT-AES-128 ESP-AUTH-SHA1 


        SA timing: 


          remaining key lifetime (sec): 190 


        Anti-replay detection: Disabled 


Table 9 Command output 


Field Description 


Interface Name of the interface bound to the IPsec SA. 


Transform Transform set. 


remaining key lifetime (sec) Remaining lifetime of the IPsec SA, in seconds. 


anti-replay window size(time based) 


Time-based anti-replay window size, in seconds. This 


field is displayed only when anti-replay detection is 


enabled. 


anti-replay window size(counter based) 


Traffic-based anti-replay window size: 32, 64, 128, 256, 


512, or 1024, in packets. This field is displayed only 


when anti-replay detection is enabled. 


 


display gdoi gm members 


Use display gdoi gm members to display brief information about GMs. 


Syntax 


display gdoi members [ group group-name ] gm [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Displays the brief GM information of a GDOI GM group. The group-name 


argument is the GDOI GM group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If you do not 


specify this option, the command displays information about brief information about all GMs. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display brief information about all GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm members 


Group Member Information For Group GDOI-GROUP1: 
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  IPsec SA Direction         : Both 


 


  Group Member               : 80.1.1.1 


    VPN instance             : vpn1 


    Registration status      : Registered 


    Registered with          : 90.1.1.1 


    Re-register in           : 308 sec 


    Succeeded registrations  : 1131 


    Attempted registrations  : 1139 


    Last rekey from          : 90.1.1.1 


    Last rekey seq num       : 3 


    Multicast rekeys received: 1 


    Allowable rekey cipher   : Any 


    Allowable rekey hash     : Any 


    Allowable transform      : Any 


Table 10 Command output 


Field Description 


IPsec SA Direction 
IPsec SA direction: Both or Inbound (not supported at 


present). 


Group Member IP address of the GM. 


VPN instance 
VPN instance name of the MPLS L3VPN to which the 


GM belongs. 


Registration status 
Registration status: Registered, Registering, or Not 


registered. 


Registered with IP address of the KS with which the GM registers. 


Re-register in 
Period of time after which the GM re-registers with a 


KS. 


Succeeded registrations Number of successful registrations. 


Attempted registrations Number of registration attempts. 


Last rekey from 
The KS from which the GM receives the last rekey 


message. 


Last rekey seq num Sequence number of the last received rekey message. 


Multicast rekeys received 


Number of multicast rekeys received. This field is 


displayed only when the GDOI GM group is a multicast 


group. 


Unicast rekeys received 


Number of unicast rekeys received. This field is 


displayed only when the GDOI GM group is a unicast 


group. 


Rekey ACKs sent 


Number of rekey ACK messages sent. This field is 


displayed only when the GDOI GM group is a unicast 


group. 


Rekey received ( hh:mm:ss) 
The field is displays when a rekey is received. It 


indicates the key lifetime after the rekey operation. 
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Field Description 


Rekey received 
This field is displayed when no rekey is received. The 


value for this field is None. 


Allowable rekey cipher 


The rekey encryption algorithm that the GM allows. 


Any indicates that the GM allows all encryption 


algorithms. 


Allowable rekey hash 
The rekey hash algorithm that the GM allows. Any 


indicates that the GM allows all hash algorithms. 


Allowable transform 
The rekey transform mode that the GM allows. Any 


indicates that the GM allows all transform modes. 


 


display gdoi gm pubkey 


Use display gdoi gm pubkey to display the public key information received by GMs. 


Syntax 


display gdoi gm pubkey [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Displays the public key information received by GMs of a GDOI GM group. The 


group-name argument is the GDOI GM group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If 


you do not specify this option, the command displays the public key information received by all 


GMs. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display the public key information received by all GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm pubkey 


Group Name: GDOI-GROUP1 


  KS IPv4 Address: 90.1.1.1 


  Conn-ID: 2044    My Cookie: 7C9CB398    His Cookie: 4E54C7EA 


  Key Data: 


    30819F30 0D06092A 864886F7 0D010101 05000381 8D003081 89028181 00BB0F5B 


    6B5788E7 6220C0C1 C4BCAAD7 D81322FF 7DB9436E 46E308DA D589243B 64946D2D 


    FC502F64 7F38DDF5 E999F8F7 4A247508 9AF7765B F0B080AC 11CC08E4 B48A976F 


    D3721818 B66201F0 BD1987BE DD28D533 C38E7D42 939D2B71 3FAAA17A 128DF862 


    E45C531D A0C8593E D7D602E9 7A7E675A 94AF6B25 2972CF85 94E601BD 19020301  
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    0001 


Table 11 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name GDOI GM group name. 


Conn-ID ID of the rekey SA. 


My Cookie Local cookie of the rekey SA. 


His Cookie Peer cookie of the rekey SA. 


 


display gdoi gm rekey 


Use display gdoi gm rekey to display rekey information for GMs. 


Syntax 


display gdoi  gm rekey [ verbose ] [ group group-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


verbose: Displays the detailed rekey information of GMs. If you do not specify this keyword, the 


command displays the brief rekey information of GMs. 


group group-name: Displays rekey information for GMs of a GDOI GM group. The group-name 


argument is the GDOI GM group name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If you do not 


specify this option, the command displays rekey information for all GMs. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display brief rekey information of all GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm rekey 


Group Name: abc (Unicast) 


  Number of rekeys received (cumulative)       : 9 


  Number of rekeys received after registration : 9 


  Number of rekey ACKs sent                    : 105 


 


Group Name: 123 (Multicast) 


  Number of rekeys received (cumulative)       : 9 


  Number of rekeys received after registration : 9 
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  Multicast destination address                : 239.192.1.190 


 


# Display detailed rekey information of all GMs. 


<Sysname> display gdoi gm rekey verbose 


Group Name: GDOI-GROUP1 (Multicast) 


  Number of rekeys received (cumulative)       : 1904 


  Number of rekeys received after registration : 889 


  Multicast destination address                : 239.192.1.190 


 


Rekey (KEK) SA Information: 


            Destination     Source            Conn-ID  My Cookie  His Cookie 


New       : 239.192.1.190   90.1.1.1          9646     14406D26   8C58E504 


Current   : 239.192.1.190   90.1.1.1          9646     14406D26   8C58E504 


Previous  : ---             ---               ---      ---        --- 


 


Table 12 Command output 


Field Description 


Group Name GDOI GM group name. 


Unicast Indicates the rekey transport type is unicast. 


Multicast Indicates the rekey transport type is multicast. 


Multicast destination address Multicast destination address of the rekey messages. 


Rekey (KEK) SA information SA that protects the rekey messages. 


Destination Destination IP address of the rekey SA. 


Source Source IP address of the rekey SA. 


Conn-ID ID of the rekey SA. 


My Cookie Local cookie of the rekey SA. 


His Cookie Peer cookie of the rekey SA. 


New Information about the new rekey SA. 


Current Information about the currently used rekey SA. 


Previous Information about the rekey SA used last time. 


 


gdoi gm group 


Use gdoi gm group to create a GDOI GM group and enter GDOI GM group view. 


Use undo gdoi gm group to delete a GDOI GM group. 


Syntax 


gdoi gm group group-name 


undo gdoi gm group group-name 


Default 


No GDOI GM group exists. 
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Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group-name: Specifies a name for the GDOI GM group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters.  


Usage guidelines 


A GDOI GM group includes the information that the GM uses to register with a KS, such as the 


group ID, KS address, and registration interface. 


The device supports 64 GDOI GM groups at most. 


Examples 


# Create a GDOI GM group named abc, and enter its view. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi gm group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-gm-group-abc]  


Related commands 


display gdoi gm 


group 


Use group to specify the GDOI GM group to be referenced by the GDOI IPsec policy. 


Use undo group to remove the GDOI GM group referenced by the GDOI IPsec policy. 


Syntax 


group group-name 


undo group  


Default 


A GDOI IPsec policy does not reference any GDOI GM group. 


Views 


GDOI IPsec policy entry view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group-name: Specifies the name of a GDOI GM group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


The group must have existed. 


Usage guidelines 


A GDOI IPsec policy can reference only one GDOI GM group. If you configure this command for 


multiple times, the last configuration takes effect. 


GDOI IPsec policy entries of different GDOI IPsec policies can reference the same GDOI GM group, 


but those of the same GDOI IPsec policy cannot. 
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Examples 


# Configure a GDOI IPsec policy entry and enter its view. The IPsec policy name is map and the 


entry sequence number is 1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipsec policy map 1 gdoi 


# Reference GDOI GM group abc for the GDOI IPsec policy entry. 


[Sysname-ipsec-policy-gdoi-map-1] group abc 


Related commands 


gdoi gm group 


identity 


Use identity to configure an ID for the GDOI GM group. 


Use undo identity to delete the GDOI GM group ID. 


Syntax 


identity { address ip-address | number number } 


undo identity 


Default 


No ID is configured for a GDOI GM group. 


Views 


GDOI GM group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


address ip-address: Specifies any valid IPv4 address to identify the GDOI GM group. 


number number: Specifies a number in the range of 0 to 2147483647 to identify the GDOI GM 


group. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one type of ID (either an IP address or a number) for a GDOI GM group. If 


you execute this command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Set the ID of GDOI GM group abc to 123456. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi gm group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-gm-group-abc] identity number 123456 


# Configure the ID of GDOI GM group def as 202.202.202.10. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi gm group def 


[Sysname-gdoi-gm-group-def] identity address 202.202.202.10 


Related commands 


display gdoi gm 
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reset gdoi gm 


Use reset gdoi gm to clear GDOI information that GMs downloaded from a KS, including the IKE SA, 


rekey SA, IPsec SA, and ACL, and trigger the GMs to re-register with the KS.  


Syntax 


reset gdoi gm [ group group-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group group-name: Clears the GDOI information of GMs in a GDOI GM group. The group-name 


argument specifies the name of a GDOI GM group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If 


you do not specify this option, the command displays GDOI information of all GMs. 


Examples 


# Clear the GDOI information of GMs, and trigger the GMs to re-register with the KS. 


<Sysname> reset gdoi 


# Clear the GDOI information of GMs in GDOI GM group abc, and trigger the GMs to re-register 


with the KS. 


<Sysname> reset gdoi gm group abc 


Related commands 


display gdoi gm 


server address 


Use server address to specify the IP address of the KS with which a GM will register itself. 


Use undo server address to delete the specified KS IP address. 


Syntax 


server address ip-address 


undo server address ip-address 


Default 


No KS IP address is specified. 


Views 


GDOI GM group view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the IP address of the KS. 


Usage guidelines 


You must specify KSs for GMs in a GDOI GM group. 
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A GDOI GM group can have up to eight KS addresses. A GM first sends a registration request to the 


first-specified KS. If the registration does not succeed before the register timer expires, the GM 


registers with other KSs one by one in the order they are configured until the registration succeeds. 


If all registration attempts fail, the GM repeats the registration process. 


Examples 


# Specify two KS addresses, 3.3.3.3 and 3.3.3.4, for GDOI GM group abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] gdoi gm group abc 


[Sysname-gdoi-gm-group-abc] server address 3.3.3.3 


[Sysname-gdoi-gm-group-abc] server address 3.3.3.4 


Related commands 


display gdoi gm 


New feature: Support for the ibgp and ebgp 


keywords was added to the balanced 


command 


Configuration guide 


Please refer to 


 Layer 3 - IP Routing Configuration Guide\ BGP Configuration. 


 Layer 3 - IP Routing Configuration Guide\ IPv6 BGP Configuration. 


 IP Multicast Configuration Guide\ MBGP Configuration 


 IP Multicast Configuration Guide\ IPv6 MBGP Configuration 


Command reference 


Please refer to 


 Layer 3 - IP Routing Command Reference \ BGP Command. 


 Layer 3 - IP Routing Command Reference \ IPv6 BGP Command. 


 IP Multicast Command Reference \ MBGP Command 


 IP Multicast Command Reference \ IPv6 MBGP Command 
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Modified feature: The maximum interface 


description length is modified into 240 


characters 


Change description 


The length of the interface description set by using the description command is modified into 1 to 


240 characters. 


Command reference 


Please refer to 


Interface Command Reference 


Layer 2 - LAN Switching Command Reference\ Ethernet Link Aggregation Commands 


Layer 2 - LAN Switching Command Reference\ VLAN Commands 


Layer 2 - WAN Command Reference\ ATM Commands 


Layer 2 - WAN Command Reference\ PPP Commands 


Layer 2 - WAN Command Reference\ HDLC Commands 


Modified feature:The user must pass 


keyboard-interactive authentication 


Feature change description 


The keyboard-interactive authentication mode is added. 


Configuring an SSH user 


If the authentication method is publickey, you must perform the procedure in this section. 


If the authentication method is password or password-publickey, you must configure a local user 


account by using the local-user command for local authentication, or configure an SSH user 


account on an authentication server, for example, a RADIUS server, for remote authentication. For 


more information about the local-user command, see Security Command Reference.  


If the authentication method is password, you do not need to perform the procedure in this section 


to configure them unless you want to use the display ssh user-information command to display all 


SSH users, including the password-only SSH users, for centralized management. 
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Configuration guidelines 


 You can set the service type to Stelnet, SFTP, or SCP. 


 You can enable one of the following authentication modes for the SSH user: 


○ Password—The user must pass password authentication. 


○ Publickey authentication—The user must pass publickey authentication. 


○ Password-publickey authentication—As an SSH2.0 user, the user must pass both 


password and publickey authentication. As an SSH1 user, the user must pass either 


password or publickey authentication. 


○ Keyboard-interactive—The user must pass keyboard-interactive authentication. 


○ Any—The user can use password authentication, publickey authentication, or 


keyboard-interactive authentication. 


 All authentication methods, except password authentication and keyboard-interactive 


authentication, require a client's host public key or digital certificate to be specified.  


○ If a client directly sends the user's public key information to the server, the server must 


specify the client's public key and the specified public key must already exist.  


○ If a client sends the user's public key information to the server through a digital certificate, 


the server must specify the PKI domain for verifying the client certificate. For more 


information about configuring a PKI domain, see "Configuring PKI." To make sure the 


authorized SSH users pass the authentication, the specified PKI domain must have the 


proper CA certificate. 


 If the authentication method is publickey or password-publickey, the command level 


accessible to the user is set by the user privilege level command on the user interface. If the 


authentication method is password, the command level accessible to the user is authorized by 


AAA. 


 SSH1 does not support SFTP or SCP. For an SSH1 client, you must set the service type to 


stelnet or all. 


 For an SFTP SSH user, the working folder depends on the authentication method: 


○ If the authentication method is password, the working folder is authorized by AAA. 


○ If the authentication method is publickey or password-publickey, is used, the working 


folder is set by using the ssh user command. 


 If you change the authentication mode or public key for an SSH user that has logged in, the 


change takes effect only at the next login of the user. 


To configure an SSH user and specify the service type and authentication method: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


52. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


53. Create an SSH user, and 


specify the service type 


and authentication 


method. 


 Create an SSH user, and specify the service 


type and authentication method for Stelnet 


users: 


ssh user username service-type stelnet 


authentication-type { password | 


keyboard-interactive | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign 


{ pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } } 


 Create an SSH user, and specify the service 


type and authentication method for all users, 


SCP or SFTP users: 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | 


sftp } authentication-type { password | 


keyboard-interactive | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign 


{ pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


Use either command. 


 


Command reference 


Modified command: ssh user 


Use ssh user to create an SSH user and specify the service type and authentication method. 


Use undo ssh user to delete an SSH user. 


Old syntax 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname }} 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


undo ssh user username 


New syntax 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | keyboard-interactive | 


{ any | password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname }} 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | 


keyboard-interactive | { any | password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | 


publickey keyname } work-directory directory-name } 


undo ssh user username 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 
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Parameters 


username: Specifies an SSH username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters. 


service-type: Specifies the service type of an SSH user: 


 all: Specifies Stelnet, SFTP, and SCP. 


 scp: Specifies the service type as SCP. 


 sftp: Specifies the service type as SFTP. 


 stelnet: Specifies the service type of Stelnet. 


authentication-type: Specifies the authentication method of an SSH user: 


 password: Specifies password authentication. This authentication method features easy and 


fast encryption, but it is vulnerable. It can work with AAA to implement user authentication, 


authorization, and accounting. 


 keyboard-interactive: Specifies keyboard-interactive authentication. When the client initiates 


an authentication request, the remote authentication server sends the SSH server an 


authentication response with a question. The question is relayed to the client and displayed on 


the client. The user must enter the answer to the question. This question-answer exchange 


might be repeated multiple times until the user provides all required information. Then, the 


remote authentication server returns an authentication success message. This authentication 


method is supported only when the router acts as an SSH server and uses the HWTACACS 


server as the remote authentication server. 


 any: Specifies either password authentication, publickey authentication, or 


keyboard-interactive authentication. 


 password-publickey: Specifies both password authentication and publickey authentication 


(featuring higher security) if the client runs SSH2, and specifies either type of authentication if 


the client runs SSH1. 


 publickey: Specifies publickey authentication. This authentication method has the complicated 


and slow encryption, but it provides strong authentication that can defend against brute-force 


attacks. This authentication method is easy to use. If this method is configured, the 


authentication process completes automatically without the need of entering any password. 


assign: Specifies parameters that are used to verify the client. 


 pki-domain pkiname: Specifies the PKI domain which verifies the client certificate. The 


pkiname argument is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 15 characters. The server uses the CA 


certificate that is saved in the PKI domain to verify one or multiple client certificates without 


saving clients' public keys in advance. 


 publickey keyname: Specifies the public key of the SSH user. The keyname argument 


represents an existing public key to an SSH user, and is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 64 


characters. The server checks the validity of the user through the user's public key that has 


been locally saved. If the public key file on the client changes, the server needs to update the 


local configuration promptly. 


work-directory directory-name: Specifies the working directory for an SFTP user. The 


directory-name argument is a string of 1 to 135 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If the SSH server uses publickey authentication, you must create an SSH user account on the device. 


If the SSH server uses password authentication, you do not need to create the user account on the 


device, but you must configure the user account information on the device for local authentication, 


or on the remote authentication server (such as a RADIUS server) for remote authentication. 
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If you specify a public key or PKI domain for a user multiple times, the most recent configuration 


takes effect. 


You can change parameters for an SSH user that has logged in, but your changes take effect for the 


user at next login. 


If an SFTP or SCP user has been assigned a public key or PKI domain, it is necessary to set a 


working folder for the user. 


The working folder of an SFTP or SCP user depends on the user authentication method. For a user 


using only password authentication, the working folder is the AAA authorized one. For a user using 


only publickey authentication or using both publickey authentication and password authentication, 


the working folder is the one set by using the ssh user command. 


Examples 


# Create an SSH user named user1, setting the service type as sftp, the authentication method as 


publickey, assigning a public key named key1 to the client, and the work folder of the SFTP server 


as cfa0: 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ssh user user1 service-type sftp authentication-type publickey assign publickey 


key1 work-directory cfa0: 


Related commands 


 display ssh user-information 


 pki domain 


Change description 


keyboard-interactive is added. 


Modified feature: Configuring online Layer 


3 portal user detection 


Feature change description 


This feature is supported by 6604, 6608, 6616,HSR6802,HSR6804 and HSR6808 


icmp is added. 


Configuration Guide 


With online portal user detection enabled on an interface, the device periodically sends probe 


packets (ARP requests) to the portal users on the interface to check whether the portal users are 


still online, to find portal users who get offline without logging off.  


 If the device receives a reply from a portal user before sending probe packets to the portal 


user for the maximum number of times, it considers that the portal user is online and keeps 


sending probe packets to the portal user.  
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 If the device receives no reply from a portal user after sending probe packets to the portal 


user for the maximum number of times, it considers that the portal user is offline and stops 


sending probe packets to the portal user and deletes the user. 


To configure online Layer 3 portal user detection:  
 


Step Command Remarks 


54. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


55. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


56. Configure online Layer 3 


portal user detection. 


access-user detect type { arp| 


icmp } retransmit number 


interval interval [ idle-time 


idletime ] 


Not configured by default. 


 


 NOTE: 


Adjust the maximum number of transmission attempts and the interval of sending probe 


packets according to the actual network conditions. 


 


Command reference 


Modified command:access-user detect 


Use access-user detect to configure the online portal user detection function. 


Use undo access-user detect to restore the default. 


Old syntax 


access-user detect type arp retransmit number interval interval 


undo access-user detect 


New syntax 


access-user detect type { arp | icmp } retransmit number interval interval [ idle-time idletime ] 


undo access-user detect 


Default 


The portal user detection function is not configured on an interface. 


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


type arp: Uses ARP requests as probe packets. 


type icmp: Uses ICMP requests as probe packets. 
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retransmit number: Specifies the maximum number of times the device sends probe packets to a 


user before it receives a reply from the user. If this number is reached but the device still receives no 


reply from the portal user, the device considers that the portal user offline and logs out the user. 


The value for the number argument ranges from 2 to 5. 


interval interval: Specifies the interval for sending probe packets, in the range of 5 to 120, in 


seconds. 


idle-time idletime: Specifies the user idle timeout. If the interface receives no user traffic within the 


configured idle time, the specified probe begins. The value range for the idletime argument is 1 to 


600 minutes, and the default is 3 minutes. 


Usage guidelines 


When this function is configured on an interface, the interface starts a probe timer. If the interface 


has not received packets from a portal user when the probe timer expires, the device sends probe 


packets to the portal user. If the device has not received a reply from the portal user when the 


maximum number of probes is reached, the device logs off the portal user. If the device receives a 


reply from the portal user before the maximum number of probes is reached, it stops sending 


probe packets and restarts the probe timer. The device repeats the process to detect whether portal 


users are online. 


Cross-subnet portal authentication does not support ARP probe. For cross-subnet portal 


authentication, use ICMP probe. For direct and re-DHCP portal authentication, HP recommends 


that you use ARP probe. 


Examples 


# Configure the portal user detection function on interface GigabitEthernet 3/0/1, specifying the 


probe packets as ARP requests, maximum number of probe attempts as 3, and probe interval as 10 


seconds. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet3/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] access-user detect type arp retransmit 3 interval 10 


Change description 


icmp is added,option idle-time idletime is added. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3103P05 


None. 
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HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3103P04 


New feature: Configure the MP sort buffer 


size factor 


Configuring of the MP sort buffer size factor 


When MP is used, the received packets may be out of order. The sort buffer is used to re-sort 


packets. The sort buffer size is a trade-off between re-sorting effect and delay. A large sort buffer 


brings good re-sorting effect but increases delay. For voice packets, the transmission delay should 


be minimized. 


To Configure the MP sort buffer size factor. 


Step Command Remarks 


57. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


58. Create a VT interface and enter VT 


interface view. 


interface virtual-template 


number 
N/A 


59. Configure the MP sort buffer size 


factor. 
ppp mp sort-buffer-size size 


Optional. 


1 by default. 


The MP sort buffer size = 


The number of channels in 


the current MP bundle ×  


size. 


 


Command reference 


 


ppp mp sort-buffer-size 


Use ppp mp sort-buffer-size to configure the MP sort buffer size factor. The MP sort buffer size = 


the number of channels in the current MP bundle ×  size. You can use the display ppp mp 


command to view the member channels in an MP bundle. If the calculated MP sort buffer size is 20, 


the MP sort buffer can sort 20 packets.  


Use undo ppp mp sort-buffer-size to restore the default.  


Syntax 


ppp mp sort-buffer-size size 


undo ppp mp sort-buffer-size 
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Default 


The MP sort buffer size factor is 1. 


Views 


VT interface view, MP-group interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


size: MP sort buffer size factor, ranging from 1 to 64. 


Usage guidelines 


When MP is used, the received packets may be out of order. The sort buffer is used to re-sort 


packets. The sort buffer size is a trade-off between re-sorting effect and delay. A large sort buffer 


brings good re-sorting effect but increases delay. For voice packets, the transmission delay should 


be minimized.  


Examples 


# Configure the MP sort buffer size factor as 64.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 0 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template0] ppp mp sort-buffer-size 64 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3103P03 


None. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3103P02 


None. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3103P01 


None. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3103 


None. 


HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3102 


This release has the following changes: 


 New feature: Associating NAT with VRRP 
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 New feature: OSPFv3 support for MCE 


 New feature: OSPF ISPF 


 New feature: OSPF NSR 


 New feature: BGP NSR 


 New feature: BIDIR-PIM 


 New feature: PIM snooping 


 New feature: PIM MIB and BFD for PIM DR 


 New feature: BGP support for IPv6 VPN BFD 


 New feature: Set a BGP update interval of 0 


 New feature: IPv6 Netstream support for collecting statistics of VPNs 


 New feature: Multicast across VPNs 


 New feature: Support the DVPN instance 


 New feature: PKI support for hot backup 


 New feature: NAT support for discontinuous address pools 


 New feature: Supporting TCP/UDP port configuration for portal–free rule 


 New feature: Supporting L2TP QoS user profile 


 New feature: Collecting traffic statistics of nested QoS policies 


 New feature: Enabling ARP entry backup for an IPv4 VRRP group 


 New feature: Supporting ALG for MGCP and RSH 


 New feature: BGP support for 4096 peers 


 New feature: Supporting a total of 1024 static NAT mappings 


 New feature: Configuring NAT64 on a distributed device 


 New feature: Configuring net-to-net static NAT 


 New feature: Support of LNS for the IMSI or SN in PPP LCP negotiation 


 New feature: Multicast VPN optionB 


 New feature: IPsec for IPv6 


 New feature: IPsec over IPv6 on FIP600 and 4EXP through software encryption 


 New feature: Dynamic BGP peers 


 New feature: Including IMSI and SN in Called-Station-ID 


 New feature: Destination network-based portal authentication 


 New feature: Support for 128 VPN domains on a DVPN device 


 New feature: Specifying the source interface for sending VRRP packets 


 New feature: Disabling password recovery capability 


 Modified feature: Attack protection 


 Modified feature: Configuring DHCPv6 server 


 Modified feature:  HTTP service 


 New feature: OSPF support for MD5 authentication key rollover 


 New feature: OSPFv3 support for RFC 5340 enhanced features 


 New feature:Configuring Hash-based keys 
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New feature: Associating NAT with VRRP 


Associating NAT with VRRP 


Perform one of the following tasks to associate NAT with VRRP: 


 Associating outbound NAT with VRRP 


 Associating static NAT with VRRP 


 Associating internal server with VRRP 


Command reference 


Modified command: nat server (for normal internal server) 


Old syntax 


nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type interface-number | 


current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside local-address1 


local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ]  


undo nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type 


interface-number | current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside 


local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ]  


 


nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type interface-number | 


current-interface } [ global-port ] [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside local-address [ local-port ] 


[ vpn-instance local-name ]  


undo nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type 


interface-number | current-interface } [ global-port ] [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside 


local-address [ local-port ] [ vpn-instance local-name ] 


New syntax 


nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type interface-number | 


current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside local-address1 


local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 


undo nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type 


interface-number | current-interface } global-port1 global-port2 [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside 


local-address1 local-address2 local-port [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 


 


nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type interface-number | 


current-interface } [ global-port ] [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside local-address [ local-port ] 


[ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 


undo nat server protocol pro-type global { global-address | interface interface-type 


interface-number | current-interface } [ global-port ] [ vpn-instance global-name ] inside 


local-address [ local-port ] [ vpn-instance local-name ] [ track vrrp virtual-router-id ] 
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Views 


Interface view 


Change description 


Option track vrrp virtual-router-id is added. 


track vrrp virtual-router-id: Associates the internal server with a VRRP group. The virtual-router-id 


argument indicates the number of the VRRP group to be associated. Without this option, no VRRP 


group is associated. 


New feature: OSPFv3 support for MCE 


Configuring OSPFv3 support for MCE 


With MCE, you can bind each VPN to a VLAN interface on a CE device. The CE creates and 


maintains a separate routing table (multi-VRF) for each VPN. This separates the forwarding paths of 


packets of different VPNs and, in conjunction with the PE, can correctly advertise the routes of each 


VPN to the peer PE, ensuring the normal transmission of VPN packets over the public network. 


Command reference 


Modified command: ospfv3 


Old syntax 


ospfv3 [ process-id ] 


New syntax 


ospfv3 [ process-id ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


Option vpn-instance vpn-instance-name is added. 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN. vpn-instance-name is a case-sensitive 


string of 1 to 31 characters. If no VPN is specified, the OSPFv3 process belongs to the public 


network. 


New feature: OSPF ISPF 


Enabling OSPF ISPF 


Upon topology changes, Incremental Shortest Path First (ISPF) computes only the affected part of 


the SPT, instead of the entire SPT. 
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Command reference 


Syntax 


ispf enable 


undo ispf enable 


Default 


OSPF ISPF is disabled. 


Views 


OSPF view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


Upon topology changes, ISPF recomputes only the affected part of the SPT, instead of the entire 


SPT.  


Examples 


# Enable OSPF ISPF.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] ispf enable 


New feature: OSPF NSR  


Configuring OSPF NSR  


With OSPF NSR, the standby MPU backs up link state information from the active MPU. Upon an 


active/standby switchover, the link state information can recover automatically and the routes can 


be regenerated without tearing down the adjacencies or impacting other services. 


GR requires the cooperation of neighboring devices to recover routing information. NSR does not 


require that, and is more popular in practice. 


Command reference 


Syntax 


ospf non-stop-routing 


undo ospf non-stop-routing 


Default 


OSPF NSR is disabled.  


Views 


System view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


A device that has OSPF NSR enabled cannot act as a GR Restarter. The graceful-restart command 


and the ospf non-stop-routing command are mutually exclusive and cannot be configured on a 


device at the same time. 


Examples 


# Enable OSPF NSR. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf non-stop-routing 


New feature: BGP NSR  


Configuring BGP NSR 


BGP nonstop routing (NSR) is used to ensure continuous routing upon a switchover from the active 


MPU to the standby MPU. BGP NSR can back up BGP neighbor and routing information from the 


AMB to the SMB when the device is starting or operating. After an active/standby switchover, NSR 


can complete routing information recovery without requiring the cooperation of other devices.  


Command reference 


display bgp non-stop-routing 


Use display bgp non-stop-routing to display the running status of BGP NSR.  


Syntax 


display bgp non-stop-routing [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view  


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 
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Examples 


# Display the running status of BGP NSR.  


<Sysname> display bgp non-stop-routing 


 BGP NSR status: Ready. 


Table 13 Command output 


Field Description 


BGP NSR status 


BGP NSR backup status: 


 Ready—BGP NSR completes IPv4 routing and neighbor information backup, and 


enters the Ready state. If an active/standby switchover occurs, the existing routes 


are still effective, and the current services are not affected.  


 Not ready—BGP NSR is backing up IPv4 routing and neighbor information in 


batches, and does not function. If an active/standby switchover occurs, the current 


services are interrupted, and neighbor relationships are reestablished.  


 


non-stop-routing 


Use non-stop-routing to enable BGP NSR.  


Use undo non-stop-routing to disable BGP NSR.  


Syntax 


non-stop-routing 


undo non-stop-routing 


Default 


BGP NSR is disabled.  


Views 


BGP view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


The NSR and GR features are mutually exclusive. Do not configure the graceful-restart and 


non-stop-routing commands at the same time. 


Examples 


# Enable BGP NSR.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] non-stop-routing 
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New feature: BIDIR-PIM  


Configuring BIDIR-PIM 


In some many-to-many applications, such as multi-side video conference, there might be multiple 


receivers interested in multiple multicast sources simultaneously. With PIM-DM or PIM-SM, each 


router along the SPT must create an (S, G) entry for each multicast source, consuming a lot of 


system resources.  


BIDIR-PIM addresses the problem. Derived from PIM-SM, BIDIR-PIM builds and maintains 


bidirectional RPTs. Each RPT is rooted at an RP and connects multiple multicast sources with 


multiple receivers. Traffic from the multicast sources is forwarded through the RPs to the receivers 


along the bidirectional RPTs. Each router needs to maintain only one (*, G) multicast routing entry, 


saving system resources. 


BIDIR-PIM is suitable for networks with dense multicast sources and dense receivers. 


Command reference 


display multicast forwarding-table df-info 


Use display multicast forwarding-table df-info to display the DF information of the multicast 


forwarding table. 


Syntax 


A6602: 


display multicast [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] forwarding-table df-info 


[ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


HSR6602 /A6604/A6608/A6616: 


display multicast [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] forwarding-table df-info 


[ rp-address ] [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


all-instance: Specifies all MPLS L3VPN instances. 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 


to 31 characters. 


rp-address: RP address of BIDIR-PIM. 


slot slot-number: Displays the DF information of the multicast forwarding table on the specified 


card. If no slot is specified, the command displays the DF information of the multicast forwarding 


table for the MPU. (HSR6602 /A6604/A6608/A6616.) 
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|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If neither all-instance nor vpn-instance is specified, this command displays the DF information for 


the public network. 


Examples 


# Display the DF information of the multicast forwarding table for the public network. 


<Sysname> display multicast forwarding-table df-info 


Multicast DF information of VPN-Instance: public net 


Total 1 RP 


  


Total 1 RP matched 


  


00001. RP Address: 1.1.1.1 


     MID: 0, Flags: 0x2100000:0 


     Uptime: 00:08:32 


     RPF interface: GigabitEthernet2/1/1 


     List of 1 DF interfaces: 


       1: GigabitEthernet2/1/2 


Table 14 Command output 


Field Description 


Multicast DF information 


of VPN-Instance: public 


net 


DF information of the multicast forwarding table for the public network. 


Total 1 RP Total number of RPs. 


Total 1 RP matched Total number of matched RPs. 


00001 Sequence number of the RP. 


MID ID of the RP. Each RP has a unique MID. 


Flags 
Current state of the RP. Different bits indicate different states of an RP. For 


major values of this field, see Table 15  and Table 16 . 


Uptime 
Length of time for which the RP has been up, in the format 


hours:minutes:seconds. 


RPF interface RPF interface to the RP. 


List of 1 DF interfaces DF interface list. 
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Table 15 Major values of the flags field (before the colon)  


Value Meaning 


0x1 A register-stop message must be sent. 


0x2 Whether the multicast source corresponding to the (S, G) is active. 


0x4 Null forwarding entry. 


0x8 Whether the RP is a PIM domain border router. 


0x10 A register outgoing interface is available. 


0x400 (S, G) entry to be deleted. 


0x8000 
The (S, G) entry is in the smoothening process after active/standby 


switchover. 


0x10000 The (S, G) has been updated during the smoothing process. 


0x80000 
The (S, G) entry has been updated and needs to be deleted before a new 


entry is added. 


0x100000 An entry is successfully added. 


0x1000000 Multicast forwarding entry for BIDIR-PIM. 


0x2000000 RP for BIDIR-PIM. 


 


Table 16 Major values of the flags field (after the colon) 


Value Meaning 


0 
The entry does not belong to the MPU, or the MPU has synchronized the 


entry to other cards. 


1 
The MPU will synchronize the incoming interface information of the entry 


to other cards. 


2 
The MPU will synchronize the outgoing interface information of the entry 


to other cards. 


4 The MPU will synchronize the RP information of the entry to other cards. 


80 
The MPU will synchronize the encapsulation group information of the 


entry to other cards. 


80000000 The MPU will notify other cards to add the entry. 


40000000 The MPU will notify other cards to remove the entry. 


 


display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info 


Use display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info to display the DF information of the IPv6 


multicast forwarding table. 


Syntax 


A6602: 


display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 
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HSR6602 /A6604/A6608/A6616 


display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info [ rp-address ] [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


rp-address: Specifies the RP address of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 


slot slot-number: Displays the DF information of the IPv6 multicast forwarding table on the 


specified card. If no slot is specified, the command displays the DF information of the IPv6 multicast 


forwarding table for the main processing board. (HSR6602 /A6604/A6608/A6616.) 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display the DF information of the IPv6 multicast forwarding table. 


<Sysname> display multicast ipv6 forwarding-table df-info 


IPv6 Multicast DF information 


Total 1 RP 


 


Total 1 RP matched 


 


00001. RP Address: 2010::1 


     MID: 0, Flags: 0x2100000:0 


     Uptime: 00:08:32 


     RPF interface: GigabitEthernet2/1/1 


     List of 1 DF interfaces: 


       1: GigabitEthernet2/1/2 


Table 17 Command output 


Field Description 


IPv6 Multicast DF information DF information of the IPv6 multicast forwarding table. 


Total 1 RP Total number of RPs. 


Total 1 RP matched Total number of matched RPs. 


00001 Sequence number of the RP. 


MID ID of the RP. Each RP has a unique MID. 
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Field Description 


Flags 
Current state of the RP. Different bits indicate different states of an 


RP. Major values of this field are described in Table 15  and Table 16 . 


Uptime 
Length of time for which the RP has been up, in the format 


hours:minutes:seconds. 


RPF interface RPF interface to the RP. 


List of 1 DF interfaces DF interface list. 


 


bidir-pim enable (PIM view) 


Use bidir-pim enable to enable BIDIR-PIM.  


Use undo bidir-pim enable to disable BIDIR-PIM.  


Syntax 


bidir-pim enable 


undo bidir-pim enable 


Default 


BIDIR-PIM is disabled.  


Views 


Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


This command is effective only after multicast routing is enabled.  


Examples 


# Enable multicast routing on the public network, enter PIM view, and enable BIDIR-PIM.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] multicast routing-enable 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] bidir-pim enable 


# Enable multicast routing in VPN instance mvpn, enter VPN instance PIM view, and enable 


BIDIR-PIM. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance mvpn 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] route-distinguisher 100:1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] multicast routing-enable 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] quit 


[Sysname] pim vpn-instance mvpn 


[Sysname-pim-mvpn] bidir-pim enable 


Related commands 


 pim  
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 multicast routing-enable 


display pim df-info 


Use display pim df-info to display the DF information of BIDIR-PIM.  


Syntax 


display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


all-instance: Specifies all instances. 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies a VPN instance. A VPN instance name is a case-sensitive 


string of up to 31 characters and must not contain any space.  


rp-address: Specifies the RP address of BIDIR-PIM.  


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If neither all-instance nor vpn-instance is specified, this command displays the DF information of 


BIDIR-PIM on the public network.  


Examples 


# Display the DF information of BIDIR-PIM on the public network. 


<Sysname> display pim df-info 


 VPN-Instance: public net 


 


 RP Address: 1.1.1.1 


  Interface           State   DF-Pref    DF-Metric  DF-Uptime DF-Address 


  GE2/1/1              Win     100        1            01:24:09  192.168.2.1 (local) 


  Ser2/0/1             Win     100        1            01:24:09  10.110.1.2 (local) 


  Ser2/0/2             Lose    0          0            01:23:12  10.110.2.2 


Table 18 Command output 


Field Description 


VPN-Instance: public net Public network. 


RP Address BIDIR-PIM RP address. 
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Field Description 


Interface Interface type and number. 


State DF election state, Win or Lose. 


DF-Pref Route priority of DF. 


DF-Metric Route metric of DF. 


DF-Uptime Existence duration of DF. 


DF-Address IP address of DF, where local indicates a local address. 


bidir-pim enable (IPv6 PIM view) 


Use bidir-pim enable to enable IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  


Use undo bidir-pim enable to disable IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  


Syntax 


bidir-pim enable 


undo bidir-pim enable 


Default 


IPv6 BIDIR-PIM is disabled.  


Views 


IPv6 PIM view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only after IPv6 multicast routing is enabled.  


Examples 


# Enable IPv6 multicast routing, enter IPv6 PIM view, and enable IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] multicast ipv6 routing-enable 


[Sysname] pim ipv6 


[Sysname-pim6] bidir-pim enable 


Related commands 


 multicast ipv6 routing-enable  


 pim ipv6 


display pim ipv6 df-info 


Use display pim ipv6 df-info to display the DF information of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  


Syntax 


display pim ipv6 df-info [ rp-address ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 
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Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


rp-address: Specifies the RP address of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM.  


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays the lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display the DF information of IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 


<Sysname> display pim ipv6 df-info 


 RP Address: 2010::1 


  Interface           State   DF-Pref    DF-Metric  DF-Uptime DF-Address 


  GE2/1/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  FE80::20F:E2FF: 


                                                              FE38:4E01 (local) 


  Ser2/0/1              Win     100        1          01:24:09  FE80::200:5EFF: 


                                                              FE71:2801 (local) 


  Ser2/0/2              Lose    0          0          01:23:12  FE80::20F:E2FF: 


                                                              FE15:5601 


Table 19 Command output 


Field Description 


RP Address IPv6 BIDIR-PIM RP address. 


Interface Interface type and number. 


State DF election state: win or Loss. 


DF-Pref Route priority of DF. 


DF-Metric Route metric of DF. 


DF-Uptime Existence duration of DF. 


DF-Address 
IPv6 address of DF, where "local" indicates a local IPv6 


address. 


Modified command: display pim routing-table 


Old syntax 


display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] routing-table [ group-address 


[ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | source-address [ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | 


incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | outgoing-interface { include | 
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exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | mode mode-type | flags flag-value 


| fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display pim [ all-instance | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] routing-table [ group-address 


[ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | source-address [ mask { mask-length | mask } ] | 


incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | outgoing-interface { include | 


exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | mode mode-type | flags flag-value 


| fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The value bidir was added for the flags flag-value option. 


flags flag-value: Specifies a flag. 


 bidir: Specifies PIM routing entries created by BIDIR-PIM. 


Modified command: static-rp (PIM view) 


Old syntax 


static-rp rp-address [ acl-number ] [ preferred ] 


undo static-rp rp-address 


New syntax 


static-rp rp-address [ acl-number ] [ preferred ] [ bidir ] 


undo static-rp rp-address 


Views 


Public network PIM view, VPN instance PIM view 


Change description 


The bidir keyword was added. 


rp-address: Specifies the IP address of the static RP to be configured. This address must be a real, 


valid unicast IP address, rather than an address on the 127.0.0.0/8 segment. For a static RP serving 


BIDIR-PIM, you can specify a virtual IP address. 


acl-number: Specifies a basic ACL, in the range of 2000 to 2999. If you provide this argument, the 


configured static RP will serve only those groups that pass the ACL filtering. Otherwise, the 


configured static RP will serve the all-system group 224.0.0.0/4.  


preferred: Gives priority to the static RP if the static RP conflicts with the dynamic RP. If you do not 


include the preferred keyword in your command, the dynamic RP has priority, and the static RP 


takes effect only if no dynamic RP exists in the network or when the dynamic RP fails.  


bidir: Configures the static RP to serve multicast groups in BIDIR-PIM. Without this argument, the 


static RP serves groups in PIM-SM. 
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Modified command: display pim ipv6 routing-table 


Old syntax 


display pim ipv6 routing-table [ ipv6-group-address [ prefix-length ] | ipv6-source-address 


[ prefix-length ] | incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | 


outgoing-interface { include | exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | 


mode mode-type | flags flag-value | fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display pim ipv6 routing-table [ ipv6-group-address [ prefix-length ] | ipv6-source-address 


[ prefix-length ] | incoming-interface [ interface-type interface-number | register ] | 


outgoing-interface { include | exclude | match } { interface-type interface-number | register } | 


mode mode-type | flags flag-value | fsm ] * [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


flags flag-value: Specifies a flag 


 bidir: Specifies IPv6 multicast routing entries created by IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. 


Modified command: static-rp (IPv6 PIM view) 


Old syntax 


static-rp ipv6-rp-address [ acl6-number ] [ preferred ]  


undo static-rp ipv6-rp-address 


New syntax 


static-rp ipv6-rp-address [ acl6-number ] [ preferred ] [ bidir ] 


undo static-rp ipv6-rp-address 


Views 


IPv6 PIM view 


Change description 


The bidir keyword was added. 


ipv6-rp-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of the static RP to be configured. This address must be a 


real, valid, globally scoped IPv6 unicast address. For a static RP serving IPv6 BIDIR-PIM, you can 


specify a virtual IPv6 address. 


acl6-number: Specifies a basic IPv6 ACL number, in the range of 2000 to 2999. If you provide this 


argument, the configured static RP will serve only those IPv6 multicast groups that pass the filtering. 


Otherwise, the configured static RP will serve the all IPv6 multicast groups.  


preferred: Gives priority to the static RP if the static RP conflicts with the dynamic RP. If you do not 


include the preferred keyword in your command, the dynamic RP will be given priority, and the 


static RP takes effect only if no dynamic RP exists in the network or when the dynamic RP fails.  


bidir: Configures the static RP to serve multicast groups in IPv6 BIDIR-PIM. Without this argument, 


the static RP serves groups in IPv6 PIM-SM. 
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New feature: PIM snooping 


Configuring PIM Snooping 


See IP Multicast Configuration Guide. 


Command reference 


See IP Multicast Command Reference. 


New feature: PIM MIB and BFD for PIM DR 


Configuring PIM MIB and BFD for PIM DR 


PIM MIB is supported. 


PIM uses hello messages to elect a DR for a shared-media network. The elected DR will be the only 


multicast forwarder on the shared-media network.  


If the DR fails, a new DR election process will start after the DR is aged out. However, it might take a 


long period of time. To start a new DR election process immediately after the original DR fails, 


enable PIM to work with Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) on a shared-media network to 


detect failures of the links among PIM neighbors. You must enable PIM to work with BFD on all 


PIM-capable routers on a shared-media network, so that the PIM neighbors can fast detect DR 


failures and start a new DR election process. 


Command reference 


pim bfd enable 


Use pim bfd enable to enable PIM to work with Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD). 


Use undo pim bfd enable to disable this feature.  


Syntax 


pim bfd enable 


undo pim bfd enable 


Default 


This feature is disabled.  


Views 


Interface view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable PIM-DM or PIM-SM on an interface before you configure this feature on the 


interface. Otherwise, this feature does not take effect.  


Examples 


# Enable IP multicast routing on the public network, enable PIM-SM on interface GigabitEthernet 


2/1/1, and enable PIM to work with BFD on the interface.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] multicast routing-enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 2/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/1/1] pim sm 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/1/1] pim bfd enable 


Related commands 


 pim dm  


 pim sm 


pim ipv6 bfd enable 


Use pim ipv6 bfd enable to enable IPv6 PIM to work with Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD). 


Use undo pim ipv6 bfd enable to disable this feature.  


Syntax 


pim ipv6 bfd enable 


undo pim ipv6 bfd enable 


Default 


This feature is disabled.  


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable IPv6 PIM-DM or IPv6 PIM-SM on an interface before you configure this feature on 


the interface. Otherwise, this feature does not take effect.  


Examples 


# Enable IPv6 multicast routing on the public network, enable IPv6 PIM-SM on interface 


GigabitEthernet 2/1/1, and enable IPv6 PIM to work with BFD on the interface.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] multicast ipv6 routing-enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 2/1/1 
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[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/1/1] pim ipv6 sm 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/1/1] pim ipv6 bfd enable 


Related commands 


 pim ipv6 dm  


 pim ipv6 sm 


Modified command: snmp-agent trap enable 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent trap enable [ acfp [ client | policy | rule | server ] bfd | bgp | configuration | flash | fr | 


mpls | ospf [ process-id ] [ ifauthfail | ifcfgerror | ifrxbadpkt | ifstatechange | iftxretransmit | 


lsdbapproachoverflow | lsdboverflow | maxagelsa | nbrstatechange | originatelsa | vifcfgerror | 


virifauthfail | virifrxbadpkt | virifstatechange | viriftxretransmit | virnbrstatechange ] * | standard 


[ authentication | coldstart | linkdown | linkup | warmstart ]* | system | vrrp [ authfailure | 


newmaster ] ] 


undo snmp-agent trap enable [ acfp [ client | policy | rule | server ] | bfd | bgp | configuration | 


flash | fr | mpls | ospf [ process-id ] [ ifauthfail | ifcfgerror | ifrxbadpkt | ifstatechange | 


iftxretransmit | lsdbapproachoverflow | lsdboverflow | maxagelsa | nbrstatechange | originatelsa | 


vifcfgerror | virifauthfail | virifrxbadpkt | virifstatechange | viriftxretransmit | virnbrstatechange ] * 


| standard [ authentication | coldstart | linkdown | linkup | warmstart ]* | system | vrrp 


[ authfailure | newmaster ] ] 


New syntax 


snmp-agent trap enable [ acfp [ client | policy | rule | server ] | bfd | bgp | configuration | 


default-route | flash | fr | mpls | ospf [ process-id ] [ ifauthfail | ifcfgerror | ifrxbadpkt | 


ifstatechange | iftxretransmit | lsdbapproachoverflow | lsdboverflow | maxagelsa | 


nbrstatechange | originatelsa | vifcfgerror | virifauthfail | virifrxbadpkt | virifstatechange | 


viriftxretransmit | virnbrstatechange ] * | pim [ candidatebsrwinelection | electedbsrlostelection | 


interfaceelection | invalidjoinprune | invalidregister | neighborloss | rpmappingchange ] * | 


standard [ authentication | coldstart | linkdown | linkup | warmstart ]* | system | vrrp [ authfailure 


| newmaster ] ] 


undo snmp-agent trap enable [ acfp [ client | policy | rule | server ] | bfd | bgp | configuration | 


default-route | flash | fr | mpls | ospf [ process-id ] [ ifauthfail | ifcfgerror | ifrxbadpkt | 


ifstatechange | iftxretransmit | lsdbapproachoverflow | lsdboverflow | maxagelsa | 


nbrstatechange | originatelsa | vifcfgerror | virifauthfail | virifrxbadpkt | virifstatechange | 


viriftxretransmit | virnbrstatechange ] * | pim [ candidatebsrwinelection | electedbsrlostelection | 


interfaceelection | invalidjoinprune | invalidregister | neighborloss | rpmappingchange ] * | 


standard [ authentication | coldstart | linkdown | linkup | warmstart ]* | system | vrrp 


[ authfailure | newmaster ] ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The parameters pim [ candidatebsrwinelection | electedbsrlostelection | interfaceelection | 


invalidjoinprune | invalidregister | neighborloss | rpmappingchange ] were added 


pim: Enables SNMP traps for the PIM module. 
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 candidatebsrwinelection: Traps for the winning of a candidate-bootstrap router (C-BSR) in 


bootstrap router (BSR) election. 


 electedbsrlostelection: Traps for losing the BSR election. 


 interfaceelection: Traps for the election of a new DR or DF on an interface. 


 invalidjoinprune: Traps for receiving invalid join or prune packets. 


 invalidregister: Traps for receiving invalid registration packets. 


 neighborloss: Traps for the lost of a neighbor. 


 rpmappingchange: Traps for the change of the current RP-set. 


New feature: BGP support for IPv6 VPN BFD  


Configuring BGP support for IPv6 VPN BFD 


Use BFD to detect links between IPv6 routing protocol neighbors to speed up network 


convergence. 


Command reference 


Syntax 


ipv6 neighbor stale-aging aging-time 


undo ipv6 neighbor stale-aging 


Views 


System view 


Parameters 


aging-time: Age timer for ND entries in stale state, ranging from 1 to 24 hours. 


Examples 


# Set the age timer for ND entries in stale state to two hours.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 neighbor stale-aging 2 


 


New feature: Set a BGP update interval of 0 


Configuring Set a BGP update interval of 0 


None. 


Command reference 


None. 
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New feature: IPv6 Netstream support for 


collecting statistics of VPNs 


Configuring IPv6 Netstream support for 


collecting statistics of VPNs 


IPv6 Netstream support for collecting statistics of VPNs is required. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Multicast across VPNs 


Configuring Multicast across VPNs 


MD VPN implements multicasting between the multicast source and the receivers when they are in 


the same VPN. However, multicast data in different VPNs are isolated. If the multicast source and 


the receivers are in different VPNs, you must configure multicast across VPNs so that the receivers 


can receive multicast data from the multicast source. 


Command reference 


Syntax 


multicast extra-vpn vpn-instance-name source-address { mask-length | mask } 


undo multicast extra-vpn vpn-instance-name source-address { mask-length | mask } 


Default 


No source IP address for multicast across VPNs is specified.  


Views 


VPN instance view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


vpn-instance-name: Name of an MPLS L3VPN instance, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


source-address: Source IP address for multicast across VPNs.  


mask-length: Mask length of the specified source IP address, in the range of 0 to 32.  
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mask: Subnet mask of the specified source IP address.  


Examples 


# In VPN mvpn, specify 10.1.1.1/32 in VPN red as the source IP address for multicast across VPNs.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance mvpn 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-mvpn] multicast extra-vpn red 10.1.1.1 32 


New feature: Support the DVPN instance 


Configuring to support the DVPN instance 


Support the DVPN instance. 


Command reference 


New command: tunnel vpn-instance 


Syntax 


tunnel vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


undo tunnel vpn-instance 


Default 


By default, a DVPN tunnel destination address belongs to the public network. 


Views 


Tunnel interface view 


Parameters 


vpn-instance-name: Name of an MPLS L3VPN instance, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


Use the tunnel vpn-instance command to specify the VPN to which the tunnel destination address 


belongs. 


Use the undo tunnel vpn-instance command to restore the default. 


By default, a DVPN tunnel destination address belongs to the public network. 


After you specify the VPN to which the tunnel destination address belongs by using the tunnel 


vpn-instance command, the device searches the routing table of the specified VPN instance to 


forward tunneled packets. 


You can use the ip binding vpn-instance command on the tunnel’s source interface to specify the 


VPN to which the tunnel source address belongs. The tunnel source address and the tunnel 


destination address must belong to the same VPN or both belong to the public network. 


For more information about the ip binding vpn-instance command, see the MPLS Command 


Reference. 
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Examples 


# On interface Tunnel 0, specify the tunneled packets to belong to the VPN vpn10. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn10 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn10] route-distinguisher 1:1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn10] vpn-target 1:1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn10] quit 


[Sysname] int gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] ip binding vpn-instance vpn10 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] ip address 1.1.1.1 24 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] quit 


[Sysname] interface tunnel 0 


[Sysname-Tunnel0] tunnel-protocol dvpn udp 


[Sysname-Tunnel0] source gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[Sysname-Tunnel0] tunnel vpn-instance vpn10 


New feature: PKI support for hot backup 


Configuring PKI support for hot backup 


PKI supports hot backup.  


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: NAT support for 


discontinuous address pools 


Configuring NAT support for discontinuous 


address pools 


None. 


Command reference 


None. 
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New feature: Supporting TCP/UDP port 


configuration for portal–free rule 


Configuring portal-free rule with support for 


TCP/UDP port 


A portal-free rule allows specified users to access specified external websites without portal 


authentication.  


Command reference 


Modified command: Portal free-rule 


Old syntax 


portal free-rule rule-number { destination { any | ip { ip-address mask { mask-length | mask } | 


any } } | source { any | [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip { ip-address mask 


{ mask-length | mask } | any } | mac mac-address | vlan vlan-id ] ] * } } * 


New syntax 


portal free-rule rule-number { destination { any | ip { ip-address mask { mask-length | mask } | 


any } [ tcp tcp-port-number [ to tcp-port-number ] | udp udp-port-number [ to udp-port-number ] ] } 


| source { any | [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip { ip-address mask { mask-length | 


mask } | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number [ to tcp-port-number ] | udp udp-port-number [ to 


udp-port-number ] ] | mac mac-address | vlan vlan-id ] ] * } } * 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The following options were added to the command: 


 tcp tcp-port-number [ to tcp-port-number ]: Specifies a range of TCP port numbers. The value 


range for the tcp-port-number argument is 0 to 65535. 


 udp udp-port-number [ to udp-port-number ]: Specifies a range of UDP port numbers. The 


value range for the udp-port-number argument is 0 to 65535. 
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New feature: Supporting L2TP QoS user 


profile 


Supporting L2TP QoS user profile configuration 


The L2TP QoS user profile feature was supported.  


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Collecting traffic statistics of 


nested QoS policies 


Collecting traffic statistics of nested QoS policies 


Collecting traffic statistics of nested QoS policies was supported.  


Command reference 


Old syntax 


display qos policy interface [ interface-type interface-number [ slot slot-number ] [ pvc { pvc-name 


[ vpi/vci ] | vpi/vci } ] ] [ inbound | outbound ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display qos policy interface [ interface-type interface-number [ slot slot-number ] [ pvc { pvc-name 


[ vpi/vci ] | vpi/vci } ] ] [ inbound | outbound ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The output changes.  


Traffic statistics of nested QoS policies were added to the nested QoS policy configuration 


information in the output in the example. 


[HP-GigabitEthernet0/2]dis qos policy interface outbound                        


                                                                                 


  Interface: GigabitEthernet0/2                                                  


                                                                                 


  Direction: Outbound                                                            
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  Policy: qq1                                                                    


   Classifier: default-class                                                     


     Matched : 0(Packets) 0(Bytes)                                               


     5-minute statistics:                                                        


       Forwarded: 0/0 (pps/bps)                                                  


       Dropped  : 0/0 (pps/bps)                                                  


     Rule(s) : If-match any                                                      


     Behavior: be                                                                


      -none-                                                                     


   Classifier: cc1                                                               


     Matched : 733467(Packets) 90949908(Bytes)                                   


     5-minute statistics:                                                        


       Forwarded: 101/100654 (pps/bps)                                           


       Dropped  : 2009/1993519 (pps/bps)                                         


     Operator: AND                                                               


     Rule(s) : If-match acl 3000                                                 


     Behavior: bb2                                                               


      General Traffic Shape:                                                     


        CIR 400 (kbps), CBS 25000 (byte)                                         


        Queue Length 50 (Packets)                                                


        Queue Size  : 49 (Packets)                                               


        Passed   : 35219(Packets) 4367156(Bytes)                                 


        Discarded: 8756(Packets) 1085744(Bytes)                                  


        Delayed  : 35006(Packets) 4340744(Bytes)                                 


      Nest Policy:                                                               


        Traffic policy qq2                                                       


         Classifier: default-class                                               


           Matched : 0(Packets) 0(Bytes)                                         


           5-minute statistics:                                                  


             Forwarded: 0/0 (pps/bps)                                            


             Dropped  : 0/0 (pps/bps)                                            


           Rule(s) : If-match any                                                


           Behavior: be                                                          


            -none-                                                               


         Classifier: cc2                                                         


           Matched : 790527(Packets) 98025348(Bytes)                             


           5-minute statistics:                                                  


             Forwarded: 121/120656 (pps/bps)                                     


             Dropped  : 2411/2392439 (pps/bps)                                   


           Operator: AND                                                         


           Rule(s) : If-match acl 3001                                           


           Behavior: bb1                                                         


            Filter Enable: permit                                                


            Committed Access Rate:                                               


              CIR 500 (kbps), CBS 31250 (byte), EBS 0 (byte)                     


              Green Action: pass                                                 


              Red Action: discard                                                


              Green : 47429(Packets) 5881196(Bytes)                              
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              Red   : 743098(Packets) 92144152(Bytes) 


New feature: Enabling ARP entry backup for 


an IPv4 VRRP group 


Enabling ARP entry backup for an IPv4 VRRP 


group 


After a master/backup switchover occurs in a VRRP group, the new master may need to learn ARP 


entries of the hosts on the LAN, causing traffic interruption.  


The ARP entry backup function enables the master to send the dynamic ARP entries of hosts 


through VRRP advertisements to other VRRP group members. In this way, when a master/backup 


switchover occurs, the new master does not need to learn the ARP entries again. 


Command reference 


vrrp vrid backup-arp 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id backup-arp 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id backup-arp 


Default 


ARP entry backup is disabled for an IPv4 VRRP group. 


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: IPv4 VRRP group number, which ranges from 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


The ARP entry backup function enables the master to back up the dynamic ARP entries of hosts to 


other VRRP group members.  


The ARP entry backup function is supported on Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces or subinterfaces.  


Before you execute the command, create a VRRP group and configure a virtual IP address for it. 


You can enable the ARP entry backup function when VRRP operates in either standard mode or 


load balancing mode. Only the master can initiate ARP entry backup. 


Enable ARP entry backup on all VRRP group members for the function to take effect properly. 
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ARP entry backup affects VRRP performance. HP does not recommend that you enable the ARP 


entry backup function for multiple VRRP groups.  


A VRRP group member may need some time to back up ARP entries before it becomes the new 


master. To reserve enough ARP entry backup time, configure a proper preemption delay for the 


VRRP group based on the number of ARP entries.  


Examples 


# Enable ARP entry backup on GigabitEthernet 3/0/1 for IPv4 VRRP group 1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] vrrp vrid 1 backup-arp 


New feature: Supporting ALG for MGCP and 


RSH 


Supporting ALG for MGCP and RSH 


Support for the following protocols was added to ALG: 


 Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) 


 Remote Shell (RSH) 


Command reference 


Modified command: alg 


Old syntax 


alg { all | dns | ftp | gtp | h323 | ils | msn | nbt | pptp | qq | rtsp | sccp | sip | sqlnet | tftp } 


undo alg { all | dns | ftp | gtp | h323 | ils | msn | nbt | pptp | qq | rtsp | sccp | sip | sqlnet | tftp } 


New syntax 


alg { all | dns | ftp | gtp | h323 | ils | mgcp | msn | nbt | pptp | qq | rsh | rtsp | sccp | sip | sqlnet | 


tftp } 


undo alg { all | dns | ftp | gtp | h323 | ils | mgcp | msn | nbt | pptp | qq | rsh | rtsp | sccp | sip | 


sqlnet | tftp } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The following keywords were added to the command: 


 mgcp: Enables ALG for MGCP. 


 rsh: Enables ALG for RSH. 
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New feature: BGP support for 4096 peers 


Configuring BGP support for 4096 peer 


When 4K BGP peers exist, large numbers of routing updates can result in disconnected neighbors 


due to transmit timeout. To solve this problem, the peer update-no-advertise command was 


added to disable sending routing updates to the specified neighbors, including redistribted routes 


and routes learned from other neighbors (except for the default route sent by peer 


default-route-advertise).  


Command reference 


peer update-no-advertise (BGP view) 


Use peer update-no-advertise to disable BGP from sending routing updates to the specified peer 


or peer group, except for the default route sent by peer default-route-advertise.  


Use undo peer update-no-advertise to restore the default.  


Syntax 


peer { group-name | ip-address } update-no-advertise 


undo peer { group-name | ip-address } update-no-advertise 


Default 


BGP sends routing updates to peers.  


Views 


BGP view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group-name: Specifies a peer group by its name, a string of 1 to 47 characters. 


ip-address: Specifies a peer. 


Examples 


# Disable BGP from sending routing updates to the peer 1.1.1.1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] peer 1.1.1.1 update-no-advertise 


Related commands 


display bgp routing-table 
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New feature: Supporting a total of 1024 


static NAT mappings 


Supporting a total of 1024 static NAT mappings 


You can configure a total of 1024 static NAT mappings on the device. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Configuring NAT64 on a 


distributed device 


Configuring NAT64 on a distributed device 


You can configure NAT64 on a distributed device. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Configuring net-to-net static 


NAT 


Configuring net-to-net static NAT 


Net-to-net static NAT translates a private network into a public network. 


Command reference 


nat static net-to-net 


Syntax 


nat static net-to-net local-ip-address [ vpn-instance local-name ] global-ip-address [ vpn-instance 


global-name ] { mask-length | mask } 
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undo nat static net-to-net local-ip-address [ vpn-instance local-name ] global-ip-address 


[ vpn-instance global-name ] { mask-length | mask } 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


local-ip-address: Internal network address. 


vpn-instance local-name: Specifies the MPLS L3VPN to which the internal network belongs. The 


local-name argument is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Without this option, the 


internal network does not belong to any VPN. 


global-ip-address: External network address. 


vpn-instance global-name: Specifies the MPLS VPN to which the external network belongs. The 


global-name argument is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. Without this option, the 


external network does not belong to any VPN. 


mask-length: Length of the network mask. 


mask: Network mask. 


Usage guidelines 


If a packet matches the specified outbound interface, it is translated according to the configured 


static mapping. If not, the packet is not translated. 


Examples 


# Configure a net-to-net static NAT mapping: Internal network address is 192.168.1.0/24 that 


belongs to VPN vpn10, and external network address is 10.1.1.0/24 that belongs to VPN vpn 20. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nat static net-to-net 192.168.1.0 vpn-instance vpn10 10.1.1.0 vpn-instance vpn20 


24 


Related commands 


display nat static 


New feature: Support of LNS for the IMSI or 


SN in PPP LCP negotiation 


Configuring support of LNS for the IMSI or SN in 


PPP LCP negotiation 


Configure both the L2TP client and LNS to enable International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) or 


serial number (SN) negotiation. 
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Command reference 


ppp lcp imsi accept 


Use ppp lcp imsi accept to configure the client side to accept LNS-initiated requests to negotiate 


the IMSI. 


Use undo ppp lcp imsi accept to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ppp lcp imsi accept 


undo ppp lcp imsi accept 


Default 


The client side rejects LNS-initiated requests to negotiate the IMSI. 


Views 


VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Configure the client side to accept LNS-initiated requests to negotiate the IMSI. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp imsi accept 


ppp lcp imsi request 


Use ppp lcp imsi request to configure the LNS side to initiate an IMSI negotiation request. 


Use undo ppp lcp imsi request to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ppp lcp imsi request 


undo ppp lcp imsi request 


Default 


The LNS side does not initiate an IMSI negotiation request. 


Views 


VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 
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# Configure the LNS side to initiate an IMSI negotiation request. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp imsi request 


ppp lcp imsi string 


Use ppp lcp imsi string to configure IMSI information for the client. 


Use undo ppp lcp imsi string to remove IMSI information from the client. 


Syntax 


ppp lcp imsi string imsi-info 


undo ppp lcp imsi string 


Default 


IMSI information is automatically obtained from the client. 


Views 


VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


string imsi-info: Configures IMSI information for the client, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 


characters. 


Examples 


# Configure IMSI information as imsi1 for the client. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1]ppp lcp imsi string imsi1 


ppp lcp sn accept 


Use ppp lcp sn accept to configure the client side to accept LNS-initiated SN negotiation requests. 


Use undo ppp lcp sn accept to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ppp lcp sn accept 


undo ppp lcp sn accept 


Default 


The client side rejects LNS-initiated SN negotiation requests. 


Views 


VT interface view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Configure the client side to accept LNS-initiated SN negotiation requests. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp sn accept 


ppp lcp sn request 


Use ppp lcp sn request to configure the LNS side to initiate an SN negotiation request. 


Use undo ppp lcp sn request to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ppp lcp imsi request 


undo ppp lcp imsi request 


Default 


The LNS side does not initiate an SN negotiation request. 


Views 


VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Configure the LNS side to initiate an SN negotiation request. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp lcp sn request 


ppp lcp sn string 


Use ppp lcp sn string to configure SN information for the client. 


Use undo ppp lcp sn string to remove SN information from the client. 


Syntax 


ppp lcp sn string sn-info 


undo ppp lcp sn string 


Default 


SN information is automatically obtained from the client. 


Views 


VT interface view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


string sn-info: Configures SN information for the client, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Examples 


# Configure SN information as sn1 for the client. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1]ppp lcp sn string sn1 


ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split 


Use ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split to configure a format for the username sent for 


authentication during negotiation. 


Use undo ppp user attach-format to remove the configured format. 


Syntax 


ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split splitchart 


undo ppp user attach-format 


Default 


No format is configured. 


Views 


VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


split splitchart: Specifies a separator for the username sent for authentication during negotiation. 


The separator is one character in length and can be a letter, number, or signs such as percent sign 


(%), pound sign (#), and at sign (@). For example, if you set splitchart to @, the username is sent in 


imsiinfo@sninfo@username format. 


Examples 


# Configure the format for the username as imsiinfo#sninfo#username. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1]ppp user attach-format imsi-sn split # 


ppp user replace 


Use ppp user replace to replace the username with IMSI or SN information for authentication 


during negotiation. 
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Use undo ppp user replace imsi to remove the replacement. 


Syntax 


ppp user replace { imsi | sn } 


undo ppp user replace imsi 


Default 


The username is used for authentication. 


Views 


VT interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Replace the username with IMSI for authentication during negotiation. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface virtual-template 1 


[Sysname-Virtual-Template1] ppp user replace imsi 


New feature: Multicast VPN optionB 


Configuring multicast VPN optionB 


Multicast VPN optionB is supported. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: IPsec for IPv6 


Configuring IPsec for IPv6 


You can use IPsec to protect IPv6 packets. 


Command reference 


None. 
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New feature: IPsec over IPv6 on FIP600 and 


4EXP through software encryption 


Configuring IPsec over IPv6 on FIP600 and 4EXP 


Software encrypion on FIP600 and 4EXP can perform IPsec encrypton and decryption for IPv6 


packets.  


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Dynamic BGP peers  


Configuring dynamic BGP peers 


This feature enables BGP to dynamically discover BGP peers.  


Command reference 


listen-range (BGP/BGP-VPN instance view) 


Use listen-range to specify an IP address range where BGP will dynamically discover peers and 


specify a peer group to which BGP will add discovered peers. 


Use undo listen-range to remove the IP address range. 


Syntax 


listen-range ip-address mask-length group group-name 


undo listen-range ip-address mask-length 


View 


BGP view, BGP-VPN instance view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ip-address mask-length: Specifies an IP address range where BGP discovers peers. The ip-address is 


in dotted decimal notation, and the mask-length is in the range of 0 to 32.  


group group-name: Specifies a peer group by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 47 characters. 


BGP will add discovered peers into this group.  
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Usage guidelines 


The specified IP address range gets all the configurations of the specified peer group. 


Before you can specify an IP address range and an EBGP peer group in listen-range, the EBGP peer 


group must have been configured with an AS number.  


Deleting the peer group specified in listen-range also deletes the dynamically discovered peers in 


the group. 


Examples 


# In BGP view, specify an IP address range 25.1.1.0/24 and a peer group named in for dynamic peer 


discovery. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] group in internal 


[Sysname-bgp] listen-range 25.1.1.0 24 group in 


# In BGP-VPN instance view, specify an IP address range 26.1.1.0/24 and a peer group named 


test for dynamic peer discovery.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] ipv4-family vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] group test external 


[Sysname-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] peer test as-number 500 


[Sysname-bgp-ipv4-vpn1] listen-range 26.1.1.0 24 group test 


New feature: Including IMSI and SN in 


Called-Station-ID 


Including IMSI and SN in Called-Station-ID 


IMSI and SN were added to Called-Station-ID. 


Command reference 


None. 
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New feature: Destination network-based 


portal authentication 


Configuring destination network-based portal 


authentication 


You can configure portal authentication based on destination networks. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Support for 128 VPN domains 


on a DVPN device 


Configuring up to 128 VPN domains on a DVPN 


device 


A DVPN device supports up to 128 VPN domains. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Specifying the source interface 


for sending VRRP packets 


Specifying the source interface for sending VRRP 


packets 


After you specify an interface as the source interface for sending VRRP packets, this interface, 


instead of the interface where the VRRP group resides, sends and receives VRRP packets.  
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Command reference 


vrrp vrid source-interface 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id source-interface interface-type interface-number 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id source-interface 


Default 


No source interface is specified for a VRRP group. The interface where the VRRP group resides 


sends and receives VRRP packets.  


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: IPv4 VRRP group number, which ranges from 1 to 255. 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


Usage guidelines 


When VRRP group members cannot exchange VRRP packets through the interfaces where the 


VRRP group resides, you can use this command to enable VRRP packet exchange among VRRP 


group members through the specified source interfaces.  


Before you execute the command, create a VRRP group and configure a virtual IP address for it. 


If you specify the current interface as the source interface, the configuration does not take effect.  


Examples 


# Specify GigabitEthernet 3/0/2 as the source interface for VRRP packet exchange in IPv4 VRRP 


group 1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] vrrp vrid 1 source-interface gigabitethernet 3/0/2 


New feature: Disabling password recovery 


capability 


Disabling password recovery capability 


Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM 


from BootWare menus. 
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If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration 


without authentication to reconfigure new passwords. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user must restore the factory-default 


configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration 


deletes the main and backup next-startup configuration files. 


To enhance system security: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


60. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


61. Disable password 


recovery capability. 


undo password-recovery 


enable 


By default, password recovery capability 


is enabled. 


 


Command reference 


password-recovery enable 


Use password-recovery enable to enable password recovery capability. 


Use undo password-recovery enable to disable password recovery capability. 


Syntax 


password-recovery enable 


undo password-recovery enable 


Default 


Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Usage guidelines 


Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM 


from BootWare menus. 


If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration 


without authentication to reconfigure new passwords.  


If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user must restore the factory-default 


configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration 


deletes the main and backup next-startup configuration files. 


To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 


Examples 


# Disable password recovery capability. 


<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] undo password-recovery enable 


Modified feature: Attack protection 


Feature change description 


Support for TCP proxy was added to protect the server from SYN flood attacks.  


Command changes 


display tcp-proxy protected-ip 


Syntax 


A6602: 


display tcp-proxy protected-ip [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


HSR6602 /A6604/A6608/A6616: 


display tcp-proxy protected-ip [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


slot slot-number: Displays information about protected IP addresses on a card. slot-number 


specifies the number of the slot that holds the card. 


Usage guidelines 


For an HSR6602 /A6604/A6608/A6616 router, if you do not specify any parameter, this command 


displays information about the protected IP addresses on all cards. 


Examples 


# Display information about all IP addresses protected by the TCP proxy function. 


<Sysname> display tcp-proxy protected-ip 


Protected IP   Port Number  Type        Lifetime(min) Rejected packets 


1.1.1.1        any          Dynamic     1             2 


Table 20 Command output 


Field Description 


Protected IP IP address under the protection of TCP proxy. 


Port Number 


Destination port number of the TCP connection request. 


If the value of this field is any, the TCP proxy processes all TCP 


connection requests destined for the IP address. 
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Field Description 


Type 
Type of the protected IP address. Dynamic indicates that the entry 


was dynamically added by the device. 


Lifetime(min) 
Remaining lifetime of the entry. If the value of this field is 0, the entry 


is deleted. 


Rejected packets 
Number of packets matching this entry that have been dropped by 


the TCP proxy function. 


 


tcp-proxy enable 


Syntax 


tcp-proxy enable 


undo tcp-proxy enable 


Default 


The TCP proxy function is disabled on an interface. 


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


Usually, the TCP proxy function is used on a device's interfaces connected to external networks to 


protect internal servers from SYN flood attacks. When detecting a SYN flood attack, the device can 


take protection actions configured by using the defense syn-flood action command. If the 


trigger-tcp-proxy keyword is specified for the defense syn-flood action command, the device adds 


a protected IP address entry for the server, and starts TCP proxy in the specified mode to inspect 


and process subsequent TCP connection requests to the server. 


When detecting SYN flood attacks, the TCP proxy function can take effect only if it is enabled. 


Examples 


# Enable TCP proxy on interface GigabitEthernet 3/0/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] tcp-proxy enable 


Related commands 


 defense syn-flood action 


 tcp-proxy mode 


 display tcp-proxy protected-ip 


tcp-proxy mode unidirection 


Syntax 


tcp-proxy mode unidirection 
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undo tcp-proxy mode 


Default 


TCP proxy operates in bidirectional mode when enabled. 


Views 


System view  


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


unidirection: Operates in the unidirectional mode. 


Examples 


# Set the TCP proxy operating mode to unidirectional. 


<Sysname>system-view 


[Sysname] tcp-proxy mode unidirection 


Related commands 


 tcp-proxy enable  


 display tcp-proxy protected-ip 


Modified command: defense syn-flood action 


Old syntax 


defense syn-flood action drop-packet  


undo defense syn-flood action 


New syntax 


defense syn-flood action { drop-packet | trigger-tcp-proxy } 


undo defense syn-flood action 


Views 


Attack protection policy view  


Change description 


The trigger-tcp-proxy keyword was added. 


trigger-tcp-proxy: Adds a protected IP address entry for the attacked IP address and triggers the 


TCP proxy function. 
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Modified feature: Configuring DHCPv6 


server 


Feature change description 


The following commands are added. 


Command changes 


display ipv6 dhcp server conflict 


Use display ipv6 dhcp server conflict to display information about IPv6 address conflicts. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp server conflict { address ipv6-address | all | pool pool-number } [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Displays conflict information about a specific IPv6 address. 


all: Displays all IPv6 address conflict information. 


pool pool-number: Displays IPv6 address conflict information about the DHCPv6 address pool 


specified by the pool number. The value range is 1 to 128. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display all IPv6 address conflict information. 


<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp server conflict all 


Address                                         Detect time 


1:2::1                                          Nov 23 2010 16:37:08 


1:2::2                                          Nov 23 2010 16:37:08 


1:2::3                                          Nov 23 2010 16:37:08 


1:2::4                                          Nov 23 2010 16:37:08 
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 --- total 4 entries --- 


Table 21 Command output 


Field Description 


Address IPv6 address that conflicted with another IPv6 address. 


Detect time Time when the conflict was detected. 


 


Related commands 


reset ipv6 dhcp server conflict 


display ipv6 dhcp server expired 


Use display ipv6 dhcp server expired to display lease expiration information. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp server expired { address ipv6-address | all | pool pool-number } [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Displays information about an expired IPv6 address. 


all: Displays information about all expired IPv6 addresses. 


pool pool-number: Displays information about expired IPv6 addresses in the address pool specified 


by the pool number. The value range is 1 to 128. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display information about all expired IPv6 addresses. 


<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp server expired all 


Address                                  Client ID          Expiration time 


1:2::4                                   00010006498D332   Nov 23 2010 16:12:43 


                                         2000102030405 


1:2::3                                   00010006498D332   Nov 23 2010 16:12:43 


                                         2000102030405 


1:2::2                                   00010006498D332   Nov 23 2010 16:12:43 


                                         2000102030405 
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1:2::1                                   00010006498D332   Nov 23 2010 16:12:43 


                                         2000102030405 


 --- total 4 entries --- 


Table 22 Command output 


Field Description 


Address Expired IPv6 address. 


Client ID Client DUID bound to the expired IPv6 address. 


Expiration time Time when the lease expired. 


 


display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use 


Use display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use to display IPv6 address binding information. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use { address ipv6-address | all | pool pool-number } [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Displays binding information about a specific IPv6 address. 


all: Displays all IPv6 address binding information. 


pool pool-number: Displays IPv6 address binding information about the address pool specified by 


the pool number. The value range is 1 to 128. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display all IPv6 address binding information. 


<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use all 


Total number = 4 


Address                                     Type      Pool Expiration time 


2:1::1                                      Auto(O)   1    Jul 10 2008 19:45:01 


3:1::2                                      Static(C) 1    Jan  1 2008 11:11:11 


1:1::2                                      Static(F) 2    Not-available 


1:2::1f1                                    Static(O) 3    Oct  9 2008 09:23:31 


# Display IPv6 address binding information about address pool 1. 
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<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use pool 1 


Total number = 2 


Address                                     Type      Pool Expiration time 


2:1::1                                      Auto(O)   1    Jul 10 2008 22:22:22 


3:1::2                                      Static(C) 1    Jan  1 2008 11:11:11 


# Display binding information about IPv6 address 2:1::1. 


<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use address 2:1::1 


Pool: 1 


Client: FE80::C800:CFF0:FE18:0 


Type: Auto(O) 


DUID: 00030001CA000C180000 


IAID: 0x30001 


Address: 2:1::1 


  Preferred lifetime 400, valid lifetime 500 


  Expires at Jul 10 2008 09:45:01 (288 seconds left) 


Table 23 Command output 


Field Description 


Total number Total number of IPv6 address bindings. 


Address Assigned IPv6 address. 


Type 


Type of an IPv6 address binding: 


 Static(F)—Free static binding, indicating the static address 


has not been assigned to the client. 


 Static(O)—Offered static binding. If the server replies with 


an Advertise message to the client during the four-step 


message exchange, the server sets the type of the static 


binding configured for the client to Static(O). 


 Static(C)—Committed static binding, indicating the static 


IPv6 address has been assigned to the client in a Reply 


message. 


 Auto(O)—Offered dynamic binding. If the server selects a 


dynamic IPv6 address and replies with an Advertise 


message to the client during the four-step message 


exchange, the server sets the type of the dynamic IPv6 


address binding to Auto(O). 


 Auto(C)—Committed dynamic binding, indicating the 


dynamic IPv6 address has been assigned to the client in a 


Reply message. 


Pool Address pool to which the binding belongs. 


Expiration time 


Time when the lease of an IPv6 address expires. If the lease 


expires after the year 2100, this field displays after 2100. For a 


free static binding, this field displays Not-available. 


Client 
Link-local address of a DHCPv6 client. For a free static binding, 


this field displays null. 


DUID Client DUID. 


IAID 
Client IAID. For a free static binding without IAID specified, this 


field displays null. 
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Field Description 


Expires at 


Time when the lease of an IPv6 address expires. If the lease 


expires after the year 2100, this field displays Expires after 


2100. 


 


network 


Use network to specify an IPv6 subnet in a DHCPv6 address pool for dynamic address assignment. 


Use undo network to remove an IPv6 subnet from a DHCPv6 address pool. 


Syntax 


network network-address/prefix-length [ preferred-lifetime preferred-lifetime valid-lifetime 


valid-lifetime ] 


undo network 


Default 


No IPv6 subnet is configured for dynamic address assignment. 


Views 


DHCPv6 address pool view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


network-address/prefix-length: Specifies an IPv6 subnet for dynamic assignment. The 


network-address argument is the IPv6 prefix and the prefix-length argument is the prefix length. The 


value range for the prefix length is 1 to 128. 


preferred-lifetime preferred-lifetime: Specifies the preferred lifetime for IPv6 addresses assigned 


from the subnet. The value range is 60 to 4294967295 seconds and the default value is 604800 


seconds (7 days). 


valid-lifetime valid-lifetime: Specifies the valid lifetime for IPv6 addresses assigned from the subnet. 


The value range is 60 to 4294967295 seconds and the default value is 2592000 seconds (30 days). 


The valid lifetime cannot be shorter than the preferred lifetime. 


Usage guidelines 


Only one subnet can be specified in an address pool. If you execute the network command 


multiple times in the same address pool, the most recent configuration takes effect. If you 


configure the same subnet but different preferred lifetime and valid lifetime in two adjacent 


network commands, the newly configured preferred lifetime and valid lifetime take effect only in 


the new address binding. 


You cannot use the network command to configure the same subnet in different address pools. 


The network command cannot be used to specify a subnet where all addresses are link-local or 


multicast addresses. The network command can be used to specify a subnet where some of the 


addresses are link-local or multicast addresses, but these addresses are not assignable. 


Examples 


# Specify IPv6 subnet 3ffe:501:ffff:100::/64 in DHCPv6 address pool 1. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp pool 1 


[Sysname-dhcp6-pool-1] network 3ffe:501:ffff:100::/64 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp pool 


reset ipv6 dhcp server conflict 


Use reset ipv6 dhcp server conflict to clear IPv6 address conflict information. 


Syntax 


reset ipv6 dhcp server conflict { address ipv6-address | all | pool pool-number } 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Clears conflict information about a specific IPv6 address. 


all: Clears all IPv6 address conflict information. 


pool pool-number: Clears IPv6 address conflict information about the address pool specified by the 


pool number. The value range for the pool number is 1 to 128. 


Examples 


# Clear all IPv6 address conflict information. 


<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp server conflict all 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp server conflict 


reset ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use 


Use reset ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use to clear binding information about assigned IPv6 addresses. 


Syntax 


reset ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use { address ipv6-address | all | pool pool-number } 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Clears binding information about a specific IPv6 address. 


all: Clears all IPv6 address binding information. 
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pool pool-number: Clears IPv6 address binding information about the address pool specified by the 


pool number. The value range for the pool number is 1 to 128. 


Usage guidelines 


This command changes offered and committed static bindings to free static bindings. 


Examples 


# Clear all IPv6 address binding information. 


<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use all 


# Clear IPv6 address binding information about address pool 1. 


<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use pool 1 


# Clear binding information about IPv6 address 2001:0:0:1::1. 


<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use address 2001:0:0:1::1 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp server ip-in-use 


static-bind address 


Use static-bind address to statically bind a client DUID or client IAID to an IPv6 address or prefix in 


the DHCPv6 address pool. 


Use undo static-bind address to remove a static mapping. 


Syntax 


static-bind address ipv6-address/addr-prefix-length duid duid [ iaid iaid ] [ preferred-lifetime 


preferred-lifetime valid-lifetime valid-lifetime ] 


undo static-bind address ipv6-address/addr-prefix-length 


Default 


No static IPv6 address binding is configured in an address pool. 


Views 


DHCPv6 address pool view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ipv6-address/addr-prefix-length: Static IPv6 address and prefix length. The prefix length ranges from 


1 to 128. 


duid duid: Specifies a client DUID. The value is an even hexadecimal number in the range of 2 to 


256. 


iaid iaid: Specifies a client IAID. The value is a hexadecimal number in the range of 0 to FFFFFFFF. If 


no IAID is specified, the server does not match against the client IAID during address assignment. 


preferred-lifetime preferred-lifetime: Specifies the preferred lifetime of the static IPv6 address. The 


value ranges from 60 to 4294967295 seconds and defaults to 604800 seconds (7 days). 
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valid-lifetime valid-lifetime: Specifies the valid lifetime of the static IPv6 address. The value ranges 


from 60 to 4294967295 seconds and defaults to 2592000 seconds (30 days). The valid lifetime 


cannot be shorter than the preferred lifetime. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure multiple static IPv6 address bindings. 


An IPv6 address can be bound to only one DHCPv6 client. You cannot use the static-bind address 


command to modify the DUID, IAID, preferred lifetime and valid lifetime of a static IPv6 address 


binding. To do so, remove the static binding first. 


Examples 


# In address pool 1, bind static address 2001:0410::2/35 to the client with DUID 


00030001CA0006A400 and IAID A1A1A1A1, and use the default settings of the preferred lifetime 


and valid lifetime. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp pool 1 


[Sysname-dhcp6-pool-1] static-bind address 2001:0410::2/35 duid 00030001CA0006A400 iaid 


A1A1A1A1 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp pool 


Modified command: ipv6 dhcp server 


Old syntax 


ipv6 dhcp server apply pool pool-number [ allow-hint | preference preference-value | 


rapid-commit ] * 


undo ipv6 dhcp server apply pool 


New syntax 


ipv6 dhcp server [ allow-hint | apply pool pool-number | preference preference-value | 


rapid-commit ] * 


undo ipv6 dhcp server 


Views 


Interface view 


Change description 


Before modification: Option apply pool pool-number was required. 


After modification: Option apply pool pool-number is optional. 
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New feature: OSPF support for MD5 


authentication key rollover 


Configuration guide 


Configure OSPF packet authentication to ensure the security of packet exchange.  


After authentication is configured, OSPF only receives packets that pass authentication. Failed 


packets cannot establish neighboring relationships.  


You must configure the same authentication mode and password on all routers on the same 


network segment. 


If you configure OSPF authentication for both an area and an interface in that area, the interface 


uses the OSPF authentication configured on it. 


To modify the key of an OSPF area or interface, perform the following key rollover configurations: 


1. Configure a new MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication key on the local device. If the new key is 


not configured on neighbor devices, MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication key rollover is triggered. 


During key rollover, OSPF sends multiple packets that contain both the new and old 


MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication keys to make sure all neighbor devices can pass the 


authentication. 


2. Configure the new MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication key on all neighbor devices. When the 


local device receives packets with the new key from all neighbor devices, it exits MD5 key 


rollover. 


3. Delete the old MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication key from the local device and all its neighbors. 


This operation helps prevent attacks from devices that use the old key for communication and 


reduces system resources and bandwidth consumption caused by key rollover. 


Configuring OSPF area authentication 


 


Step Command Remarks 


62. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


63. Enter OSPF view. 
ospf [ process-id | router-id router-id | 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 
N/A 


64. Enter area view. area area-id N/A 


65. Configure area 


authentication mode. 


 Configure MD5 authentication: 


authentication-mode simple [ cipher | 


plain ] password 


 Configure simple authentication: 


ospf authentication-mode 


{ hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id [ cipher | 


plain ] password 


Use either method. 


By default, no 


authentication is 


configured. 


 


Configuring OSPF interface authentication 
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Step Command Remarks 


66. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


67. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


68. Configure interface 


authentication mode. 


 Configure simple authentication: 


ospf authentication-mode simple 


[ cipher | plain ] password 


 Configure MD5 authentication: 


ospf authentication-mode 


{ hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id [ cipher | 


plain ] password 


Use either method. 


By default, no 


authentication is 


configured. 


 


Command reference 


Modified command: authentication-mode 


Use authentication-mode to specify an authentication mode and password for the OSPF area. 


Use undo authentication-mode to remove the authentication mode. 


Old syntax 


authentication-mode { md5 | simple } 


undo authentication-mode 


New syntax 


For MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication: 


authentication-mode { hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id { cipher | plain } password 


undo authentication-mode [ { hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id ] 


For simple authentication: 


authentication-mode simple { cipher | plain } password 


undo authentication-mode 


Default 


No authentication mode is performed for an OSPF area. 


Views 


OSPF area view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


hmac-md5: Specifies HMAC-MD5 authentication. 


md5: Specifies MD5 authentication. 


simple: Specifies simple authentication. 


key-id: Specifies a key by its ID in the range of 0 to 255. 
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cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 


plain: Sets a plaintext key. 


password: Specifies a password. In simple authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 


case-sensitive string of 1 to 8 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive string of 33 


to 41 characters. In MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication mode, a plaintext password is a case-sensitive 


string of 1 to 16 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive string of 33 to 53 


characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify either MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication or simple authentication for an OSPF area. 


For MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication, you can configure multiple keys by executing this command 


multiple times, and each command must have a unique key ID and key string. 


If you configure OSPF authentication for both an area and an interface in that area, the interface 


uses the OSPF authentication configured on it. 


Examples 


# Configure OSPF Area 0 to use the MD5 authentication mode, and set the key ID to 15 and 


plaintext authentication password to abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] area 0 


[Sysname-ospf-100-area-0.0.0.0] authentication-mode md5 15 plain abc 


# Configure OSPF Area 0 to use the simple authentication mode, and set the plaintext 


authentication password to abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] area 0 


[Sysname-ospf-100-area-0.0.0.0] authentication-mode simple plain abc 


Change description 


The MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication mode is added.  


Modified command: ospf authentication-mode 


Use ospf authentication-mode to set the authentication mode and key ID on an interface. 


Use undo ospf authentication-mode to remove specified configuration. 


Syntax 


For MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication: 


ospf authentication-mode { hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id [ cipher | plain ] password 


undo ospf authentication-mode { hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id 


For simple authentication: 


ospf authentication-mode simple [ cipher | plain ] password 


undo ospf authentication-mode simple 


Default 


No authentication is performed on an interface. 
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Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


hmac-md5: Specifies HMAC-MD5 authentication. 


md5: Specifies MD5 authentication. 


simple: Specifies simple authentication. 


key-id: Specifies a key by its ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


cipher | plain: Specifies a ciphertext or plaintext password. If plain is specified, you can only enter a 


plaintext password, and the password is saved in plain text to the configuration file. If cipher is 


specified, you can enter a plaintext or ciphertext password, and the password is saved in cipher text 


to the configuration file. For both simple authentication and MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication, the 


default password type is cipher. 


password: Specifies a password. In simple authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 


case-sensitive string of 1 to 8 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 


41 characters. In MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication mode, a plaintext password is a case-sensitive 


string of 1 to 16 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 53 


characters. 


Usage guidelines 


Interfaces attached to the same network segment must have the same authentication password 


and mode. 


You can specify either MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication or simple authentication for an OSPF 


interface. For MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication, you can configure multiple keys by executing this 


command multiple times, and each command must have a unique key ID and key string. 


If you configure OSPF authentication for both an area and an interface in that area, the interface 


uses the OSPF authentication configured on it. 


Examples 


# Configure the network 131.119.0.0/16 in Area 1 to use MD5 authentication, and set the interface 


key ID to 15 and plaintext authentication password to abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/0 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/0/0] ospf authentication-mode md5 15 plain abc 


# Configure the network 131.119.0.0/16 in Area 1 to use simple authentication, and set the 


interface the plaintext authentication password to abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 2/0/0 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet2/0/0] ospf authentication-mode simple plain abc 


Related commands 


authentication-mode 


Change description 


The usage guidelines is modified.  
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Modified command: vlink-peer (OSPF area view) 


Use vlink-peer to configure a virtual link.  


Use undo vlink-peer to remove a virtual link. 


Old syntax 


vlink-peer router-id [ hello seconds | retransmit seconds | trans-delay seconds | dead seconds 


|simple [ plain | cipher ] password | { md5 | hmac-md5 } key-id [ plain | cipher ] password ] * 


undo vlink-peer router-id [ hello | retransmit | trans-delay | dead | [ { simple | { md5 | hmac-md5 } 


key-id ] ] * 


New syntax 


vlink-peer router-id [ hello seconds | retransmit seconds | trans-delay seconds | dead seconds | 


{ simple [ cipher | plain ] password | { md5 | hmac-md5 } key-id [ cipher | plain ] password } ] * 


undo vlink-peer router-id [ hello | retransmit | trans-delay | dead | { simple | { md5 | hmac-md5 } 


key-id } ] * 


Views 


OSPF area view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


router-id: Specifies the router ID of the neighbor on the virtual link. 


hello seconds: Specifies the hello interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 8192. The default is 10. It 


must be identical to the hello interval on the virtual link neighbor. 


retransmit seconds: Specifies the retransmission interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 3600. The 


default is 5. 


trans-delay seconds: Specifies the transmission delay interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 3600. 


The default is 1. 


dead seconds: Specifies the dead interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 32768. The default is 40. It 


must be identical to that on the virtual link neighbor. The dead interval is at least four times the 


hello interval. 


md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode. 


hmac-md5: Specifies the HMAC-MD5 authentication mode. 


simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode. 


key-id: Specifies a key by its ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


cipher: Specifies a ciphertext password. 


plain: Specifies a plaintext password. 


password: Specifies a password. In simple authentication mode, a plaintext password is a 


case-sensitive string of 1 to 8 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 


41 characters. In MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication mode, a plaintext password is a case-sensitive 


string of 1 to 16 characters, and a ciphertext password is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 53 


characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


As defined in RFC 2328, all non-backbone areas must maintain connectivity to the backbone. You 


can use the vlink-peer command to configure a virtual link to connect an area to the backbone. 


Considerations on parameters: 


 The smaller the hello interval is, the faster the network converges and the more network 


resources are consumed. 


 A so small retransmission interval will lead to unnecessary retransmissions. A big value is 


appropriate for a low speed link.  


 You need to specify an appropriate transmission delay with the trans-delay keyword. 


 You can specify either MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication or simple authentication for a virtual 


link. For MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication, you can configure multiple keys by executing this 


command multiple times, and each command must have a unique key ID and key string. 


 For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords configured in plain text, are saved in 


cipher text to the configuration file. 


 If no cipher or plain is specified, the default password type for MD5/HMAC-MD5 


authentication mode is cipher, and the default password for simple authentication mode for is 


plain. 


 If you configure OSPF authentication for both the backbone area and a virtual link, the virtual 


link uses the OSPF authentication configured on it. 


Examples 


# Configure a virtual link to the neighbor with router ID 1.1.1.1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 100 


[Sysname-ospf-100] area 2 


[Sysname-ospf-100-area-0.0.0.2] vlink-peer 1.1.1.1 


Related commands 


 authentication-mode  


 display ospf vlink 


Change description 


The syntax and usage guidelines are modified. 


Modified command: sham-link 


Use sham link to configure a sham link. 


Use undo sham link source-ip-address destination-ip-address to remove a sham link. 


Use undo sham link source-ip-address destination-ip-address with optional keywords to restore the 


defaults of the corresponding parameters for a sham link. 


Old syntax 


sham-link source-ip-address destination-ip-address [ cost cost | dead dead-interval | hello 


hello-interval | retransmit retrans-interval | trans-delay delay | simple [ cipher | plain ] password1 | 


{ md5 | hmac-md5 } key-id [ cipher | plain ] password2 ] * 


undo sham-link source-ip-address destination-ip-address [ cost | dead | hello | retransmit | 


trans-delay | simple | { md5 | hmac-md5 } key-id ] * 
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New syntax 


sham-link source-ip-address destination-ip-address [ cost cost | dead dead-interval | hello 


hello-interval | retransmit retrans-interval | trans-delay delay { | simple [ cipher | plain ] password1 | 


{ md5 | hmac-md5 } key-id [ cipher | plain ] password2 } ] * 


undo sham-link source-ip-address destination-ip-address [ cost | dead | hello | retransmit | 


trans-delay | simple | { md5 | hmac-md5 } key-id ] * 


Views 


OSPF area view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


source-ip-address: Source IP address for the sham link. 


destination-ip-address: Destination IP address for the sham link. 


cost: Cost for the sham link, in the range of 1 to 65535. The default is 1. 


dead-interval: Dead Interval in seconds, in the range of 1 to 32,768. The default is 40. It must be 


equal to the dead interval of the router on the other end of the virtual link and must be at least four 


times the hello interval. 


hello-interval: Interval at which the interface sends hello packets, in the range of 1 to 8,192 seconds. 


The default is 10 seconds. It must be equal to the hello interval of the router on the other end of 


the virtual link. 


retrans-interval: Interval at which the interface retransmits LSAs, in the range of 1 to 8192 seconds. 


The default is 5 seconds. 


delay: Delay interval before the interface sends an LSA, in the range of 1 to 8192 seconds. The 


default is 1 second. 


simple [ cipher | plain ] password1: Uses simple authentication.  


 cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 


 plain: Sets a plaintext key. 


 password1: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If cipher is specified, it 


must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 41 characters. If plain is specified, it must be a string of 1 to 


8 characters. If neither cipher nor plain is specified, you set a plaintext key string. 


md5: Uses MD5 algorithm for authentication. 


hmac-md5: Uses HMAC-MD5 algorithm for authentication. 


key-id: Authentication key ID of the interface, in the range of 1 to 255. It must be the same as that 


of the peer. 


 cipher: Sets a ciphertext key. 


 plain: Sets a plaintext key. 


 password2: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If cipher is specified, it 


must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 53 characters. If plain is specified, it must be a string of 1 to 


16 characters. If neither cipher nor plain is specified, you can set a plaintext key of 1 to 16 


characters or a ciphertext key of 33 to 53 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


If two PEs belong to the same AS and a backdoor link is present, a sham link can be established 


between them. 


No matter which of the simple and the MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication is used, for security 


purposes, all authentication keys, including keys configured in plain text, are saved in cipher text to 


the configuration file. 


This command can configure MD5 or simple authentication for a sham link, but not both. For MD5/ 


HMAC-MD5 authentication, you can configure multiple keys by executing this command multiple 


times, but a key-id can correspond with only one key.  


If you configure an authentication mode for a sham link, this mode is used no matter whether a 


mode is configured for the OSPF area where the sham link resides. 


If you do not configure an authentication mode for a sham link but configure one for the OSPF area 


where the sham link resides, the mode for the OSPF area is used. 


Examples 


# Create a sham link with the source address of 1.1.1.1 and the destination address of 2.2.2.2. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospf 


[Sysname-ospf-1] area 0 


[Sysname-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0] sham-link 1.1.1.1 2.2.2.2 


Change description 


The syntax and usage guidelines are modified. 


New feature: OSPFv3 support for RFC 5340 


enhanced features 


Configuration guide 


Configuring an OSPFv3 NSSA area 
 


Step Command Remarks 


69. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


70. Enter OSPFv3 view. ospfv3 [ process-id ] N/A 


71. Enter OSPFv3 area view. area area-id N/A 


72. Configure the area as an 


NSSA area. 


nssa [ default-route-advertise 


[ cost cost | type type ] * | 


no-import-route | no-summary | 


suppress-fa | { translate-always | 


translate-never } | 


translator-stability-interval 


value ] * 


By default, no area is configured 


as an NSSA area. 
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Step Command Remarks 


73. Specify a cost for the default 


route advertised to the 


NSSA area. 


default-cost value 


Optional. 


The cost for the default route 


advertised to the NSSA area is 1. 


 


Configuring an OSPF NSSA area 


Network requirements 


 Configure OSPF on all routers and split AS into three areas. 


 Configure Router A and Router B as ABRs to forward routing information between areas.  


 Configure Area 1 as an NSSA area and configure Router C as an ASBR to redistribute static 


routes into the AS. 


Figure 6 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 


2. Configuring OSPF basic functions (see "错误！未找到引用源。"). 


3. Configure Area 1 as an NSSA area: 


# Configure Router A. 


<RouterA> system-view 


[RouterA] ospf 


[RouterA-ospf-1] area 1 


[RouterA-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.1] nssa 


[RouterA-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.1] quit 


# Configure Router C. 


<RouterC> system-view 


[RouterC] ospf 


[RouterC-ospf-1] area 1 


[RouterC-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.1] nssa 


[RouterC-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.1] quit 


[RouterC-ospf-1] quit 


 


Area 0


Area 1


NSSA Area 2


Router C


GE2/1/1


10.1.1.2/24


GE2/1/1


10.1.1.1/24


GE2/1/2


10.4.1.1/24


GE2/1/1


10.2.1.2/24


Router B


GE2/1/2


10.3.1.1/24


GE2/1/1


10.3.1.2/24


Router A


GE2/1/2


10.2.1.1/24


GE2/1/2


10.5.1.1/24 Router D


ASBR
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 NOTE: 


 To allow Router C in the NSSA area to reach other areas within the AS, you must provide 


the keyword default-route-advertise for the nssa command issued on Router A (the ABR) 


so Router C can obtain a default route.  


Configuring the nssa command with the keyword no-summary on Router A can reduce the 


routing table size on NSSA routers. On other NSSA routers, you only need to configure 


the nssa command. 
 


# Display routing information on Router C 


[RouterC] display ospf routing 


 


          OSPF Process 1 with Router ID 10.4.1.1 


                   Routing Tables 


 


 Routing for Network 


 Destination        Cost     Type    NextHop         AdvRouter       Area 


 10.2.1.0/24        3        Transit 10.2.1.2        10.4.1.1        0.0.0.1 


 10.3.1.0/24        7        Inter   10.2.1.1        10.2.1.1        0.0.0.1 


 10.4.1.0/24        3        Stub    10.4.1.1        10.4.1.1        0.0.0.1 


 10.5.1.0/24        17       Inter   10.2.1.1        10.2.1.1        0.0.0.1 


 10.1.1.0/24        5        Inter   10.2.1.1        10.2.1.1        0.0.0.1 


 


 Total Nets: 5 


 Intra Area: 2  Inter Area: 3  ASE: 0  NSSA: 0 


4. Configure a static route and configure OSPF to redistribute the static route on Router C: 


[RouterC] ip route-static 3.1.2.1 24 10.4.1.2 


[RouterC] ospf 


[RouterC-ospf-1] import-route static 


[RouterC-ospf-1] quit 


# Display routing information on Router D. 


<RouterD> display ospf routing 


 


          OSPF Process 1 with Router ID 10.5.1.1 


                   Routing Tables 


 


 Routing for Network 


 Destination        Cost     Type    NextHop         AdvRouter       Area 


 10.2.1.0/24        22       Inter   10.3.1.1        10.3.1.1        0.0.0.2 


 10.3.1.0/24        10       Transit 10.3.1.2        10.3.1.1        0.0.0.2 


 10.4.1.0/24        25       Inter   10.3.1.1        10.3.1.1        0.0.0.2 


 10.5.1.0/24        10       Stub    10.5.1.1        10.5.1.1        0.0.0.2 


 10.1.1.0/24        12       Inter   10.3.1.1        10.3.1.1        0.0.0.2 


 


 Routing for ASEs 


 Destination        Cost     Type    Tag         NextHop         AdvRouter 


 3.1.2.0/24         1        Type2   1           10.3.1.1        10.2.1.1 
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 Total Nets: 6 


 Intra Area: 2  Inter Area: 3  ASE: 1  NSSA: 0 


The output shows an external route imported from the NSSA area on Router D. 


Command reference 


nssa (OSPFv3 area view) 


Use nssa to configure an area as an NSSA area. 


Use undo nssa to restore the default. 


Syntax 


nssa [ default-route-advertise [ cost cost | type type ] 
*
 | no-import-route | no-summary | 


suppress-fa | { translate-always | translate-never } | translator-stability-interval value ] * 


undo nssa 


Default 


No area is configured as an NSSA area. 


Views 


OSPFv3 area view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


default-route-advertise: Used on an NSSA ABR or an ASBR only. If it is configured on an NSSA ABR, 


the ABR generates a default route in an NSSA-external-LSA into the NSSA area regardless of 


whether a default route is available in the routing table. If it is configured on an ASBR, the ASBR 


generates a default route in an NSSA-external-LSA only when the default route is available in the 


routing table. By default, an NSSA ABR or an ASBR does not generate a default route in an 


NSSA-external-LSA into the NSSA area. 


cost cost: Specifies a cost for the default route, in the range of 0 to 16777214. If no cost is specified, 


the default cost specified by the default-cost command applies. If no cost is specified by the 


default-cost command, the default cost specified by the default cost command applies. 


type type: Specifies a type for the NSSA-external-LSA: 1 or 2. The default type is 2. 


no-import-route: Used on an NSSA ABR to control the import-route command to not redistribute 


routes into the NSSA area. 


no-summary: Used only on an ABR to advertise a default route in a Type-3 summary LSA into the 


NSSA area and to not advertise other summary LSAs into the area. Such an area is a totally NSSA 


area. 


suppress-fa: Suppresses the forwarding address in the NSSA-external-LSAs from being placed in 


the AS-external LSAs. 


translate-always: Always translates NSSA-external-LSAs to AS-external LSAs. This keyword takes 


effect only on an NSSA ABR. 
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translate-never: Never translates NSSA-external-LSAs to AS-external LSAs. This keyword takes 


effect only on an NSSA ABR. 


translator-stability-interval value: Specifies the stability interval of the translator, during which the 


translator can maintain its translating capability after a device with a higher priority becomes the 


new translator. The value argument is in the range of 0 to 900 seconds and the default is 0 (which 


means the translator does not maintain its translating capability when a new translator arises).  


Usage guidelines 


All routers attached to an NSSA area must be configured with the nssa command in area view. 


When the default-route-advertise keyword is specified, a router uses the cost specified by the 


following commands in a descending order: the nssa command with the default-route-advertise 


keyword specified, the default-cost command, and the default cost command. 


Examples 


# Configure OSPFv3 area 1 as an NSSA area.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ospfv3 100 


[Sysname-ospfv3-100] area 1 


[Sysname-ospfv3-100-area-0.0.0.1] nssa 


New feature:Configuring Hash-based keys 


Configuration guide 


Please refer to 


 Fundamentals Configuration Guide\ CLI Configuration 


 Fundamentals Configuration Guide\ Login Management Configuration 


 Fundamentals Configuration Guide\ Configuration File Management Configuration. 


 Security Configuration Guide\ AAA Configuration 


 Security Configuration Guide\ Password Control Configuration 


Command reference 


Modified command: super password 


Use super password to set a password for a user privilege level. 


Use undo super password to restore the default. 


Old syntax 


super password [ level user-level ] { cipher | simple } password 


undo super password [ level user-level ] 


New syntax 


super password [ level user-level ] [ hash ] { cipher | simple } password 
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undo super password [ level user-level ] 


Default 


No password is set for any user privilege level. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


level user-level: Specifies a user privilege level in the range of 1 to 3. The default is 3. 


hash: Enables hash-based encryption. 


{ cipher | simple } password: Specifies a case-sensitive password string. In FIPS mode, the password 


must include upper-case letters, lower-case letters, digits, and special characters. The password 


length and form requirements vary as shown in Table 24  and Table 25 .  


Table 24 Password length and form requirements for the password argument in non-FIPS mode 


Keyword combination Password string form Length (in characters) 


simple Plain text 1 to 16 


hash simple Plain text 1 to 16 


cipher Plain text, ciphertext 
Plain text: 1 to 16 


Ciphertext: 1 to 53 


hash cipher Ciphertext (hashed form) 1 to 110 
 


Table 25  Password length and form requirements for the password argument in FIPS mode 


Keyword Password string form Length (in characters) 


simple Plain text 8 to 16 


hash simple Plain text 8 to 16 


cipher Plain text, ciphertext 


Plain text: 8 to 16 


Ciphertext: 8 to 53 (the 


corresponding plaintext 


string of the password 


must have 8 to 16 


characters) 


hash cipher Ciphertext (hashed form) 8 to 110 
 


Usage guidelines 


For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords configured in plain text, are saved in 


cipher text to the configuration file. 


Store the plaintext forms of user privilege level passwords in a safe place. If a user privilege level is 


password protected, you must provide the password in plain text when switching to the privilege 


level from a lower level. 
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You cannot configure the super password [ level user-level ] hash cipher password command when 


the password-control enable command is configured. 


Examples 


# Set the password for user privilege level 3 to abc. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] super password level 3 simple abc 


Change description 


Option hash is added. 


Modified command: set authentication password 


Use set authentication password to set a password for password authentication. 


Use undo set authentication password to remove the password. 


Old syntax 


set authentication password { cipher | simple } password 


undo set authentication password 


New syntax 


set authentication password [ hash ] { cipher | simple } password 


undo set authentication password 


Default 


No password is set for password authentication. 


Views 


User interface view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


hash: Enables hash-based encryption. 


{ cipher | simple } password: Specifies a case-sensitive password string. The password length and 


form requirements vary with the hash, cipher, and simple keyword combinations (see Table 26 ). 


Table 26 Password length and form requirements for the password argument 


Keyword combination Password string form Length (in characters) 


simple Plain text 1 to 16 


hash simple Plain text 1 to 16 


cipher Plain text, ciphertext 
Plain text: 1 to 16 


Ciphertext: 1 to 53 


hash cipher Ciphertext (hashed form) 1 to 110 
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Usage guidelines 


This command is not available in FIPS mode. 


For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords configured in plain text, are saved in 


cipher text. 


Examples 


# Set the password for password authentication on user interface Console 0 to hello. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] user-interface console 0 


[Sysname-ui-console0] authentication-mode password 


[Sysname-ui-console0] set authentication password simple hello 


# Set the password for password authentication on user interface Console 0 to hello and use the 


hash algorithm to encrypt the password. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] local-user user1 


[Sysname-luser-user1] set authentication password hash simple hello 


Change description 


The hash keyword is added. 


Modified command: password 


Use password to configure a password for a local user.  


Use undo password to delete the password of a local user. 


Old syntax 


password [{ cipher | simple } password ] 


undo password 


New syntax 


password [ [ hash ] { cipher | simple } password ] 


undo password 


Views 


Local user view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


hash: Enables hash-based encryption. 


cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 


simple: Sets a plaintext password. 


password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If hash is not specified, a 


ciphertext password must be a string of 1 to 117 characters and a plaintext password must be a 


string of 1 to 63 characters. If hash is specified, a ciphertext password must be a string of 1 to 110 


characters and a plaintext password must be a string of 1 to 63 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify any parameter, you enter the interactive mode to set a plaintext password 


string. The interactive mode is available only on devices that support the password control feature. 


For more information about password control commands, see "Password control configuration 


commands." 


When the password control feature is enabled globally by using the password-control enable 


command, local user passwords, such as the length and complexity, are under the restriction of the 


password control feature and are not displayed, and the password hash cipher command does not 


take effect. 


For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords configured in plain text, are saved in 


cipher text or hashed form. 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. To configure a local user password in FIPS mode, use 


the password-control command. 


Examples 


# Set the password to 123456 in plain text for local user user1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] local-user user1 


[Sysname-luser-user1] password simple 123456 


# Set a plaintext password 123456 in interactive mode for local user user1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] local-user user1 


[Sysname-luser-user1] password 


Password:****** 


Confirm :****** 


# Set the password to 123456 in plain text for local user user1, and enable hash-based encryption 


for the password. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] local-user user1 


[Sysname-luser-user1] password hash simple 123456 


Change description 


The hash keyword is added. 


Modified command: reset password-control blacklist 


Use reset password-control blacklist to remove all or one user from the password control blacklist. 


Old syntax 


reset password-control blacklist  user-name name  


New syntax 


reset password-control blacklist { all | user-name name } 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 
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Parameters 


all: Clears all users from the password control blacklist. 


user-name name: Specifies the user to be removed from the password control blacklist. The name 


argument is the username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters. 


Examples 


# Delete the user named test from the password control blacklist. 


<Sysname> reset password-control blacklist user-name test 


Are you sure to delete the specified user in blacklist? [Y/N]: 


Related commands 


display password-control blacklist 


Change description 


The all keyword is added. 


 


HP A6600-CMW520-R3101 


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P06 


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P05 


Modified feature:  HTTP service  


Feature change description 


Changed the default HTTP server state from enabled to disabled. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P05 


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P04 


None. 
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HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P02 


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P01  


This release has the following changes: 


 New feature: Disabling all USB ports 


 New feature: SSH-based SCP 


 BGP supports 1024 sessions of second level when BFD collaborate with static route, otherwise 


the specification is 512. 


New feature: Disabling all USB ports 


Disabling all USB ports 
 


 CAUTION: 


Before disabling all USB ports, make sure no operations are performed through any USB 


port. Otherwise, the disabling configuration fails.  
 


To disable all USB ports: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


Enter system view. system-view N/A 


Disable all USB ports usb disable 
All USB ports are disabled by 


default. 


 


Command reference 


usb disable 


Use the usb disable command to disable all USB ports on the device.  


Use the undo usb disable command to enable all USB ports on the device.  


Syntax 


usb disable 


undo usb disable 
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View 


System view 


Default level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


None 


Description 


By default, all USB ports are disabled.  


Examples 


# Disable the USB ports on the device.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] usb disable 


New feature: SSH-based SCP 


Configuring SSH-based SCP 


Based on SSH2, SCP offers a secure approach to copying files. The device can act as the SCP server, 


allowing a user to log in to the device for file upload and download. The device can also act as an 


SCP client, enabling a user to log in from the device to a remote server for secure file transfer. 


Configuring the device as an SSH server 


 


Task Remarks 


Generating local DSA or RSA key pairs Required. 


Enabling the SSH server function Required for SCP servers. 


Configuring the user interfaces for SSH clients Required. 


Configuring a client's host public key 


Required if publickey authentication is configured 


for users and the clients directly send the public 


keys to the server for validity check. 


Configuring the PKI domain of the client certificate 


See "Configuring PKI." 


Required if publickey authentication is configured 


for users and the clients send the public keys to the 


server through digital certificates for validity check. 


The PKI domain must have the CA certificate to 


verify the client certificate. 


Configuring an SSH user 
Required for publickey authentication users and 


optional for other authentication users. 


Setting the SSH management parameters Optional. 
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Generating local DSA or RSA key pairs 


DSA or RSA key pairs are required for generating the session key and session ID in the key 


exchange stage, and can also be used by a client to authenticate the server. When a client tries to 


communicate with a server, it compares the public key that it receives from the server with the 


server public key that it saved locally. If the keys are consistent, the client uses the public key to 


authenticate the digital signature that receives from the server. If the digital signatures are 


consistent, the authentication succeeds. If the digital signatures are consistent, the authentication 


succeeds. 


The public-key local create rsa command generates a server RSA key pair and a host RSA key pair. 


Each of the key pairs consists of a public key and a private key. The public key in the server key pair 


of the SSH server is used in SSH1 to encrypt the session key for secure transmission of the key. As 


SSH2 uses the DH algorithm to generate the session key on the SSH server and client respectively, 


no session key transmission is required in SSH2 and the server key pair is not used. 


The public-key local create dsa command generates only the host key pair. SSH1 does not support 


the DSA algorithm. 


To support SSH clients that use different types of key pairs, generate both DSA and RSA key pairs 


on the SSH server. 


To generate local DSA or RSA key pairs on the SSH server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Generate DSA or RSA key 


pairs. 


public-key local create { dsa | 


rsa } 


By default, neither DSA key pair 


nor RSA key pairs exist. 


Support for the dsa keyword 


depends on your device model. 


 


Enabling the SSH server function 


The SSH server function on the device allows clients to communicate with the device through SSH. 


When the device acts as an SCP server, only one SCP user is allowed to access to the SCP server at 


one time. 


To enable the SSH server function: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the SSH server 


function. 
ssh server enable Disabled by default. 


 


Configuring the user interfaces for SSH clients 


An SSH client accesses the device through a VTY user interface. You must configure the user 


interfaces for SSH clients to allow SSH login. The configuration takes effect only for the clients 


logging in after the configuration. 
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 IMPORTANT: 


Before you configure a user interface to support SSH, you must configure its authentication 


mode to scheme. Otherwise, the protocol inbound command fails. 
 


To configure the user interface for SSH clients: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VTY user interface view. 
user-interface vty number 


[ ending-number ] 
N/A 


3. Set the login authentication 


mode to scheme. 
authentication-mode scheme 


By default, the authentication 


mode is password. 


4. Configure the user interface 


to support SSH login. 
protocol inbound { all | ssh } 


Optional. 


By default, Telnet, PAD, and SSH 


are supported. 


 


For more information about the authentication-mode and protocol inbound commands, see 


Fundamentals Command Reference. 
 


Configuring a client's host public key 


This configuration task is only necessary if publickey authentication is configured for users and the 


clients directly send the public key to the server for authentication. 


During a publickey authentication for a client, the server first compares the SSH username and host 


public key received from the client with those saved locally. If the information is consistent, it 


examines the digital signature that the client sends. The digital signature is calculated by the client 


according to the private key associated with the host public key. 


You must configure the client's DSA or RSA host public key on the server, and specify the 


assoicated host private key on the client to generate the digital signature, so that the client can 


pass publickey authentication with correct digital signature. If the device serves as a client, the 


associated host private key is specified by the specified public key algorithm. 


You can manually configure the public key of an SSH client on the server, or import it from the 


public key file: 


 Manual configuration—Type or copy the client host public key on the client to the SSH server. 


The host public key must be in the DER encoding format, which has not been converted. 


 Importing from the public key file—Upload the client's host public key file (in binary) to the 


server (for example, through FTP or TFTP), and import the uploaded file to the server. During 


the import process, the server automatically converts the public key in the public key file to a 


string in PKCS format. 


Manually configured client host public keys must be in the specified format. If you use the device to 


act as the client, you can use the display public-key local public command to view the host public 


key and copy its contents to the server. A host public key obtained in other ways might be in 


incorrect format and cannot be saved on the server. HP recommends that you configure a client 


public key by importing it from a public key file. 


You can configure up to 20 SSH client public keys on an SSH server. 
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Configuring a client public key manually 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter public key view. public-key peer keyname N/A 


3. Enter public key code view. public-key-code begin N/A 


4. Configure a client's host 


public key. 


Enter the content of the host 


public key 


Spaces and carriage returns are 


allowed between characters. 


5. Return to public key view and 


save the configured host 


public key. 


public-key-code end 


When you exit public key code 


view, the system automatically 


saves the public key. 


6. Return to system view. peer-public-key end N/A 


 


Importing a client public key from a public key file 
 


Step Command 


1. Enter system view. system-view 


2. Import the public key from a 


public key file. 
public-key peer keyname import sshkey filename 


 


For more information about client public key configuration, see "Managing public keys." 


Configuring an SSH user 


To configure an SSH user that uses publickey authentication, you must perform the procedure in 


this section. 


To configure an SSH user that uses password authentication, whether together with publickey 


authentication or not, you must configure a local user account by using the local-user command 


for local authentication, or configure an SSH user account on an authentication server, for example, 


a RADIUS server, for remote authentication.  


For password-only SSH users, you do not need to perform the procedure in this section to 


configure them unless you want to use the display ssh user-information command to display all 


SSH users, including the password-only SSH users, for centralized management. 


Configuration guidelines 


 You can set the service type to SCP. 


 You can enable one of the following authentication modes for the SSH user: 


○ Password—The user must pass password authentication. 


○ Publickey authentication—The user must pass publickey authentication. 


○ Password-publickey authentication—As an SSH2.0 user, the user must pass both 


password and publickey authentication. As an SSH1 user, the user must pass either 


password or publickey authentication. 


○ Any—The user can use either password authentication or publickey authentication. 


 All authentication methods, except password authentication, require a client's host public key 


or digital certificate to be specified.  
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○ If a client directly sends the user's public key information to the server, the server must 


specify the client's public key and the specified public key must already exist. For more 


information about public keys, see "Configuring a client's host public key." 


○ If a client sends the user's public key information to the server through a digital certificate, 


the server must specify the PKI domain for verifying the client certificate. For more 


information about configuring a PKI domain, see "Configuring PKI." To make sure the 


authorized SSH users pass the authentication, the specified PKI domain must have the 


proper CA certificate. 


 If publickey authentication, whether with password authentication or not, is used, the 


command level accessible to the user is set by the user privilege level command on the user 


interface. If only password authentication is used, the command level accessible to the user is 


authorized by AAA. 


 SSH1 does not support SCP. For an SSH1 client, you must set the service type to stelnet or all. 


 For an SFTP SSH user, the working folder depends on the authentication method: 


○ If only password authentication is used, the working folder is authorized by AAA. 


○ If publickey authentication, whether with password authentication or not, is used, the 


working folder is set by using the ssh user command. 


 If you change the authentication mode or public key for an SSH user that has logged in, the 


change takes effect only at the next login of the user. 


To configure an SSH user and specify the service type and authentication method: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an SSH user, and 


specify the service type 


and authentication 


method for all users, 


SCP or SFTP users. 


ssh user username service-type  scp 


authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign 


{ pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


Required. 


 


Setting the SSH management parameters 


The SSH management parameters can be set to improve the security of SSH connections. The SSH 


management parameters include: 


 Compatibility between the SSH server and SSH1 clients. 


 RSA server key pair update interval, applicable to users using SSH1 client. 


 SSH user authentication timeout period. This parameter is used to reject a connection if the 


authentication for the connection is not completed before the timeout period expires. 


 Maximum number of SSH authentication attempts. This parameter is used to prevent 


malicious password cracking. 


 SFTP connection idle timeout period. Once the idle period of an SFTP connection exceeds the 


specified threshold, the system automatically tears the connection down. 
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To set the SSH management parameters: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the SSH server to 


support SSH1 clients. 


ssh server compatible-ssh1x 


enable 


Optional. 


By default, the SSH server 


supports SSH1 clients. 


3. Set the RSA server key pair 


update interval. 
ssh server rekey-interval hours 


Optional. 


By default, the interval is 0, and 


the RSA server key pair is not 


updated. 


4. Set the SSH user 


authentication timeout 


period. 


ssh server 


authentication-timeout 


time-out-value 


Optional. 


60 seconds by default. 


5. Set the maximum number of 


SSH authentication attempts. 


ssh server authentication-retries 


times 


Optional. 


3 by default. 


Authentication fails if the number 


of authentication attempts 


(including both publickey and 


password authentication) exceeds 


the upper limit. 


6. Configure the SFTP 


connection idle timeout 


period. 


sftp server idle-timeout 


time-out-value 


Optional. 


10 minutes by default. 


 


Configuring the device as an SCP client 


This section describes how to configure the device as an SCP client.  


SCP client configuration task list 


 


Task Remarks 


 


Enabling and disabling first-time authentication 
Optional. 


Transferring files with an SCP server Required. 


 


 


Enabling and disabling first-time authentication    


When the device works as an SSH client and connects to the SSH server, you can configure whether 


the device supports first-time authentication.  


When a client not configured with the server host public key access the server for the first time: 


 If first-time authentication is disabled, the client refuses to access the server. To enable the 


client to access the server, you must configure the server host public key locally and specify 


the public key name for authentication on the client in advance. 
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 If first-time authentication is enabled, the client accesses the server, and saves the host public 


key on the client. When accessing the server again, the client uses the saved server host public 


key to authenticate the server.  


In a secure network, first-time authentication simplifies client configuration, but also brings some 


potential security risks. 


Enabling first-time authentication 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable first-time 


authentication. 
ssh client first-time enable 


Optional. 


Enabled by default. 


 


Disabling first-time authentication 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Disable first-time 


authentication. 
undo ssh client first-time Enabled by default. 


3. Configure the server host 


public key. 


See "Configuring a client's host 


public key" 


The method for configuring the 


server host public key on the 


client is similar to that for 


configuring client public key on 


the server. 


4. Specify the host public key 


name of the server. 


ssh client authentication server 


server assign publickey keyname 
N/A 


 


 


Transferring files with an SCP server 
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Task Command Remarks 


Connect to the SCP 


server, and transfer files 


with the server. 


 Upload a file to the SCP server: 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] put 


source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress { zlib | 


zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 


| des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 


sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher 


{ 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | 


md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


 Download a file from the SCP server: 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] get 


source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress { zlib | 


zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 


| des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 


sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher 


{ 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | 


md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Use either command. 


 


File transfer with password authentication (on routers) 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 7 , Router A acts as an SCP client and Router B acts as an SCP server. A user can 


securely transfer files with Router B through Router A. Router B uses the password authentication 


method and the client's username and password are saved on Router B.  


Figure 7 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure the SCP server: 


<RouterB> system-view 


[RouterB] public-key local create rsa 


The range of public key size is (512 ~ 2048). 


NOTES: If the key modulus is greater than 512, 


It will take a few minutes. 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


Input the bits of the modulus[default = 1024]: 


Generating Keys... 
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# Generate a DSA key pair.  


[RouterB] public-key local create dsa 


The range of public key size is (512 ~ 2048). 


NOTES: If the key modulus is greater than 512, 


It will take a few minutes. 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


Input the bits of the modulus[default = 1024]: 


Generating Keys... 


++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 


+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 


# Enable the SSH server function. 


[RouterB] ssh server enable 


# Configure an IP address for GigabitEthernet 3/0/1, which the client will use as the 


destination for SCP connection. 


[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[RouterB-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] ip address 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0 


[RouterB-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] quit 


# Set the authentication mode of the user interface to AAA. 


[RouterB] user-interface vty 0 4 


[RouterB-ui-vty0-4] authentication-mode scheme 


# Enable the user interface to support SSH. 


[RouterB-ui-vty0-4] protocol inbound ssh 


[RouterB-ui-vty0-4] quit 


# Create a local user named client001 with the password as aabbcc and service type as ssh. 


[RouterB] local-user client001 


[RouterB-luser-client001] password simple aabbcc 


[RouterB-luser-client001] service-type ssh 


[RouterB-luser-client001] quit 


# (Optional.) Configure the SSH user client001 with service type as scp and authentication 


method as password. 


[RouterB] ssh user client001 service-type scp authentication-type password 


2. Configure an IP address for GigabitEthernet 3/0/1 on the SCP client: 


<RouterA> system-view 


[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] ip address 192.168.0.2 255.255.255.0 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] quit 


[RouterA] quit 


3. Connect to the SCP server, download the file remote.bin from the server, and save it locally to 


the file local.bin. 


<RouterA> scp 192.168.0.1 get remote.bin local.bin 


Username: client001 


Trying 192.168.0.1 ... 


Press CTRL+K to abort 


Connected to 192.168.0.1 ... 


 


The Server is not authenticated. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Do you want to save the server public key? [Y/N]:n 
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Enter password: 


18471 bytes transfered in 0.001 seconds. 


Command reference 


ssh user 


Use ssh user to create an SSH user and specify the service type and authentication method. 


Use undo ssh user to delete an SSH user. 


Syntax 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname }} 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


undo ssh user username 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


username: SSH username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters. 


service-type: Specifies the service type of an SSH user, which can be one of the following: 


 all: Specifies Stelnet, SFTP, and SCP. 


 scp: Specifies the service type as SCP. 


 sftp: Specifies the service type as SFTP. 


 stelnet: Specifies the service type of Stelnet. 


authentication-type: Specifies the authentication method of an SSH user, which can be one of the 


following: 


 password: Performs password authentication. This authentication method features easy and 


fast encryption, but it is vulnerable. It can work with AAA to implement user authentication, 


authorization, and accounting. 


 any: Performs either password authentication or publickey authentication. 


 password-publickey: Performs both password authentication and publickey authentication 


(featuring higher security) if the client runs SSH2, and performs either type of authentication if 


the client runs SSH1. 


 publickey: Performs publickey authentication. This authentication method has the complicated 


and slow encryption, but it provides strong authentication that can defend against brute-force 


attacks. This authentication method is easy to use. If this method is configured, the 


authentication process completes automatically without the need of entering any password. 


assign: Specifies parameters that are used to verify the client. 
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 pki-domain pkiname: Specifies the PKI domain that verifies the client certificate. The pkiname 


argument is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 15 characters. The server uses the CA certificate 


that is saved in the PKI domain to verify one or multiple client certificates without saving 


clients' public keys in advance. 


 publickey keyname: Specifies the public key of the SSH user. The keyname argument 


represents an existing public key to an SSH user, and is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 64 


characters. The server checks the validity of the user through the user's public key that has 


been locally saved. If the public key file on the client changes, the server needs to update the 


local configuration properly. 


work-directory directory-name: Specifies the working directory for an SFTP user. The 


directory-name argument is a string of 1 to 135 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If the SSH server uses publickey authentication, you must create an SSH user account on the device. 


If the SSH server uses password authentication, you do not need to create the user account on the 


device, but you must configure the user account information on the device for local authentication, 


or on the remote authentication server (such as a RADIUS server) for remote authentication. 


If you use the ssh user command to specify a public key or PKI domain for a user more than one 


time, the new parameters overwrite the old ones. 


You can change parameters for an SSH user that has logged in, but your changes take effect for the 


user at next login. 


If an SFTP or SCP user has been assigned a public key or PKI domain, it is necessary to set a 


working folder for the user. 


The working folder of an SFTP or SCP user depends on the user authentication method. For a user 


using only password authentication, the working folder is the AAA authorized one. For a user using 


only publickey authentication or using both publickey authentication and password authentication, 


the working folder is the one set by using the ssh user command. 


Examples 


# Create an SSH user named user1, setting the service type as sftp, the authentication method as 


publickey, assigning a public key named key1 to the client, and the work folder of the SFTP server 


as flash: 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ssh user user1 service-type sftp authentication-type publickey assign publickey 


key1 work-directory flash: 


Related commands 


 display ssh user-information 


 pki domain 


scp 


Use scp to transfer files with an SCP server. 


Syntax 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] { get | put } source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] [ identity-key 


{ dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 
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dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | 


md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies the type of the server as IPv6. If this keyword is not specified, the server is an IPv4 


server. 


server: Specifies an IPv4 or IPv6 server by its address or host name. For an IPv4 server, it is a 


case-insensitive string of 1 to 20 characters. For an IPv6 server, it is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 


46 characters. 


port-number: Specifies the port number of the server, in the range of 0 to 65535. The default is 22.  


get: Downloads the file. 


put: Uploads the file. 


source-file-path: Specifies the directory of the source file. 


destination-file-path: Specifies the directory of the target file. If this argument is not specified, the 


directory names of the source and target files are same.  


identity-key: Specifies the algorithm for publickey authentication, either dsa or rsa. The default is 


dsa.  


 dsa: Specifies the public key algorithm dsa. 


 rsa: Specifies the public key algorithm rsa. 


prefer-compress: Specifies the preferred compression algorithm. By default, the compression 


algorithm is not used. 


 zlib: Specifies the compression algorithm ZLIB. 


 zlib-openssh: Specifies the compression algorithm ZLIB@openssh.com. 


prefer-ctos-cipher: Specifies the preferred encryption algorithm from client to server, defaulted to 


aes128. 


 3des: Specifies the encryption algorithm 3des-cbc. Support for this keyword depends on your 


device model.  


 aes128: Specifies the encryption algorithm aes128-cbc. 


 des: Specifies the encryption algorithm des-cbc. 


prefer-ctos-hmac: Specifies the preferred HMAC algorithm from client to server, defaulted to 


sha1-96. 


 md5: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-md5. 


 md5-96: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-md5-96. 


 sha1: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-sha1. 


 sha1-96: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-sha1-96. 


prefer-kex: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm, defaulted to dh-group-exchange. 
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 dh-group-exchange: Specifies the key exchange algorithm 


diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1. 


 dh-group1: Specifies the key exchange algorithm diffie-hellman-group1-sha1. 


 dh-group14: Specifies the key exchange algorithm diffie-hellman-group14-sha1. 


prefer-stoc-cipher: Specifies the preferred encryption algorithm from server to client, defaulted to 


aes128.  


prefer-stoc-hmac: Specifies the preferred HMAC algorithm from server to client, defaulted to 


sha1-96. 


Usage guidelines 


When the server adopts publickey authentication to authenticate a client, the client must get the 


local private key for digital signature. As the publickey authentication uses either RSA or DSA 


algorithm, you must specify an algorithm of the client (by using the identity-key keyword) in order 


to get the correct data for the local private key. 


Examples 


# Connect to the SCP server (192.168.0.1), download the file remote.bin from the server, and save it 


locally to the file local.bin 


<Sysname> scp 192.168.0.1 get remote.bin local.bin 


Modified feature:  BGP  


Feature change description 


BGP supports 1024 sessions of second level when BFD collaborate with static route, otherwise the 


specification is 512. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P08  


This release has the following changes: 


 VAM AES-256 


 Disabling BGP from advertising route updates to a peer or peer group 


 BGP support 4096 peers 


 CPOS support 512 DS0s 


New feature: VAM AES-256 


Configuring VAM AES-256 


For VAM AES-256 configuration, see Configuring DVPN in 05-Layer-3 IP Service Configuration 


Guide of HP A6600 Router Series Configuration Guides-R2603. 
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Command reference 


For VAM AES-256 configuration commands, see DVPN configuration commands in 05-Layer-3 IP 


Service Command Reference of HP A6600 Router Series Command References-R2603. 


New feature: Disabling BGP from 


advertising route updates to a peer or peer 


group 


Disabling BGP from advertising route updates to 


a peer or peer group 


Perform this task to disable BGP from advertising route updates except for default routes to specific 


peers. This feature is suitable for peers that do not need specific routes when large numbers of BGP 


sessions. 


To disable BGP from advertising route updates to a peer or peer group:  
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view.  system-view — 


2. Enable BGP and enter BGP view.  bgp as-number — 


3. Disable BGP from advertising route 


updates to a peer or peer group 


peer { group-name | ip-address } 


update-no-advertise 


By default, BGP 


advertises route updates 


to peers.  


 


Command reference 


peer update-no-advertise (BGP view) 


Use peer update-no-advertise to disable BGP from advertising route updates to a peer or peer 


group. 


Use undo peer update-no-advertise to enable BGP to advertise route updates to a peer or peer 


group. 


Syntax 


peer { group-name | ip-address } update-no-advertise 


undo peer { group-name | ip-address } update-no-advertise 
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Default 


By default, BGP advertises route updates to peers. 


Views 


BGP view 


Default command level 


2: System level. 


Parameters 


group-name:Specifies a peer group by its name, a string of 1 to 47 characters.  


ip-address: Specifies a peer by its IP address. 


Usage guidelines 


The peer update-no-advertise command does not control default route advertisement configured 


by peer default-route-advertise.  


The specified peer group must have been created.  


Examples 


# In BGP view, disable BGP from advertising route updates to the peer 1.1.1.1.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] peer 1.1.1.1 update-no-advertise 


Related commands 


display bgp routing-table 


Modified feature:  BGP support 4096 peers  


Feature change description 


BGP support 4096 peers. 


Modified feature:  CPOS support 512 DS0s  


Feature change description 


CPOS support 512 DS0s. 
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HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P07  


Modified feature: OSPF support 200 areas  


Feature change description 


 OSPF support 200 areas. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P06  


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P05  


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P04  


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P03  


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P02  


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P01  


None. 


HP A6600-CMW520-R2603  


None. 
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		2. Configure the new MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication key on all neighbor devices. When the local device receives packets with the new key from all neighbor devices, it exits MD5 key rollover.

		3. Delete the old MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication key from the local device and all its neighbors. This operation helps prevent attacks from devices that use the old key for communication and reduces system resources and bandwidth consumption caused by ke...

		Configuring OSPF area authentication

		Configuring OSPF interface authentication



		Command reference

		Modified command: authentication-mode

		Modified command: ospf authentication-mode

		Modified command: vlink-peer (OSPF area view)

		Modified command: sham-link





		New feature: OSPFv3 support for RFC 5340 enhanced features

		Configuration guide

		Configuring an OSPFv3 NSSA area

		Configuring an OSPF NSSA area

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.)

		2. Configuring OSPF basic functions (see "错误！未找到引用源。").

		3. Configure Area 1 as an NSSA area:

		4. Configure a static route and configure OSPF to redistribute the static route on Router C:







		Command reference

		nssa (OSPFv3 area view)





		New feature:Configuring Hash-based keys

		Configuration guide

		Command reference

		Modified command: super password

		Modified command: set authentication password

		Modified command: password

		Modified command: reset password-control blacklist





		HP A6600-CMW520-R3101

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P06

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P05

		Modified feature:  HTTP service

		Feature change description



		HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P05

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P04

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P02

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2604P01

		New feature: Disabling all USB ports

		Disabling all USB ports

		Command reference

		usb disable





		Syntax

		Parameters

		Description

		Examples

		New feature: SSH-based SCP

		Configuring SSH-based SCP

		Configuring the device as an SSH server

		Generating local DSA or RSA key pairs

		Enabling the SSH server function

		Configuring the user interfaces for SSH clients

		Configuring a client's host public key

		Configuring an SSH user

		Configuration guidelines



		Setting the SSH management parameters



		Configuring the device as an SCP client

		SCP client configuration task list

		Enabling and disabling first-time authentication

		Transferring files with an SCP server



		File transfer with password authentication (on routers)

		Network requirements







		Figure 7  Network diagram

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure the SCP server:

		2. Configure an IP address for GigabitEthernet 3/0/1 on the SCP client:

		3. Connect to the SCP server, download the file remote.bin from the server, and save it locally to the file local.bin.





		The Server is not authenticated. Continue? [Y/N]:y

		Command reference

		ssh user





		Syntax

		Views

		Default command level

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> system-view

		Related commands

		scp



		Syntax

		Views

		Default command level

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Modified feature:  BGP

		Feature change description



		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P08

		New feature: VAM AES-256

		Configuring VAM AES-256

		Command reference



		New feature: Disabling BGP from advertising route updates to a peer or peer group

		Disabling BGP from advertising route updates to a peer or peer group

		Command reference

		peer update-no-advertise (BGP view)





		Syntax

		Default

		Views

		Default command level

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Modified feature:  BGP support 4096 peers

		Feature change description



		Modified feature:  CPOS support 512 DS0s

		Feature change description



		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P07

		Modified feature: OSPF support 200 areas

		Feature change description



		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P06

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P05

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P04

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P03

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P02

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603P01

		HP A6600-CMW520-R2603
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This document describes the features, restrictions and guidelines, open problems, and workarounds 


for version HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3302P02-RU. Before you use this version in a live 


network, back up the configuration and test the version to avoid software upgrade affecting your 


live network.  


Use this document in conjunction with HP A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3302P02-RU Release Notes 


(Software Feature Changes) and the documents listed in "Related documentation." 


Important  information 


In this software the format of the configuration files has been changed.  To avoid any problems 
downgrading software, please backup the configuration file before upgrading. More details may be found 
in the Open problems and workarounds section below. 


Version information 


Version number 


Comware software, Version 5.20.106, Release 3302P02,RU 


Note: You can see the version number with the command display version in any view. 


Version history 


Table 1 Version history 


Version number Last version 
Release 


date 


Releas


e type 
Remarks 


CMW520-R3302P02-RU CMW520-R3302P02 2014-2-19 
Release 


version 


This code only 


supports the algorithm 


of encryption less than 


56 bit and does not 


support FIPS mode. 


CMW520-R3302P02 CMW520-R3302P01 2014-2-17 
Release 


version Software feature change. 


CMW520-R3302P01 CMW520-R3302 2013-12-13 
Release 


version Bugfix. 


CMW520-R3302 CMW520-E3201P03 2013-11-26 
Release 


version Bugfix. 
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Version number Last version 
Release 


date 


Releas


e type 
Remarks 


CMW520-E3201P03 CMW520-R3103P05 2013-8-29 
Release 


version 


New hardware release: 


HIM-TS8P 


New feature release: 


IRF  


PE Supported for UDP 


Helper 


FTP Server Support for 


IPv6 


Disabling peer route 


creation 


Group domain VPN 


Support for the ibgp 


and ebgp keywords 


was added to the 


balanced command 


The maximum 


interface description 


length is modified into 


240 characters 


The user must pass 


keyboard-interactive 


authentication 


Configuring online 


Layer 3 portal user 


detection 


CMW520-R3103P05 CMW520-R3103P04 2013-7-15 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R3103P04 CMW520-R3103P03 2013-5-27 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R3103P03 CMW520-R3103P02 2013-5-27 
Release 


version 


Fixes bugs. 


Only release the 


software for RPE-X1.  


CMW520-R3103P02 CMW520-R3103P01 2013-4-25 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R3103P01 CMW520-R3102 2013-3-25 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R3102 CMW520-R3101 2013-1-18 
Release 


version New feature release.  
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Version number Last version 
Release 


date 


Releas


e type 
Remarks 


CMW520-R3101 CMW520-R2604P06 2012-12-4 
Release 


version 


Only release the software 


for 


HSR6602-G/HSR6602-XG


/MCP-X1/MCP-X2. 


CMW520-R2604P06 CMW520-R2604P05 2012-10-24 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R2604P05 CMW520-R2604P04 2012-9-13 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R2604P04 CMW520-R2604P02 2012-8-16 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R2604P02 CMW520-R2604P01 2012-5-31 
Release 


version Fixes bugs.  


CMW520-R2604P01 CMW520-R2604 2012-5-3 
Release 


version 


 New feature:  


SR6600 router supports 


1024 sessions of second 


level when BFD 


collaborate with static 


route, otherwise the 


specification is 512. 


SR6600 router supports 


disable USB port. 


SSH supports SCP. 


 Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2604 CMW520-F2604 2012-3-23 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-F2604 CMW520-R2603P08 2011-12-30 
Feature 


version 
Code Optimize 


CMW520-R2603P08 CMW520-R2603P07 2011-12-23 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603P07 CMW520-R2603P06 2011-12-9 
Release 


version 


 New feature:  


VAM supports AES-256. 


BGP supports 4096 peers. 


CPOS supports 512 DS0s. 


 Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603P06 CMW520-R2603P05 2011-12-9 
Release 


version 


 New feature:  


OSPF supports configure 


200 areas. 


 Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603P05 CMW520-R2603P04 2011-11-11 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603P04 CMW520-R2603P03 2011-10-25 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603P03 CMW520-R2603P02 2011-9-26 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 
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Version number Last version 
Release 


date 


Releas


e type 
Remarks 


CMW520-R2603P02 CMW520-R2603P01 2011-7-29 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603P01 CMW520-R2603 2011-7-18 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


CMW520-R2603 None 2011-6-30 
Release 


version 
Fixes bugs. 


 


Hardware and software compatibility matrix 
 


 CAUTION:  


To avoid an upgrade failure, use Table 2  to verify the hardware and software compatibility 


before performing an upgrade. 


Table 2 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 1 


Item Specifications 


Product family A6600/SR6600 series 


Hardware platform A6602/SR6602 


Memory 2G/4G 


Flash/CF Card Min 256M 


Boot ROM version 
Updates automatically with Host software. After this version is updated, 


the BootWare version will update to 1.34. 


Host software A6602-CMW520-R3302P02-RU.bin – requires JC176A HP A6602 Router 


Host software MD5 


checksum 
A6602-CMW520-R3302P02-RU.bin : 6ccd788a5bc162a6b34aab58a2f14197 


iMC version 


iMC EAD 7.0  (E0102) 


iMC EIA 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC NTA 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC PLAT 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC QoSM 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC UBA 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC SHM 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC MVM 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC IVM 7.0 (E0101) 


iNode iNode PC 7.0 (E0102) 


Table 3 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 2 


Item Specifications 


Product family A6600/SR6600 series 
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Item Specifications 


Hardware platform A6604/A6608/A6616/SR6602/SR6604/SR6608/SR6616 


Memory 


RPE-X1:1G/2G 


RSE-X1:2G/4G 


MCP-X1:2G/4G 


MCP-X2:4G 


FIP-100:1G/2G 


FIP-110:2G/4G 


FIP-200:2G 


FIP-210:2G/4G 


SAP-24GBP:2G/4G 


SAP-48GBP:2G/4G 


SAP-48GBE:2G/4G 


Flash/CF Card Min 256M 


Boot ROM version 


Updates automatically with Host software. After this version is updated, 


the BootWare version will update to: 


RPE-X1:1.60  


RSE-X1:1.12  


MCP-X1/MCP-X2:1.19  


FIP-100:1.36  


FIP-110:1.12  


FIP-200:1.22  


FIP-210:1.07  


SAP-24GBP:1.06  


SAP-48GBP:1.06  


SAP-48GBE:1.06 


Note: You can display the version number with the display version 


command in any view. Please see Note and Note. 


Host software 


A6600-CMW520-R3302P02-RU-RPE.bin - requires JC156A HP A6600 


RPE-X1 Main Processing Unit or JG781A HP 6600 RPE-X1 TAA-compliant 


Main Processing Unit 


A6600-CMW520-R3302P02-RU-RSE.bin - requires JC566A HP A6600 


RSE-X1 Main Processing Unit or JG780A HP 6600 RSE-X1 TAA-compliant 


Main Processing Unit 


HSR6602_MCP-CMW520-R3302P02-RU.bin – requires JG355A HP 6600 


MCP-X1 Router Main Processing Unit, JG356A HP 6600 MCP-X2 Router 


Main Processing Unit or JG778A HP 6600 MCP-X2 Router TAA-compliant 


Main Processing Unit  


Host software MD5 


checksum 


A6600-CMW520-R3302P02-RU-RPE.bin: 


92d1e52f602489a346204da9be37184f 


A6600-CMW520-R3302P02-RU-RSE.bin: 


d2a0b3c343e4beb4eb957dd98cfa7a9f 


HSR6602_MCP-CMW520-R3302P02-RU.bin: 


c900732b668c79cf967cf183c3dcd8c9 
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Item Specifications 


iMC version 


iMC EAD 7.0  (E0102) 


iMC EIA 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC NTA 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC PLAT 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC QoSM 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC UBA 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC SHM 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC MVM 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC IVM 7.0 (E0101) 


iNode iNode PC 7.0 (E0102) 


Table 4 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 3 


Item Specifications 


Product family HSR6600 series 


Hardware platform HSR6602-G/HSR6602-XG 


Memory 
HSR6602-G:2G/4G 


HSR6602-XG:4G 


Flash/CF Card Min 512M 


Boot ROM version 
Updates automatically with Host software. After this version is updated, 


the BootWare version will update to 1.19. 


Host software 


HSR6602_MCP-CMW520-E3302P02-RU.bin – requires JG353A HP 


HSR6602-G Router, JG354A HP HSR6602-XG Router, JG776A HP 


HSR6602-G TAA-compliant Router or JG777A HP HSR6602-XG 


TAA-compliant Router 


Host software MD5 


checksum 


HSR6602_MCP-CMW520-R3302P02-RU.bin : 


c900732b668c79cf967cf183c3dcd8c9 


iMC version 


iMC EAD 7.0  (E0102) 


iMC EIA 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC NTA 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC PLAT 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC QoSM 7.0 (E0102) 


iMC UBA 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC SHM 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC MVM 7.0 (E0101) 


iMC IVM 7.0 (E0101) 


iNode i iNode PC 7.0 (E0102) 


Table 5 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 4 


Board model 
Board 
version 


Logic version Remarks 


A6602 VER.B Host:300 HP A6602 Router 
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Fixed 4GE:100 


RPE-X1 VER.B 
Basic:100 200 


Extend:200 
HP A6600 RPE-X1 Main Processing Unit 


RSE-X1 VER.B 
Basic:200 


Extend:200 
HP A6600 RSE-X1 Main Processing Unit 


HSR6602-G VER.A 
Basic:100 


Extend:200 
HP HSR6602-G Router 


HSR6602-XG VER.A 
Basic:100 


Extend:200 
HP HSR6602-XG Router 


MCP-X1 VER.A 


Basic:100 


Extend1:200 


Extend2:200 


HP 6600 MCP-X1 Router Main Processing Unit 


MCP-X2 VER.A 


Basic:100 


Extend1:200 


Extend2:200 


HP 6600 MCP-X2 Router Main Processing Unit 


FIP-10 VER.B 100 
HP 6600 FIP-10 Flexible Interface Platform Router 


Module 


FIP-20 VER.A 100 
HP 6600 FIP-20 Flexible Interface Platform Router 


Module 


FIP-100 VER.B 
Module:200 


Fixed 2GE:100 


Flexible Interface Platform, 4 MIM Slot, 2 


10/100/1000M WAN Port (RJ45 and SFP Combo) 


FIP-110 VER.A 
Module:200 


Fixed 2GE:100 


HP A6600 FIP-110 Flexible Interface Platform 


Module 


FIP-200 VER.B 
Module:200 


Fixed 2GE:100 


High Performance Flexible Interface Platform, 2 HIM 


Slot, 2 10/100/1000M WAN Port (RJ45 and SFP 


Combo) 


FIP-210 VER.C 
Module:200 


Fixed 2GE:100 


HP A6600 FIP-210 Flexible Interface Platform 


Module 


SAP-24GBP VER.A 100 
HP A6600 24-port GbE SFP Service Aggregation 


Platform Module 


SAP-48GBP VER.A 100 
HP 6600 48-port GbE SFP Service Aggregation 


Platform Module 


SAP-48GBE VER.A 100 
HP A6600 48-port Gig-T Service Aggregation 


Platform Module 


HIM-8FE VER.B 100 HP A6600 8-port 10/100Base-T HIM Module 


HIM-4GBE VER.B 200 HP A6600 4-port Gig-T HIM Module 


HIM-4GBP VER.A 200 HP A6600 8-port Gig-T HIM Module 


HIM-8GBE VER.B 200 HP A6600 8-port Gig-T HIM Module 


HIM-8GBP VER.A 200 HP A6600 8-port GbE SFP HIM Module 


HIM-1EXP VER.A 200 HP A6600 1-port 10-GbE XFP HIM Module 
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HIM-CL1P VER.B 
Main card:100 


Sub card:200 


HP A6600 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS SFP 


HIM Module 


HIM-CL2P VER.B 
Main card:100 


Sub card:200 


HP A6600 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS SFP 


HIM Module 


HIM-CLS1P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS SFP 


HIM Module 


HIM-CLS2P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS SFP 


HIM Module 


HIM-MSP2P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 2-port OC-3c/STM-1c or 1-port 


OC-12c/STM-4c POS SFP HIM Module 


HIM-MSP4P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 4-port OC-3c/STM-1c or 2-port 


OC-12c/STM-4c POS SFP HIM Module 


HIM-PS1P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 1-port OC-48c/STM-16c POS/CPOS SFP 


HIM Module 


HIM-AL1P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 1-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP HIM 


Module 


HIM-AL2P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 2-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP HIM 


Module 


HIM-RS2P VER.A 100 
HP A6600 2-port OC-48c/STM-16c RPR SFP HIM 


Module 


HIM-TS8P VER.A 200 
HP 6600 8-port OC-3c/OC-12c POS / GbE SFP HIM 


Module 


Table 6 MPU and FIP/SAP compatibility matrix 


MPU/FI


P/SAP 


FIP-10


0 
FIP-110 FIP-200 FIP-210 FIP-10 FIP-20 SAP-24GBP 


SAP-48


GBP 


SAP-48


GBE 


RPE-X1 √ √ √ √ ×  ×  ×  ×  ×  


RSE-X1 ×  √ ×  √ ×  ×  √ √ √ 


MCP-X1 ×  ×  ×  ×  √ √ ×  ×  ×  


MCP-X2 ×  ×  ×  ×  √ √ ×  ×  ×  


Table 7 MPU and Host compatibility matrix 


MPU/Host A6604/SR6604 A6608/SR6608 A66016/SR6616 


RPE-X1 √ √ √ 


RSE-X1 √ √ √ 


MCP-X1 √ √ √ 


MCP-X2 √ √ √ 


Note: The MPUs of SR6600/A6600 only support the host listed in this table. 
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Table 8 Module and hardware platform compatibility matrix 


Module 
A6602/S


R6602 
FIP-10 FIP-100 FIP-110 FIP-20 FIP-200 FIP-210 


HIM: High-speed Interface Module 


RT-HIM-8FE-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-4GBE-WAN-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-8GBE-WAN-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-4GBP-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-8GBP-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-1CPOS/STM1-H


3 
√ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-2CPOS/STM1-H


3 
√ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-CLS1P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-CLS2P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-MSP2P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-MSP4P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-AL1P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-AL2P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-1EXP-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-1POS/STM16-H


3 
√ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-RS2P-H3 √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


RT-HIM-TS8P √ ×  ×  ×  √ √ √ 


MIM: Multi-functional Interface Module 


RT-MIM-1POS-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


RT-MIM-2SAE-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-4SAE-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-8SAE-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-2GBE-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


RT-MIM-8E1(75)-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-1AMM-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


RT-MIM-1ASL-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


RT-MIM-1ASM-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


RT-MIM-8E1(75)-F-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-1CE3-V2-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-1CT3-V2-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
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RT-MIM-1ATM-OC3-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


RT-MIM-8T1-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-8T1-F-H3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


RT-MIM-IMA-8E1(75)-H3 √ ×  √ √ ×  √ √ 


Note: Ticks indicate supported modules while crosses indicate unsupported modules. 


 


Sample：To display the host software and BootWare version, perform the following:  


<HP>display version 


HP Comware Platform Software 


Comware Software, Version 5.20.106, E3201P03                 ------- Note① 


Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


HP A6602 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 2 minutes 


 


 CPU type: RMI XLR732 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 PCB             Version: Ver.B 


 Logic           Version: 1.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.16                                  ------note② 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.32                                  ------note② 


 [FIXED  PORT] CON              (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] AUX              (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE 0/0           (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE 0/1           (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE 0/2           (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE 0/3           (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [SLOT      1] The SubCard is not present 


 [SLOT      2] The SubCard is not present 


Upgrading restrictions and guidelines 


None. 


Hardware feature updates 


CMW520-R3302P02-RU 


None. 


CMW520-R3302P02 


None. 
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CMW520-R3302P01 


None. 


CMW520-R3302 


None. 


CMW520-E3201P03 


CMW520-E3201P03 supports the following new hardware: 


 HP 6600 8-port OC-3c/OC-12c POS / GbE SFP HIM Module 


CMW520-R3103P05 


CMW520-R3103P05 supports the following new hardware: 


 HP 6600 RPE-X1 TAA-compliant Main Processing Unit 


 HP 6600 RSE-X1 TAA-compliant Main Processing Unit 


 HP 6600 MCP-X2 Router TAA-compliant Main Processing Unit 


 HP HSR6602-G TAA-compliant Router 


 HP HSR6602-XG TAA-compliant Router 


 HP HSR6800 RSE-X2 Router TAA-compliant Main Processing Unit 


CMW520-R3103P04 


None. 


CMW520-R3103P03 


None. 


CMW520-R3103P02 


None. 


CMW520-R3103P01 


None. 
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CMW520-R3102 


CMW520-R3102 supports the following new hardware: 


 SAP-48GBP: HP 6600 48-port GbE SFP Service Aggregation Platform Module. 


CMW520-R3101 


CMW520-R3101 supports the following new hardware: 


 HSR6602-G: HP HSR6602-G Router  


 HSR6602-XG: HP HSR6602-XG Router 


 MCP-X1: HP 6600 MCP-X1 Router Main Processing Unit 


 MCP-X2: HP 6600 MCP-X2 Router Main Processing Unit 


 FIP-10: HP 6600 FIP-10 Flexible Interface Platform Router Module  


 FIP-20: HP 6600 FIP-20 Flexible Interface Platform Router Module 


CMW520-R2604P06 


None. 


CMW520-R2604P05 


None. 


CMW520-R2604P04 


None. 


CMW520-R2604P02 


None. 


CMW520-R2604P01 


None. 


CMW520-R2604 


None. 
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CMW520-F2604 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P08 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P07 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P06 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P05 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P04 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P03 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P02 


None. 


CMW520-R2603P01 


None. 


CMW520-R2603 


None. 
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Software feature and command updates 


For more information about the software feature and command update history, see HP 


A6600_HSR6602-CMW520-R3302P02-RU Release Notes (Software Feature Changes).  


MIB updates 


Table 9 MIB updates 


Item MIB file Module Description 


CMW520-R3302P02-RU 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3302P02 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3302P01 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3302 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-E3201P03 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3103P05 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3103P04 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3103P03 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3103P02 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3103P01 


New None None None 
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Item MIB file Module Description 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3102 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R3101 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2604P06 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2604P05 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2604P04 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2604P02 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2604P01 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2604 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-F2604 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P08 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P07 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P06 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 
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Item MIB file Module Description 


CMW520-R2603P05 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P04 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P03 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P02 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603P01 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


CMW520-R2603 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


 


Operation changes 


Operation changes in CMW520-R2604 


The super authentication blacklist feature is supported 


When you use the super command to switch the user privilege level for a user that has passed AAA 


authentication, if you enter the super password for five consecutive times, the super command is 


locked for the user and unlocked 15 minutes later.  


This function applies to only AAA authentication users, and does not apply to non-authenticated 


users or password authentication users.  


This feature is enabled by default, and cannot be disabled.  


Restrictions and cautions 


The CLI, Web and SNMP management interfaces vary depending on the whether the device MPU is 


HP or H3C branded.  When an HP brand MPU and H3C brand MPU are both running in a 


SR6600/A6600 router, the equipment will adopt the brand name of active MPU.  For how to change 


the brand name of MPU from H3C to HP, please refer to 'HP A6600 Routers Fundamentals 
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Configuration Guide' and 'HP A6600 Routers Fundamentals Command Reference'.  This Release 


Note only contains CLI examples from an HP branded product. 


This code cannot be downgraded to the version early than R2603. 


Open problems and workarounds 


RTD58795 


 Symptom: Cannot login the device through Console interface. 


 Condition: Configure 4K BGP peers, but do not configure ‘update-no-advertise’, the BGP route 


fresh frequently. 


 Workaround: None. 


RTD60035 


 Symptom: In the version after F2604, the password encryption within configuration files has 


been enhanced and cannot be interpreted by earlier revisions of the agent code.  This means 


that if a unit is downgraded to earlier code, it may no longer be possible to login and manage 


the device.  


 Condition: Upgrade the code from the version before F2604 to F2064 or later version. 


 Workaround: 


 Before upgrading to the new code, it is necessary to ensure password control is disabled. 


Execute the “undo password-control enable” and then save this configuration file as a 


backup in case you need to downgrade the software again.  If it is later necessary to 


downgrade to earlier software, force the router to use this backup configuration file by 


executing a ”startup saved-configuration (filename)” command before rebooting to the old 


code. Then, after the code has been downgraded, the device can be logged in from the 


console or by Telnet, but not SSH.  The SSH authentication details will need to be reset. 


 If no backup configuration has been saved but it is still possible to access the device 


management via some method while running the old code (e.g. Console, Telnet or SSH), 


then you can redefine all the device management passwords as required. 


 If after a downgrade it is impossible to login to the device via any method, then there are 


two ways to recover the router: 


 From the BOOT menu, set the new code to run again and reboot the device.  Disable 


Telnet authentication: 


    User-interface  vty 0 4 


    Authentication mode none 


Then save the configuration and downgrade the code again, login via Telnet and reset 


all the passwords as required. 


 From the BOOT menu.  On boot-up, use Ctrl+B to enter the Boot menu and then force 


the unit to use the factory default configuration (bypassing the user configuration).  


The unit will then need to be fully reconfigured. 
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List of resolved problems 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3302P02-RU 
None. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3302P02 
None. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3302P01 
201311280390 


 Symptom: Addressed SSRT101324.  A security bulletin for SSRT101324 should be published in 


January 2014.  Please see the security bulletin for additional details. 


 Condition: Addressed SSRT101324.  A security bulletin for SSRT101324 should be published in 


January 2014.  Please see the security bulletin for additional details. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3302 
201310250291 


 Symptom: The CPU usage is high during SNMP walk on MIBs that contain large amounts of 


information, although the MIBs have been excluded from SNMP walk.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs during SNMP walk on MIBs that contain large amounts of 


information. 


201310250096 


 Symptom: Packet forwarding over L2TP connections fails.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a large number of L2TP users continually go online and 


offline. 


201310290449 


 Symptom: The router fails to obtain a local certificate from the CA server.  


 Condition: This symptom can be seen if the CA server is EJBCA type.  


201311060522 


 Symptom: The router creates LSPs for direct networks, resulting forwarding failure.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when LDP flapping occurs.  


201310210222 


 Symptom: The standby MPU unexpectedly reboots occasionally. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when unloading a patch.   
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-E3201P03 
None. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3103P05 
RTD067648 


 Symptom: Portal users fail to pass portal authentication on a port. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the port is bound to a VPN instance. 


RTD067605 


 Symptom: Displaying fan tray manufacture information at the CLI fails on a HSR6602 device.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when you display fan tray manufacture information at the CLI 


on a HSR6602 device. 


RTD067703 
 Symptom: The CLI responds slowly when two MCP cards are installed.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when two MCP cards are installed. 


RTD066941 
 Symptom: The active MPU unexpectedly reboots. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 IPsec encryption is enabled.  


 An SNMP walk on IPsec MIB is performed. 


 The peer uses a released SPI to establish new IPsec SAs.  


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3103P04 
RTD066850 


 Symptom: The CPU usage of the two MPUs on an MCP reaches 99% and cannot be brought 


down. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the MCP receives UDP or TCP packets with MCP as the 


destination and with destination port number greater than 50000. 


RTD067155 


 Symptom: Packet disorder occurs, and it might degrade the video services. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when streams with large-sized and small-sized packets are 


forwarded through a port that is formed by bundling multiple T1 channels. 


RTD066547 


 Symptom: The VPN multi-instance setting in an ACL does not take effect when the ACL is used 


in the ip http acl command.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the VPN multi-instance is set in the ACL. 
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RTD066374 


 Symptom: The device in gateway mode has a poor forwarding performance. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when traffic forwarded through aggregate groups cannot 


trigger the device to establish a fast-forwarding table. 


RTD064043 


 Symptom: A SAP card fails to forward traffic through a tunnel interface.  


           Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


  There are more than two routes, one of which is more specific.  


  The more specific route has a vt egress interface, and another route has a tunnel egress 


interface.  


  Traffic that should be forwarded through the vt interface is forwarded through the tunnel 


interface.  


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3103P03 
RTD067224 


 Symptom: To comply with the ROSH standard, the vendor Freescale plan to upgrades CPU 


chip 8548E, the new version chip is not compatible with the code R3103P02 and all the earlier 


code.   


 Condition: None 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3103P02 
RTD066142 


 Symptom: After the OSPF default route is deleted, the standby MPU prints the message "The 


default route has been changed or deleted, protocol is OSPF", which should be output by the 


active MPU.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


The router has two MPUs. 


OSPF NSR is enabled. 


An OSPF default route exists. 


RTD066144 


 Symptom: When the DHCP relay agent on the A6600 receives a DHCP packet in which the 


length value in Option 82 is larger than the actual field length, the A6600 reboots.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the DHCP relay agent on the A6600 receives a DHCP 


packet in which the length value in Option 82 is larger than the actual field length. 


RTD066403 


 Symptom: When session control is enabled on the AAA server and a RADIUS key is configured 


on A6600, users might fail to get online. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when session control is enabled on the AAA server and 


a RADIUS key is configured on A6600. 
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RTD066571 


 Symptom: When the security policy server is enabled on IMC and the A6600 acts as the portal 


gateway, an iNode client passes security policy authentication and can access the network. 


After a certain time, the iNode client fails to pass security policy authentication and cannot 


access the network.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the security policy server is enabled on IMC and the 


A6600 acts as the portal gateway. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3103P01 
RTD065718 


 Symptom: After portal authentication has run for one day, it  stops working, and users can 


access the network without being authenticated. This problem might occur earlier if more 


traffic exists.   


 Condition: This symptom can be seen after portal authentication has run for one day or less. 


RTD066128 


 Symptom: After a distributed device MPU is rebooted or its line card is rebooted, logical 


interface cannot pass the IPSec negotiation.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur after MPU or line card rebooted, and the IPSEC is 


configured on the logical interface. 


RTD065758 


 Symptom: The port rate displayed on the network management software is not correct. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the virtual-baudrate is not the default value on the router 


that functions as a DTE device. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3102 
RTD065314 


 Symptom: The device fails to ping the IP addresses of some connected servers.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


            The device forwards VPN traffic. 


            Multiple IP addresses correspond to one MAC address.  


            MAC address moves occur.   


RTD064945 


 Symptom: Because of the weak cryptographic algorithm there is a risk that the stored 


passwords possibly be cracked. 


 Condition: Configure password in ciphertext. 


RTD064959 


 Symptom: Memory leak occurs on some specific LDAP query in SSL VPN feature. 


 Condition: Specific LDAP query in SSL VPN.  
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RTD064960 


 Symptom: Buffer overflow occurs on some specific illegal IKE packet. 


 Condition: Illegal IKE packet attack. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R3101 
None. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2604P06 
RTD063774 


 Symptom: A FIP-200 might card fails to forward traffic to other line cards.   


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 More than three line cards are installed and at least one line card is FIP-200. 


 Traffic between line cards exists. 


 A line card is removed or rebooted. 


RTD063812 


 Symptom: The CLI responds slowly to a user that has logged in through console, Telnet, or 


SSH. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the CPU usage is 100% due to large numbers of route 


updates or withdrawal requests.    


RTD063963 


 Symptom: When access the hh3cUserPassword node of hh3cUserInfoTable by SNMP, the 


device return the user's password. 


 Condition: Access the hh3cUserPassword node of hh3cUserInfoTable by SNMP.  


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2604P05 
RTD063021 


 Symptom: LACP might fail to be enabled on a port.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur on a port if the following procedure is performed: 


 Remove the port from a link aggregation group when the port is shut down. 


 Enable the port and add it another link aggregation group. 


 Update the members in the original link aggregation group. 


RTD063369 


 Symptom: Some AAA servers cannot filter users by IMSI and SN. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when user filtering based on IMSI and SN is configured 


on some AAA servers.   
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RTD063390 


 Symptom: BGP route flaps might occur if many BGP routes with multiple attributes are 


updated through a complicated routing policy. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if many BGP routes with multiple attributes are updated 


through a complicated routing policy. 


RTD063504 


 Symptom: An A6600 router configured with an ACG card cannot be pinged from a directly 


connected PC, and the running routing protocol cannot create neighbors.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an ACFP policy with the source or destination port 


specified as "any" is configured.  


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2604P04 
RTD062419 


 Symptom: The tunnel interface cannot deal with the bandwidth change. 


 Condition: Modify the bandwidth of tunnel interface. 


RTD062421 


 Symptom: Get the value of ‘lldpRemSysName’, the return value is ‘No Such Instance’. 


 Condition: There are LLDP neighbors of the port and set ‘TimeFilter’ to zero. 


RTD062498 


 Symptom: The remark cannot work correctly after the ACL was modified. 


 Condition: The if-match of traffic classifier is bound to ACL name. 


RTD062785 


 Symptom: OSPF cannot configure neighbors more than 200. 


 Condition: None. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2604P02 
RTD061176 


 Symptom: In the IMC display, the interface status is showed always DOWN if the interface 


belongs to a link-aggregation group, in fact it is actually UP and passing data. 


 Condition: None. 


RTD061265 


 Symptom: The link message cannot be deal with correctly, when the ICCN package does not 


contain the AVP associate with proxy. 


 Condition: Configure L2TP at A6600. 


RTD061334 


 Symptom: A6600 will ignore those routes with 0.0.0.0 address and miss them in BGP table. 


 Condition: BGP peer advertise aggregation route with 0.0.0.0 attribute. 
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RTD061341 


 Symptom: BGP route flapping occurs and persists for a long time. Traffic is interrupted. 


 Condition: In a ring network, multiple BGP route reflectors and large numbers of BGP routes 


exist. Then a port on the ring network goes up and down. 


RTD061371 


 Symptom: The command ‘display connection’ can only display 10 results. 


 Condition: RPE-X1 is configured in the A6600. 


RTD061451 


 Symptom: There is data loss when the data path is through the interfaces on the FIP-200. 


 Condition: RPE-X1 is configured in the A6600, link-aggregation group with members on 


different FIP boards and netstream are configured at same time. 


RTD061452 


 Symptom: The interface cannot link UP after restarted. 


 Condition:  The fixed interface of FIP-110 is configured as ‘combo enable fiber, duplex full, 


speed 1000’. 


RTD061542 


 Symptom: H.245 cannot support the extendedVideoCapability field. 


 Condition: None. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2604P01 
RTD60467 


 Symptom: The memory of the device leaks. 


 Condition: Enable/disable BFD frequently. 


RTD60497 


 Symptom: The result cannot be displayed completely. 


 Condition: Display the message of IPSEC SA. 


RTD060853 


 Symptom: The rules cannot be greater than 106, otherwise, the rules greater than 96 cannot 


take effect. 


 Condition: Configure PBR at the inner Ten-GigabitEthernet interface of SPE-FWM-200. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2604 
RTD58814 


 Symptom: The usage rate of CPU is too high. 


 Condition: The device be configured as DHCP server, the conflict address pool is full. 
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RTD58823 


 Symptom: The device takes exception and some user cannot logout occasionally. 


 Condition: There are several AAA user login at same time. 


RTD59020 


 Symptom: BGP cannot sent the route which it redistributed to neighbors. 


 Condition: Active/standby switchover takes. 


RTD59274 


 Symptom: The device takes exception occasionally. 


 Condition: Login the device through SSH. 


RTD59875 


 Symptom: The device halted occasionally. 


 Condition: Collecting the diagnosis information, and specifying the file be saved to standby 


MPU. 


RTD59911 


 Symptom: The device takes exception occasionally. 


 Condition: Configure the option3 or 6 of DHCP server to the length of 255, access the device 


through WEB. 


RTD59912 


 Symptom: The device takes exception occasionally when debug is on. 


 Condition: Configure more options at DHCP server, the device access the server as DHCP 


client. 


RTD60451 


 Symptom: The device takes exception occasionally. 


 Condition: Access the device through SNMP V3. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-F2604 
None 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P08 
RTD55231 


 Symptom: The function of portal free rule of tcp/udp cannot work correctly. 


 Condition: Forwarding by VLAN. 


RTD58592 


 Symptom: IPSec match error and package be dropped in multi tunnel DVPN environment. 


 Condition: The amount of flow is more than 1 million. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P07 
RTD55231 


 Symptom: Uploading failure, and cannot upload again. 


 Condition: Configure SSL-VPN at A6600 routers, refresh the page when uploading the picture 


file of SSL-VPN. 


RTD57828 


 Symptom: The memory of the device leaks. 


 Condition: Delete portal user when there are many portal user online. 


RTD57955 


 Symptom:  When the traffic is too large, A6600 router prints the error message of ‘esp 


authentication failed’,  the router flush frequently.  


 Condition: Enable ospf bfd at DVPN tunnel. 


RTD58032 


 Symptom: A6600 router takes exception when tunnel interface generate log message itself. 


 Condition: Sending userlog through tunnel interface. 


RTD58155 


 Symptom: A6600 router takes exception. 


 Condition: A6600 router configures ACFP to lead forwarding. 


RTD58165 


 Symptom: A6600 router takes exception. 


 Condition: The usage rate of CPU is too high. 


RTD58168 


 Symptom: A6600 router takes exception. 


 Condition: Display the neighbor information which length of TLV defined by unknown 


organize is more length than 500. 


RTD58400 


 Symptom: The device takes this transceiver as not supported module incorrectly. 


 Condition: ‘1000_BASE_LX_AN_SFP’ transceiver is installed at A6600 router. 


RTD58455 


 Symptom: IPSEC Packets be discarded in a large amount. 


 Condition: IPSEC encrypts through software. 


RTD58575 


 Symptom: The device takes exception when the forwarding traffic is too large. 


 Condition: ‘nat outbound’ and ‘session log’ be configured at tunnel interface. 
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Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P06 
RTD58128 


 Symptom: The device display warning message of not supported transceiver in some special 


condition. 


 Condition: Using supported transceiver. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P05 
RTD58035 


 Symptom: The memory of the device leaks. 


 Condition: The head of the HTTP data the device received contains the same field more than 


once. 


RTD58228 


 Symptom: The device restarts automatically in a greater probability. 


 Condition: NAT is configured at FIP SAP or A6602, several FTP packages pass ALG at the same 


time. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P04 
RTD57782 


 Symptom:  The negotiation of Radius failed. 


 Condition: The length field of private attribute in the package sends by Radius server is equal 


or less than 2. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P03 
RTD56685 


 Symptom:  Portal free rule cannot support tcp/udp port. 


 Condition: None. 


RTD56939 


 Symptom: Nat address pool cannot support 128 addresses. 


 Condition: None. 


RTD57063 


 Symptom: Tunnel interface cannot answer the query of ‘ifxtable’ correctly. 


 Condition: None. 


RTD57134 


 Symptom: A6600 router cannot deal with the message correctly. 


 Condition: The ICCN message send by LAC device does not contain Proxy auth attribute. 
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RTD57263 


 Symptom: The statistics information cannot update correctly. 


 Condition: The web management software queries the statistics information of tunnel 


interface through MIB. 


RTD57270 


 Symptom: A6600 router cannot the flush, the interface Up/Down frequently. 


 Condition: The link split form CPOS interface flushes frequently. 


RTD57310 


 Symptom: Cannot get file by ftp. 


 Condition: Login the ftp server of A6600 router form SSL VPN module. 


RTD57478 


 Symptom: The configuration of info-center cannot be restored after the device is restarted. 


 Condition: The interface of info-center is configured at the FIP. 


RTD57506 


 Symptom: Nat static cannot support 1024 configurations. 


 Condition: None. 


RTD57526 


 Symptom: A6600 router cannot deal with the message of VPLS MAC Address Withdraw, LDP 


flush frequently. 


 Condition: A6600 router connects with some special device through VPLS. 


RTD57527 


 Symptom: The A6600 router restart automatically when display the statistics information of 


NATPT. 


 Condition: NATPT is configured in too much interface. 


RTD57528 


 Symptom: Display the IPv6 information of the interface, A6600 router restarts automatically. 


 Condition: IPv6 is configured at 10GE interface. 


RTD57529 


 Symptom: The BGP neighborhoods flush frequently. 


 Condition: The usage rate of CPU is too high. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603P02 
RTD56361 


 Symptom: The RIP route bypass the link cannot be deleted normally 


 Condition: RIP and BFD are configured, the data link is single pass, send direction is normal, 


but cannot receive data. 
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RTD56470 


 Symptom: If the burst data package is too large, the amount of dropped package is too large. 


 Condition: CBQ is configured at A6600 router. 


RTD56636 


 Symptom: The data link cannot up. 


 Condition: The CPOS module work at t1 mode, and ‘frame-format sf’ is configured. 


RTD56647 


 Symptom: The MPU restart automatically. 


 Condition: It happens when BGP and MSDP frequently flap at the same time. 


1. Both BGP and MSDP protocols are configured on the router 


2. The more MSDP and BGP neighbors there are, when both neighbors flap, the more likely 


this trouble would happen. 


3. If MSDP and BGP neighbors flap frequently, the more likely this trouble would happen. 


RTD56718 


 Symptom: The device cannot connect with some special LAC device. 


 Condition: A6600 routers work as LNS. 


RTD56752 


 Symptom:  The FTP client cannot connect with some ftp server through A6600 router, when 


the echo message of enter passive mode is not ‘Entering Passive Mode…’. 


 Condition: FTP client works as passive mode. 


Resolved Problems in CMW520-R2603 
RTD55118 


 Symptom: A6600 routers cannot connect to some special device. 


 Condition: The VE interface does not pad the package that need to be forward to 60 bytes. 


RTD55987 


 Symptom: The speed statistic of sub interface is not correctly. 


 Condition: None. 


RTD56243 


 Symptom: In some special condition, the result of ping has dropped packages. 


 Condition: The device is configured with RPE-X1. 


RTD56301 


 Symptom: Configure flag j1 of both ends to the same, undo flag j1 ignore, the router receives 


RDI alarm message however. 


 Condition: Configure "flag j1 ignore" at POS interface. 
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RTD56417 


 Symptom: E1/E1-F module cannot pass TBR4 test. 


 Condition: None. 


Related documentation 


Documentation set 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Fundamentals Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Interface Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 2 - LAN Switching Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 2 - WAN Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 3 - IP Services Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 3 - IP Routing Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series IP Multicast Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series MPLS Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series ACL and QoS Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Security Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series High Availability Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Network Management and Monitoring 


Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series OAA Configuration Guide 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Fundamentals Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Interface Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 2 - LAN Switching Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 2 - WAN Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 3 - IP Services Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Layer 3 - IP Routing Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series IP Multicast Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series MPLS Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series ACL and QoS Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Security Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series High Availability Command Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series Network Management and Monitoring Command 


Reference 


 HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Router Series OAA Command Reference 
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Obtaining documentation 


To find related documents, browse to the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website: 


http://www.hp.com/support/manuals  


Contacting HP 


For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website: 


http://www.hp.com/support 


Before contacting HP, collect the following information: 


 Product model names and numbers 


 Technical support registration number (if applicable) 


 Product serial numbers 


 Error messages 


 Operating system type and revision level 


 Detailed questions 


Subscription service 


HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website: 


http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts 


After registering, you will receive email notification of product enhancements, new driver versions, 


firmware updates, and other product resources. 


 



http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

http://www.hp.com/support

http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts
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Appendix A Feature list  


Hardware features 


Table 10 hardware features-A6600 


 A6602 


(JC176A) 


A6604 


(JC178B) 


A6608 


(JC177B) 


A6616 


(JC496A) 


Chassis 


Standard 19-inch 


rack with a 


centralized 


architecture 


Standard 19-inch rack with a distributed architecture 


RPU slots — 2 (1+1 redundancy) 


LPU slots — 2 4 8 


Interface 


module slot      


HIM 2 4 8 16 


MI


M 
2 8 16 32 


Fixed interfaces 4*GE (Combo) 
2*GE (Combo) per FIP-210(JC167B) 


2*GE (Combo) per FIP-110(JC166B) 


Console interface 1 


AUX interface 1 


USB interface 2 


CF card 2 (1 fixed 256M CF card , and 1 optional external CF card) 


Packet forwarding 


performance 
4.5 Mpps 36 Mpps 108 Mpps 252 Mpps 


IPSec encryption 


performance  
> 3 Gbps > 6 Gbps > 12 Gbps > 24 Gbps 


Power supply  


AC (support 


external RPS) 


AC/DC (1+1 


redundancy) 


AC/DC (1+1 


redundancy)  


Up to 4 


power 


modules, and 


support  


multiplicity 


redundancy 


modes  


AC Rated voltage 


range:  


100 V to 240 V, 


50/60Hz 


Rated voltage range  


AC:100V to 240V, 50/60 Hz 


DC:-48V to -60V  


150 W 650 W 650 W 650 W 


Max power 120 W 410 W 780 W 1730 W 
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 A6602 


(JC176A) 


A6604 


(JC178B) 


A6608 


(JC177B) 


A6616 


(JC496A) 


consumption 


Physical dimensions 


(H ×  W ×  D) 


44 ×  442 ×  460 mm 


(1.73 ×  17.40 ×  


18.11 in.) 


220 ×  436 ×  480 


mm (8.66 ×  17.17 


×  18.90 in.) 


308 ×  436 ×  476 


mm (12.13 ×  


17.17 ×  18.74 


in.) 


886 ×  436 ×  


480 mm 


(34.88 ×  


17.17 ×  18.90 


in.) 


Weight (full 


configuration) 
7.5 kg (16.53 Ib) < 38 kg (83.77 Ib) 


< 50 kg (110.23 


Ib) 


<100 kg 


(220.46 Ib) 


Operating 


temperature 
0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating humidity  10% to 95%, noncondensing  


Operating altitude  -60 m to 3 Km (-196.85 ft. to +9842.52 ft.) 


Table 11 hardware features-HSR6602-G/HSR6602-XG 


Item HSR6602-G(JG353A) HSR6602-XG(JG354A) 


Forwarding 


performance 
9Mpps 15Mpps 


Fixed ports 4 GE combo interfaces 
4 GE combo interfaces and two 


10GE(SFP+) ports 


Slot One slot that supports FIP-10/20(JG357A/JG358A) 


Service module slots 
FIP-10(JG357A) supports four MIM slots. 


FIP-20(JG358A) supports two HIM/MIM slots. 


Memory 2 GB by default; supports up to 4 GB 4 GB by default; supports up to 4 GB 


Flash 8M bytes 


USB port 1 


AUX port 1 


Console port 1 


Management 


Ethernet port 
1 


Dimensions (H ×  W ×  


D) 
88 ×  440 ×  480 mm (3.46 ×  17.32 ×  18.90 in) 


Weight 12.1 kg (26.68 lb) 


Rated voltage range 
AC input: 100 VAC to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz 


DC input: –48 VDC to –60 VDC 


Max. power 


consumption 
160 W 


Operating 


temperature 
0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating humidity 5% to 95% (noncondensing) 


Altitude –60 m to +4 km (–196.85 ft to +13123.36 ft) 
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Table 12 hardware features-Supported module 


Item Module 


Supported module 


JC166A HP FIP-100 A6600 Module 


JC166B HP A6600 FIP-110 Flexible Interface Platform Module  


JC167A HP FIP-200 A6600 Module 


JC167B HP A6600 FIP-210 Flexible Interface Platform Module 


JG357A  HP 6600 FIP-10 Flexible Interface Platform Router Module 


JG358A  HP 6600 FIP-20 Flexible Interface Platform Router Module 


JC567A HP A6600 48-port Gig-T Service Aggregation Platform 


Module 


JC568A HP A6600 24-port GbE SFP Service Aggregation Platform 


Module 


JG556A HP 6600 48-port GbE SFP Service Aggregation Platform Module 


JC163A HP A6600 4-port Gig-T HIM Module 


JC164A HP A6600 8-port Gig-T HIM Module 


JC171A HP A6600 4-port GbE SFP HIM Module 


JC174A HP A6600 8-port GbE SFP HIM Module 


JC575A HP A6600 8-port 10/100Base-T HIM Module 


JC168A HP A6600 1-port 10-GbE XFP HIM Module 


JC169A HP A6600 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS SFP HIM Module 


JC170A HP A6600 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS SFP HIM Module 


JC161A HP A6600 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS SFP HIM Module 


JC162A HP A6600 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS SFP HIM Module 


JC494A HP A6600 1-port OC-48c/STM-16c POS/CPOS SFP HIM 


Module 


JC172A HP A6600 4-port OC-3c/STM-1c or 2-port OC-12c/STM-4c 


POS SFP HIM Module 


JC173A HP A6600 2-port OC-3c/STM-1c or 1-port OC-12c/STM-4c 


POS SFP HIM Module 


JC576A HP A6600 2-port OC-48c/STM-16c RPR SFP HIM Module 


JC495A HP A6600 2-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP HIM Module 


JC175A HP A6600 1-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP HIM Module 


 


Software features 


Table 13 Software features 


Category Description 


Layer 2 protocol 


Dynamic and static ARP, Proxy ARP, ARP for multicast, Gratuitous ARP 


ND 


Ethernet, Support Ethernet II, SNAP, MPLS, 802.1Q, sub-interface VLAN 


VLAN/Voice VLAN/Super VLAN/VLAN Mapping 
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IEEE802.3ad  LACP Layer 2 aggregation 


HDLC 


FR, MFR, FRF12 fragment, FR switching 


PPP, Hardware MP in CL2P/CL1P, and software MP in other modules 


PPPoE server 


ATM: IPoA, PPPoA server, IPoEoA, PPPoEoA server 


QinQ termination, Flexible QinQ 


Port isolation 


DLDP/LLDP for Layer 3 interfaces 


Layer-2 protocol tunnel (BPDU tunnel) 


GARP/GVRP 


STP/RSTP/MSTP 


Broadcast storm suppression 


Port mirroring  


RPR 


IP services 


TCP, UDP, IP Option, IP unnumber 


Policy routing 


Layer-3 interface binding 


POS interface binding 


IP routing 


Static routing 


Dynamic routing protocols: RIPv1/v2, OSPFv2, BGP, and IS-IS 


Route recursion 


Routing policy 


ECMP 


UCMP 


BGP GTSM 


ISIS MTR 


IPv4 multicast 


IGMPv1/v2/v3 


IGMP Snooping 


PIM-DM, PIM-SM, PIM-SSM 


MSDP 


MBGP 


Multicast static route 


Host tracking 


Network 


protocols  


DHCP server/relay/client 


DNS client 


NTP server/client 


Telnet server/client 


TFTP client 


FTP server/client 


UDP helper 
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IPv6 


Basic functions: IPv6 ND, IPv6 PMTU, dual-stack forwarding, IPv6 ACL, DHCPv6 


server/proxy 


IPv6 tunnel: manually configured IPv6 tunnel, IPv6-over-IPv4, GRE tunnel, automatic 


IPv6 over IPv4 tunnel, 6to4 tunnel, ISATAP tunnel, 6PE 


6VPE (IPv6 MPLS L3VPN) 


NATPT 


NAT64 


Static routing 


Dynamic routing protocols: RIPng, OSPFv3, IS-ISv6, BGP4+ 


IPv6 multicast protocols: MLDv1/v2, PIM6-DM, PIM6-SM, PIM6-SSM 


QoS 


Traffic classification: based on port, MAC address, IP address, IP priority, DSCP 


priority, TCP/UDP port number, and protocol type 


Traffic policing: CAR rate limiting, granularity configurable 


Rate limiting based on source/destination address (supporting subnet-based rate 


limiting) 


GTS 


Priority mark/remark 


Queue scheduling mechanism: FIFO, PQ, CQ, WFQ, RTPQ, CBWFQ 


Congestion avoidance algorithms: Tail-Drop, WRED  


LR 


MPLS QoS 


IPv6 QoS 


H-QoS 


QPPB 


Security 


ACL 


ACL acceleration 


Time-based access control 


Packet filter firewall 


ASPF 


TCP attack prevention on local host 


Control panel rate limiting 


Virtual defragment reassembly 


URPF 


Web filtering 


Hierarchical user management and password protection 


AAA 


RADIUS  


TACACS 


Portal authentication (supporting collaboration with EAD, portal authentication 


bypass) 


802.1x authentication 


MAC address authentication 


PKI 
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SSH 1.5/2.0 


RSA 


IPSec, IPSec for VPNs, IKE 


BGP/BGP4+ support for GTSM 


Password control 


Attack detection and protection 


IP features 


NAT, NAT for VPNs, VPN NAT, NAT session log, NAT Server (supporting load 


sharing) 


Connection limit 


GRE tunnel (supporting point to multi-point applications) 


IPSec tunnel and IPSec multiple instances 


L2TP tunnel 


NetStream (supporting v5/v8/v9 packet frames; supporting IPv4, IPv6 and MPLS 


packets)  


sFlow (only supported by SAP-48GBE/24GBP/48GBP/4EXP) 


ADVPN（Auto Discovery VPN） 


MPLS 


L3VPN: Inter-domain MPLS VPN (Option1/2/3), nested MPLS VPN, Hierarchy PE 


(HoPE), CE dual homing, MCE, multi-role host 


L2VPN: VPLS, Martini, Kompella, CCC, and SVC 


VPLS/H-VPLS 


MPLS TE, RSVP TE 


Multicast VPN 


Availability 


VRRP /VRRP v3  


VRRP load balancing mode 


VRRPE 


MPLS TE FRR (Fast ReRoute) 


IP FRR: static routing/policy-based routing/RIP/IS-IS/OSPF 


NSR: ISIS/LDP/BGP/OSPF 


IGP fast routing convergence 


BFD for static routing/RIP/OSPF/ISIS/BGP/VRRP/TE FRR/IPv6 


NQA, supporting collaboration with VRRP, policy routing, and static routing 


GR for OSFP/BGP/IS-IS/ LDP/RSVP 


RRPP 


Ethernet OAM 


In-service hotfix 


SR6602 supports hot-swapping of interface cards 


SR6602-X1/SR6602-X2 supports hot-swapping of  LPU, Power module, and fan tray 


SR6604/SR6608/SR6616 supports active/standby switchover and hot-swapping of 


RPU, LPU, Power module, and fan tray 
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Management & 


maintenance 


Configuration at the CLI 


Configuration through the console port 


Telnet for configuration and remote maintenance through Ethernet port 


Dialing up for configuration and remote maintenance via Modem through AUX port 


SNMP v1/v2c/v3 


RMON (group 1, 2, 3 and 9 MIB) 


System logs 


Hierarchical alarms 


Ping and Tracert 


Fan status detection, maintenance, and alarming 


Power supply status detection, maintenance, and alarming 


CF card status detection and maintenance 


Temperature detection and alarming 


File systems 


FAT format 


CF card 


USB storage device 


Dual image 


Uploading/upgra


ding 


Loading/upgrading through the XModem protocol 


Loading/upgrading through FTP, and TFTP 


Appendix B Upgrading software  


This section describes how to upgrade system software while the router is operating normally or 


when the router cannot correctly start up.  


System software file types 
System software images are in .bin format (for example, main.bin) and run at startup. You can set a 


system software image as a main, backup, or secure image.  


At startup, the router always attempts to boot first with the main system software image. If the 


attempt fails, for example, because the image file is corrupted, the router tries to boot with the 


backup system software image. If the attempt still fails, the router tries to boot with the secure 


system software image. If all attempts fail, the router displays a failure message.  


Upgrade methods 
You can upgrade system software by using one of the following methods:  
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Upgrade method Remarks 


Upgrading from the CLI 


You must reboot the router to complete the 


upgrade.  


This method can interrupt ongoing network 


services. 


Upgrading from the BootWare menu 
Use this method when the router cannot 


correctly start up.  
 


Preparing for the upgrade 
Before you upgrade system software, complete the following tasks:  


 Set up the upgrade environment as shown in Table 14 . 


 Configure routes to make sure that the router and the file server can reach each other.  


 Run a TFTP or FTP server on the file server.  


 Log in to the CLI of the router through the console port.  


 Copy the upgrade file to the file server and correctly set the working directory on the 


TFTP or FTP server.  


 Make sure that the upgrade has minimal impact on the network services. During the 


upgrade, the router cannot provide any services. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


 In the BootWare menu, if you choose to download files over Ethernet, the Ethernet port 


must be GE0/0 on an 6602, and must be M-GE0/0/0 on an 6604, 6608, 6616, 


HSR6602.  
 


Model Storage media Path 


6602 CF Card 
Cfa0:/ 


HSR 6602-G/HSR 6602-XG Flash Flash:/ 


6604/6608/6616 CF Card Cfa0:/ 
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Figure 1 Set up the upgrade environment 


 
 


Upgrading from the CLI 
You can use the TFTP or FTP commands on the router to access the TFTP or FTP server to back up 


or download files.  


Using TFTP to upgrade software 


This section describes how to upgrade system software by using TFTP.  


Backing up the running system software image and configuration file 


1. Perform the save command in any view to save the current configuration.  


<Sysname> save 


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[cfa0:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


cfa0:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


 Validating file. Please wait.... 


 Configuration is saved to device successfully. 


<Sysname> 


2. Perform the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and 


configuration file names and verify that the CF card has sufficient space for the new 


system software image. 


Directory of cfa0:/                                                              


                                                                                 


   0     drw-         -  Feb 18 2009 10:40:40   logfile                          


   1     -rw-  17262936  Aug 28 2012 17:08:50   backup.bin                       


   2     -rw-      3910  Nov 29 2012 13:45:50   system.xml                       
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   3     drw-         -  Sep 26 2010 11:42:34   domain1                          


   4     -rw-     41950  Aug 21 2007 15:02:06   default.diag                     


   5     -rw-      1245  Nov 29 2012 13:45:52   startup.cfg                      


   6    -rw-  19386224  May 07 2011 11:21:38   main.bin                         


   7    -rw-       108  Mar 31 2012 16:25:50   patchstate                       


   8    drw-         -  Aug 28 2012 17:04:30   seclog                           


                                                                                 


36696 KB total (725624 KB free)                                                 


                                                                                 


File system type of cfa0: FAT16                                                  


 


<Sysname> 


This example uses the default system software image file name main.bin and the 


default configuration file name startup.cfg.  


3. Perform the tftp put command in user view to upload the main.bin file to the TFTP 


server.  


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.2 put main.bin 


 


  File will be transferred in binary mode 


  Sending file to remote TFTP server. Please wait... \ 


  TFTP: 19386224 bytes sent in 70 second(s). 


  File uploaded successfully. 


 


<Sysname> 


4. Perform the tftp put command in user view to upload the startup.cfg file to the TFTP 


server.  


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.2 put startup.cfg 


  File will be transferred in binary mode 


  Sending file to remote TFTP server. Please wait... \ 


  TFTP:     1245 bytes sent in 0 second(s). 


  File uploaded successfully. 


                                                                      


<Sysname> 


Upgrading the system software 


1. Perform the tftp get command in user view to download the system software image file, 


for example,  A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin to the CF card on the router. 


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.2 get A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin 


 


  File will be transferred in binary mode 


  Downloading file from remote TFTP server, please wait...| 


  TFTP: 17404928 bytes received in 38 second(s) 


  File downloaded successfully. 


 


<Sysname> 
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2. Perform the boot-loader command in user view to load the file 


A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin and specify the file as the main image file at the next reboot.  


<Sysname> boot-loader file A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin main 


  This command will set the boot file. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 


0! 


<Sysname> 


3. Perform the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been 


loaded. 


<Sysname> display boot-loader 


 The boot file used at this reboot:cfa0:/main.bin attribute: main 


 The boot file used next time:cfa0:/A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin attribute: main   


 The boot file used next time:cfa0:/A6600.bin attribute: backup               


 Failed to get the secure boot file used next time!    


<Sysname> 


4. Perform the reboot command in user view to reboot the router. 


<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE!                                                                    


 This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y                          


#Nov 28 15:38:59:822 2012 A6600 DEVM/1/REBOOT:                                  


 Reboot device by command.                                                       


                                                                                 


%Nov 28 15:38:59:822 2012 A6600 DEVM/5/SYSTEM_REBOOT: System is rebooting now. 


System is starting...  


5. After the reboot is complete, perform the display version command to verify that the 


system software image is correct.  


<Sysname>display version 


HP Comware Platform Software 


Comware Software, Version 5.20.106, Release 3102 


Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


HP A6608 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 2 minutes 


 


Slot 1: RPE-X1 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 2 minutes 


 CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8548 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 0K bytes NVRAM 


 PCB             Version: Ver.A 


 Basic     Logic Version: 133.0 


 Extend    Logic Version: 133.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.42 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.42 


 [FIXED  PORT] CON              (Hardware)Ver.A,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)133.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] AUX              (Hardware)Ver.A,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)133.0 
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 [FIXED  PORT] MGE0/0/0         (Hardware)Ver.A,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)133.0 


 


Slot 2: FIP-100 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 1 minute 


 CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8548 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 128K bytes NVRAM 


 PCB             Version: Ver.B 


 Logic           Version: 1.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.36 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.36 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE2/0/0          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE2/0/1          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [SUBSLOT   1] The SubCard is not present 


 [SUBSLOT   2] The SubCard is not present 


 [SUBSLOT   3] MIM-8SAE         (Hardware)2.0,     (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 


 [SUBSLOT   4] MIM-2GBE         (Hardware)2.0,     (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 


Slot 5: FIP-200 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 0 minute 


 CPU type: RMI XLR732 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 128K bytes NVRAM 


 PCB             Version: Ver.B 


 Logic           Version: 2.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.14 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.22 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE5/0/0          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE5/0/1          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [SUBSLOT   1] The SubCard is not present 


 [SUBSLOT   2] HIM-4GBE         (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


<Sysname> 


Using FTP to upgrade software 


This section describes how to upgrade system software by using FTP. 


Backing up the running system software image and configuration file 


1. Perform the save command in any view to save the current configuration.  


<Sysname> save 


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[cfa0:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


cfa0:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 
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 Validating file. Please wait.... 


 Configuration is saved to device successfully. 


<Sysname> 


2. Perform the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and 


configuration file names and verify that the CF card has sufficient space for the new 


system software image. 


<Sysname> dir 


Directory of cfa0:/ 


                                                                                 


   0     drw-         -  Feb 18 2009 10:40:40   logfile                          


   1     -rw-  17262936  Aug 28 2012 17:08:50   A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin            


   2     -rw-      3910  Nov 29 2012 13:45:50   system.xml                       


   3     drw-         -  Sep 26 2010 11:42:34   domain1                          


   4     -rw-     41950  Aug 21 2007 15:02:06   default.diag                     


   5     -rw-      1245  Nov 29 2012 13:45:52   startup.cfg                      


   6     -rw-  19386224  May 07 2011 11:21:38   main.bin                         


   7    -rw-       108  Mar 31 2012 16:25:50   patchstate                       


   8    drw-         -  Aug 28 2012 17:04:30   seclog                           


                                                                                 


36696 KB total (72564 KB free)                                                 


 


File system type of cfa0: FAT16 


 


<Sysname> 


This example uses the default system software image file name main.bin and the 


default configuration file name startup.cfg.  


3. Perform the ftp command in user view to access the FTP server.  


<Sysname> ftp 192.168.1.2 


Trying 192.168.1.2 ... 


Press CTRL+K to abort 


Connected to 192.168.1.2. 


220 3Com 3CDaemon FTP Server Version 2.0 


User(192.168.1.100:(none)):user001 


331 User name ok, need password 


Password: 


230 User logged in 


 


4. Perform the put command in FTP client view to upload the main.bin file to the FTP 


server.  


[ftp] put main.bin                                                           


227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,2,16,64)                                  


125 Using existing data connection                                               


226 Closing data connection; File transfer successful.                           


FTP: 19386224 byte(s) sent in 21.363 second(s), 1116.00Kbyte(s)/sec.             
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[ftp] 


5. Perform the put command in FTP client view to upload the startup.cfg file to the FTP 


server.  


[ftp] put startup.cfg                                                             


227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,2,16,70)                                  


125 Using existing data connection                                               


226 Closing data connection; File transfer successful.                           


FTP: 1245 byte(s) sent in 0.142 second(s), 11.00Kbyte(s)/sec.                    


                                                                                 


[ftp] 


Upgrading the system software 


1. Perform the get command in FTP client view to download the system software image 


file A6600 -CMW520-R3102.bin to the CF card on the router. 


[ftp] get A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin 


 


227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,2,16,71)                                 


125 Using existing data connection                                               


226 Closing data connection; File transfer successful.                           


FTP: 17404928 byte(s) received in 35.685 second(s), 487.00K byte(s)/sec.          


                             


[ftp] 


2. Perform the quit command in FTP client view to return to user view. 


[ftp]quit 


221 Service closing control connection 


 


<Sysname> 


3. Perform the boot-loader command in user view to load the file A6600 


-CMW520-R3102.bin and specify the file as the main image file at the next reboot.  


<Sysname> boot-loader file A6600-CMW520-R3102.bin main 


  This command will set the boot file. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 


0! 


<Sysname> 


4. Perform the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been 


loaded. 


<Sysname> display boot-loader 


 The boot file used at this reboot:cfa0:/main.bin attribute: main 


 The boot file used next time:cfa0:/ A6600 -CMW520-R3102.bin attribute: main   


 The boot file used next time:cfa0:/A6600.bin attribute: backup               


 Failed to get the secure boot file used next time!    


<Sysname> 


5. Perform the reboot command in user view to reboot the router. 


<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE!                                                                    
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 This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y                          


#Nov 29 15:38:59:822 2012 A6600 DEVM/1/REBOOT:                                  


 Reboot device by command.                                                       


                                                                                 


%Nov 28 15:03:10:897 2012 A6600 DEVM/5/SYSTEM_REBOOT: System is rebooting now. 


System is starting...   


6. After the reboot is complete, perform the display version command to verify that the 


system software image is correct.  


<Sysname>display version 


HP Comware Platform Software 


Comware Software, Version 5.20.106, Release 3102 


Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


HP A6608 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 2 minutes 


 


Slot 1: RPE-X1 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 2 minutes 


 CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8548 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 0K bytes NVRAM 


 PCB             Version: Ver.A 


 Basic     Logic Version: 133.0 


 Extend    Logic Version: 133.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.42 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.42 


 [FIXED  PORT] CON              (Hardware)Ver.A,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)133.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] AUX              (Hardware)Ver.A,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)133.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] MGE0/0/0         (Hardware)Ver.A,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)133.0 


 


Slot 2: FIP-100 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 1 minute 


 CPU type: FREESCALE MPC8548 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 128K bytes NVRAM 


 PCB             Version: Ver.B 


 Logic           Version: 1.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.36 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.36 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE2/0/0          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE2/0/1          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [SUBSLOT   1] The SubCard is not present 


 [SUBSLOT   2] The SubCard is not present 


 [SUBSLOT   3] MIM-8SAE         (Hardware)2.0,     (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)2.0 


 [SUBSLOT   4] MIM-2GBE         (Hardware)2.0,     (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 
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Slot 5: FIP-200 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 0 minute 


 CPU type: RMI XLR732 1000MHz 


 1024M bytes DDR2 SDRAM Memory 


 4M bytes Flash Memory 


 128K bytes NVRAM 


 PCB             Version: Ver.B 


 Logic           Version: 2.0 


 Basic  BootWare Version: 1.14 


 Extend BootWare Version: 1.22 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE5/0/0          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [FIXED  PORT] GE5/0/1          (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


 [SUBSLOT   1] The SubCard is not present 


 [SUBSLOT   2] HIM-4GBE         (Hardware)Ver.B,   (Driver)1.0,   (Cpld)1.0 


  


<Sysname> 


Upgrading from the BootWare menu 
You can use the following methods to upgrade software from the BootWare menu:  


 Using TFTP/FTP to upgrade software through an Ethernet port 


 Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console port 
 


 TIP: 


Upgrading through an Ethernet port is faster than through the console port.  
 


Accessing the BootWare menu 


1. Power on the router (for example, an A6608 router), and you can see the following 


information: 


System start booting... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU 


Press Ctrl+T to start memory test 


Booting Normal Extend BootWare.... 


 


**************************************************************************** 


*                                                                          * 


*                 HP A6600 Router BootWare, Version 1.42                   * 


*                                                                          * 


**************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


 


Compiled Date       : Dec 26 2012 


CPU Type            : MPC8548E 
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CPU L1 Cache        : 32KB 


CPU Clock Speed     : 1000MHz 


Memory Type         : DDR2 SDRAM 


Memory Size         : 1024MB 


Memory Speed        : 400MHz 


BootWare Size       : 1024KB 


Flash Size          : 4MB 


cfa0 Size           : 495MB 


BASIC CPLD Version  : 133.0 


EXTEND CPLD Version : 133.0 


PCB Version         : Ver.A 


 


BootWare Validating... 


Backup Extend BootWare is newer than Normal Extend BootWare,Update? [Y/N] 


Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu... 


2. Press Ctrl + B within three seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu..." 


prompt message appears. 


BootWare password: Not required. Please press Enter to continue.   


3. Press Enter. 


Password recovery capability is enabled.                                        


Note: The current operating device is cfa0 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


 


==========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                           | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                | 


|<4> File Control                                                          | 


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              | 


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     | 


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               | 


|<8> Clear Super Password                                                  | 


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-9): 


Table 14 BootWare menu options 


Item Description 


<1> Boot System Boot the system software image.  


<2> Enter Serial SubMenu 


Access the Serial submenu (see Table 17  ) for upgrading 


system software through the console port or changing the 


serial port settings.  
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Item Description 


<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu 


Access the Ethernet submenu (see Table 15 ) for upgrading 


system software through an Ethernet port or changing 


Ethernet settings.  


<4> File Control 
Access the File Control submenu (see Table 18 ) to retrieve 


and manage the files stored on the router. 


<5> Restore to Factory Default 


Configuration 


Dealing with password loss when password recovery 


capability is disabled.  


<6> Skip Current System Configuration 


Start the router with the factory default configuration. This is 


a one-time operation and does not take effect at the next 


reboot. You use this option when you forget the console 


login password. 


<7> BootWare Operation Menu 


Access the BootWare Operation menu for backing up, 


restoring, or upgrading BootWare. When you upgrade the 


system software image, BootWare is automatically upgraded. 


HP does not recommend upgrading BootWare separately. 


This document does not cover using the BootWare Operation 


menu.  


<8> Clear Super Password 


Clear all super passwords used for switching to higher user 


privilege levels.  


By default, no super password is required for switching to a 


higher user privilege level.  


<9> Storage Device Operation 
Access the Storage Device Operation menu to manage 


storage devices. Using this option is beyond this chapter.  


<0> Reboot Restart the router. 


 


Using TFTP/FTP to upgrade software through an Ethernet 


port 


1. Enter 3 in the BootWare menu to access the Ethernet submenu.  


=========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================= 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-5): 
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Table 15 Ethernet submenu options 


Item Description 


<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM 


And Run 


Download a system software image to the SDRAM 


and run the image. 


<2> Update Main Application File Upgrade the main system software image.  


<3> Update Backup Application File Upgrade the backup system software image.  


<4> Update Secure Application File Upgrade the secure system software image.  


<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter Modify network settings. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 


 


2. Enter 5 to configure the network settings.  


=========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================= 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|          Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                  | 


========================================================================== 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) :tftp 


Load File Name         :main.bin 


                       : 


Target File Name       :main.bin 


                       : 


Server IP Address      :192.168.1.2 


Local IP Address       :192.168.1.1 


Gateway IP Address     :0.0.0.0 


FTP User Name          :user 


FTP User Password      :password 


Table 16 Network parameter fields and shortcut keys 


Field Description 


'.' = Clear field  Press a dot (.) and then Enter to clear the setting for a field.  


'-' = Go to previous field Press a hyphen (-) and then Enter to return to the previous field.  


Ctrl+D = Quit Press Ctrl + D to exit the Ethernet Parameter Set menu.  


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) Set the file transfer protocol to FTP or TFTP. 


Load File Name Set the name of the file to be downloaded.  


Target File Name 
Set a file name for saving the file on the router. By default, the 


target file name is the same as the source file name.  


Server IP Address 


Set the IP address of the FTP or TFTP server. If a mask must be set, 


use a colon (:) to separate the mask length from the IP address. For 


example, 192.168.1.2:24. 


Local IP Address Set the IP address of the router.  


Gateway IP Address 
Set a gateway IP address if the router is on a different network than 


the server.  
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Field Description 


FTP User Name 


Set the username for accessing the FTP server. This username must 


be the same as configured on the FTP server. This field is not 


available for TFTP.  


FTP User Password 


Set the password for accessing the FTP server. This password must 


be the same as configured on the FTP server. This field is not 


available for TFTP.  


 


3. Select an option in the Ethernet submenu to upgrade a system software image. For 


example, enter 2 to upgrade the main system software image.  


Loading..................................................................... 


............................................................................ 


.........................Done! 


17404928 bytes downloaded! 


Updating File cfa0:/main.bin............................................... 


....................................................Done! 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                        | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


4. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 1 to boot the system. 


Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console 


port 


1. Enter 2 in the BootWare menu to access the Serial submenu.  


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                        | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 
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============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


Table 17 Serial submenu options 


Item Description 


<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And 


Run 


Download an application to SDRAM through the 


serial port and run the program. 


<2> Update Main Application File Upgrade the main system software image.  


<3> Update Backup Application File Upgrade the backup system software image.  


<4> Update Secure Application File Upgrade the secure system software image.  


<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter Modify serial port parameters 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 


 


2. Select an appropriate baud rate for the console port. For example, enter 5 to select 115200 


bps. 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5):5 


The following messages appear: 


Baudrate has been changed to 115200 bps. 


Please change the terminal's baudrate to 115200 bps, press ENTER when ready. 


 


 NOTE: 


Typically the size of a .bin file is over 10 MB. Even at 115200 bps, the download 


takes about 30 minutes.  
 


3. Select Call > Disconnect in the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the terminal from the 


router. 
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Figure 2 Disconnect the terminal connection 


 


 


 NOTE: 


If the baud rate of the console port is 9600 bps, jump to step 9. 
 


4. Select File > Properties, and in the Properties dialog box, click Configure. 


Figure 3 Properties dialog box 


 


 


5. Select 115200 from the Bits per second list and click OK.  
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Figure 4 Modify the baud rate 


 
 


6. Select Call > Call to reestablish the connection. 


Figure 5 Reestablish the connection 


 


 


7. Press Enter.  


The following menu appears:  


The current baudrate is 115200 bps 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)                                                         | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200*                                                               | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 
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Enter your choice(0-5): 


8. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu.  


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


9. Select an option from options 2 to 4 to upgrade a system software image. For example, 


enter 2 to upgrade the main system software image. 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


10. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window.  


Figure 6 Transfer menu 


 


 


11. In the dialog box that appears, click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from 


the Protocol list. 


Figure 7 File transmission dialog box 


 


 


12. Click Send. The following dialog box appears: 
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Figure 8 File transfer progress 


 
 


13. When the Serial submenu appears after the file transfer is complete, enter 0 at the 


prompt to return to the BootWare menu.  


Download successfully! 


17404928 bytes downloaded! 


Input the File Name:main.bin 


Updating File cfa0:/main.bin.............................................. 


.....................................................Done! 


 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                        | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


14. Enter 1 in the BootWare menu to boot the system. 


15. If you are using a download rate other than 9600 bps, change the baud rate of the terminal to 


9600 bps. If the baud rate has been set to 9600 bps, skip this step.  


Managing files from the BootWare menu 
To change the type of a system software image, retrieve files, or delete files, enter 4 in the 


BootWare menu.  


The File Control submenu appears:  


==============================<File CONTROL>============================== 
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|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                       | 


|<1> Display All File(s)                                                 | 


|<2> Set Application File type                                           | 


|<3> Set Configuration File type                                         | 


|<4> Delete File                                                         | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                   | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


Table 18 File Control submenu options 


Item Description 


<1> Display All File Display all files. 


<2> Set Application File type Change the type of a system software image. 


<3> Set Configuration File type Change the type of a configuration file. 


<4> Delete File Delete files. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 


 


Displaying all files 


To display all files, enter 1 in the File Control submenu: 


Display all file(s) in cfa0: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'S' = SECURE      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   3910      Nov/29/2012 13:45:50 N/A    cfa0:/system.xml                | 


|2   389736    Jul/13/2007 14:46:38 N/A    cfa0:/ A6600.bin                 | 


|3   41950     Aug/21/2007 15:02:06 N/A    cfa0:/default.diag              | 


|4   1245      Nov/29/2012 13:45:52 N/A    cfa0:/startup.cfg               | 


|5   17404928  May/07/2011 11:21:38 M      cfa0:/main.bin                  | 


============================================================================ 


Changing the type of a system software image 


System software image file attributes include main (M), backup (B), and secure (S). You can store 


only one main image, one backup image, and one secure image on the router. A system software 


image can have any combination of the M, B, and S attributes. If the file attribute you are assigning 


has been assigned to an image, the assignment removes the attribute from that image. The image 


is marked as N/A if it has only that attribute.  


For example, the file main.bin has the M attribute and the file update.bin has the S attribute. After 


you assign the M attribute to update.bin, the type of update.bin changes to M+S and the type of 


main.bin changes to N/A.  
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 NOTE: 


You cannot remove or assign the S attribute in the File Control submenu. 
 


To change the type of a system software image: 


1. Enter 2 in the File Control submenu. 


'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'S' = SECURE      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


========================================================================== 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                          | 


|1   19386224  May/07/2011 11:21:38 M      cfa0:/main.bin                | 


|0   Exit                                                                | 


======================================================================== 


Enter file No: 


2. Enter the number of the file you are working with, and press Enter.  


Modify the file attribute: 


========================================================================== 


|<1> +Main                                                               | 


|<2> -Main                                                               | 


|<3> +Backup                                                             | 


|<4> -Backup                                                             | 


|<0> Exit                                                                | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


3. Enter a number in the range of 1 to 4 to add or delete a file attribute for the file.  


Set the file attribute success! 


Deleting files 


When storage space is insufficient, you can delete obsolete files to free up storage space.  


To delete files: 


1. Enter 4 in the File Control submenu. 


Deleting the file in cfa0: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'S' = SECURE      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   3910      Nov/29/2012 13:45:50 N/A    cfa0:/system.xml                | 


|2   389736    Jul/13/2007 14:46:38 N/A    cfa0:/A6600.bin                 | 


|3   41950     Aug/21/2007 15:02:06 N/A    cfa0:/default.diag              | 


|4   1245      Nov/29/2012 13:45:52 N/A    cfa0:/startup.cfg               | 


|5   17404928  May/07/2011 11:21:38 M      cfa0:/main.bin                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter file No: 


2. Enter the number of the file to delete.  


3. When the following prompt appears, enter Y. 
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The file you selected is cfa0:/default.diag,Delete it? [Y/N]Y 


Deleting........Done! 


Updating Applications for the Standby MPU 


When the router is configured with two MPUs, you need to ensure that the main application files 


for the active and standby MPUs are of the same version. Otherwise, the standby MPU cannot 


normally start up. As a result, the active and standby MPUs cannot back up each other and file 


operations; hence high reliability of the device cannot be ensured. 


You can update the version of the main application file of the standby MPU to that of the active 


MPU through one of the following methods. Before updating the main application file for the 


standby MPU, make sure that the main application file is stored in the CF card of the active MPU, or 


you should download the main application file to the active MPU. For details, refer to procedures 


mentioned above. 


Method 1 


Follow these steps to fast update the application files for the standby MPU: 


To do… Use the command… Remarks 


Update the main application file 


for the standby MPU 


boot-loader update slot 


slot-number 


Required 


Use this command in user view. 


 


The preceding command corresponds to the following steps: 


Step1 Copy the main application file of the active MPU to the standby MPU. 


Step2 Specify the main application file on the standby MPU as the application file to be used at next 


startup. 


Step3 Reboot the standby MPU. 


This method is applicable no matter whether the main application files of the active and standby 


MPUs are of the same version. 
 


 NOTE: 


For detailed information about the boot-loader update slot slot-number command, refer to 


Software Upgrade Commands in the HP 6600/HSR6600/HSR6800 Routers Fundamentals 


Command Reference. 
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Method 2 


Restart the standby MPU and then update the main application file of the standby MPU through 


the main menu. For detailed steps, refer to Upgrading from the BootWare menu. 


Note that: If you do not know which file is the current main application file, upload the current main 


application file from the CF card of the active MPU to the file server through TFTP or FTP before 


updating the main application file for the standby MPU. 


Method 3 


Use the tftp command to download the current main application file to the standby MPU, specify 


the file as the main application file, and reboot the standby MPU. Note that: 


 The main application files of the active and standby MPUs must have the same version. 


 If you do not know which file is the current main application file, upload the current main 


application file from the CF card of the active MPU to the file server through TFTP or FTP before 


updating the main application file for the standby MPU. 


The detailed steps are as follows: 


Step1 Use the dir command to view the application file to be updated on the active MPU:  


 If any, proceed with operation in Step 2; 


 If not, upload the application file to the active MPU through Xmodem, FTP, or TFTP. For details 


about uploading an application file, refer to the procedures mentioned above. 


Step2 Use the dir command to view the available space in the CF card on the standby MPU. Make sure 


there is enough space for the new application. 


Step3 Use the tftp command to download the application file from the server to the standby MPU: 


 On a device configured with an RPE-X1 


<HP>tftp 192.168.80.200 get main.bin slot1#cfa0:/main.bin 


 


 File will be transferred in binary mode 


 Downloading file from remote TFTP server, please wait...| 


 TFTP: 24384324 bytes received in 101 second(s) 


 File downloaded successfully. 


 On a device configured with an RSE-X1 


<HP> tftp 192.168.80.200 get main.bin slot2#cfa0,/main.bin 


 


 File will be transferred in binary mode 


 Downloading file from remote TFTP server, please wait...| 


 TFTP: 44836864 bytes received in 188 second(s) 


 File downloaded successfully. 


Step4 Specify the application file on the standby MPU to be used at next startup. 


 On a device configured with an RPE-X1 
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<HP>boot-loader file slot4#cfa0:/main.bin slot 4 main 


  This command will set the boot file of the specified board. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 4! 


 On a device configured with an RSE-X1 


<HP> boot-loader file slot2#cfa0:/main.bin slot 2 main 


  This command will set the boot file of the specified board. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 2! 


Step5 Use the display boot-loader [ slot slot-number ] command to view the application files to be used 


by the active and standby MPUs for booting the system. Make sure the application files are of the 


same version. 


Step6 After rebooting the standby MPU using the slave restart command in system view, use the display 


version command to view the current version of the application files. If the application files have the 


new version, you have succeeded in updating the application files on the standby MPU.  


Step7 Use the display device command to view the status of the active and standby MPUs. If both MPUs 


are in the normal status, the active and standby MPUs are normal. 


 On a device configured with an RPE-X1 


<HP> display device 


Slot No.  Board type    Status       Primary    SubSlots 


 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 0         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 1         FIP-200       Normal       N/A        2 


 2         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 3         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 4         RPE-X1        Normal       Slave      0 


 5         RPE-X1        Normal       Master     0 


 6         N/A           Absent       N/A        0 


 7         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 8         FIP-200       Normal       N/A        2 


 9         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 On a device configured with an RSE-X1 


<HP> display device 


Slot No  Board type    Status       Primary    SubSlots 


 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 1        RSE-X1        Normal       Master     0 


 2        RSE-X1        Normal       Slave      0 


 3        FIP-110       Normal       N/A        4 


 4        FIP-210       Normal       N/A        2 


Method 4 


Use the copy command to copy the main application file of the active MPU to the standby MPU, 


specify the file as the main application file, and reboot the standby MPU. Note that when using this 


method, make sure that the main application files of the active and standby MPUs are of the same 


version. 


The detailed steps are as follows: 
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Step1 Use the dir command to view the application file to be updated on the active MPU:  


 If any, proceed with operation in Step 2; 


 If not, upload the application file to the active MPU through Xmodem, FTP, or TFTP. For details 


about uploading an application file, refer to the procedures mentioned above. 


Step2 Use the dir command to view the available space in the CF card on the standby MPU. Make sure 


there is enough space for the new application file. 


Step3 Use the copy command to copy the application file on the active MPU to the standby MPU: 


 On a device configured with an RPE-X1 


<HP> copy b54D002main.bin slot41#cfa0:/ 


Copy cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin to slot14#cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin?[Y/N]:y 


 


%Copy file cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin to slot14#cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin...Done. 


 On a device configured with an RSE-X1 


<HP> copy b54D002main.bin slot2#cfa0:/ 


Copy cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin to slot2#cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin?[Y/N]:y 


 


%Copy file cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin to slot2#cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin...Done. 


Step4 Specify the application file on the standby MPU to be used at next startup. 


 On a device configured with an RPE-X1 


<HP> boot-loader file slot14#cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin slot 14 main 


  This command will set the boot file of the specified board. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 14! 


 On a device configured with an RSE-X1 


<HP> boot-loader file slot2#cfa0:/mainb54d002.bin slot 2 main 


  This command will set the boot file of the specified board. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 2! 


Step5 Use the display boot-loader [ slot slot-number ] command to view the application files to be used 


by the active and standby MPUs for booting the system. Make sure the application files are of the 


same version. 


Step6 After rebooting the standby MPU using the slave restart command in system view, use the display 


version command to view the current version of the application file. If the application file is of the 


new version, you have succeeded in updating the application files on the standby MPU.  


Step7 Use the display device command to view the status of the active and standby MPUs. 


If both MPUs are in the normal status, the active and standby MPUs are normal.  


 On a device configured with an RPE-X1 


<HP> display device 


Slot No.  Board type    Status       Primary    SubSlots 


 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 0         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 1         FIP-200       Normal       N/A        2 


 2         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 3         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 4         RPE-X1        Normal       Slave      0 


 5         RPE-X1        Normal       Master     0 
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 6         N/A           Absent       N/A        0 


 7         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 8         FIP-200       Normal       N/A        2 


 9         N/A           Absent       N/A        N/A 


 On a device configured with an RSE-X1 


<HP> display device 


Slot No.  Board type    Status       Primary    SubSlots 


 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 1         RSE-X1        Normal       Master     0 


 2         RSE-X1        Normal       Slave      0 


 3         FIP-110       Normal       N/A        4 


 4         FIP-210       Normal       N/A        2 


Handling software upgrade failures 
If a software upgrade fails, the system runs the old software version. To handle a software failure:  


1. Check the physical ports for a loose or incorrect connection.  


2. If you are using the console port for file transfer, check the HyperTerminal settings (including 


the baud rate and data bits) for any wrong setting.  


3. Check the file transfer settings:  


 If XMODEM is used, you must set the same baud rate for the terminal as for the 


console port.  


 If TFTP is used, you must enter the same server IP addresses, file name, and 


working directory as set on the TFTP server. 


 If FTP is used, you must enter the same FTP server IP address, source file name, 


working directory, and FTP username and password as set on the FTP server. 


4. Check the FTP or TFTP server for any incorrect setting.  


5. Check that the storage device has sufficient space for the upgrade file.  


6. If the message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, check the file for file corruption.  


Dealing with password loss 
 


 CAUTION: 


Dealing with console login password loss and user privilege level password loss from 


BootWare menus is disruptive. 
 


How to deal with console login password loss and user privilege level password loss depends on 


the state of password recovery capability (see Figure 9 ). Password recovery capability controls 


console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM from BootWare menus. 


 If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration 


without authentication and configure new passwords. 
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 If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user must restore the factory-default 


configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration 


deletes the main and backup next-startup configuration files. 


To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 


Figure 9 Dealing with password loss 


 
 


Examining the state of password recovery capability 


1. Reboot the router. 


System start booting... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU 


Press Ctrl+T to start memory test 


Booting Normal Extend BootWare.... 


 


**************************************************************************** 


*                                                                          * 


*                 HP A6600 Router BootWare, Version 1.42                   * 


*                                                                          * 


**************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


 


Compiled Date       : Dec 26 2012 


CPU Type            : MPC8548E 


CPU L1 Cache        : 32KB 


CPU Clock Speed     : 1000MHz 


Memory Type         : DDR2 SDRAM 


Enter 6 to skip 


console login authentication


Password recovery 


capability enabled?


Yes No


Save the running configuration


Enter 8 to clear 


user privilege level password


Reboot the router


Configure new passwords 


in system view


Enter 5 to restore the 


factory-default configuration


Password lost


Reboot the router to access 


EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu


Console login 


password lost
User privilege level 


password lost
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Memory Size         : 1024MB 


Memory Speed        : 400MHz 


BootWare Size       : 1024KB 


Flash Size          : 4MB 


cfa0 Size           : 495MB 


BASIC CPLD Version  : 133.0 


EXTEND CPLD Version : 133.0 


PCB Version         : Ver.A 


 


BootWare Validating... 


Backup Extend BootWare is newer than Normal Extend BootWare,Update? [Y/N] 


Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu... 


2. Press Ctrl + B within three seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu..." 


prompt message appears. 


BootWare password: Not required. Please press Enter to continue.   


3. Press Enter and read the password recovery capability state message displayed before the 


EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


Password recovery capability is enabled.                                        


Note: The current operating device is cfa0                                       


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.                             


                                                                                 


===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>===========================     


|<1> Boot System                                                                       |     


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                            |     


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                          |     


|<4> File Control                                                                      |     


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                                    |     


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                             |     


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                                         |     


|<8> Clear Super Password                                                             |     


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                                        |     


|<0> Reboot                                                                              |     


============================================================================     


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU   


Ctrl+F: Format File System   


Enter your choice(0-9):  


Dealing with console login password loss when password 


recovery capability is enabled 


1. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and then enter 6. 


The current mode is password recovery.   


Note: The current operating device is cfa0   


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.   
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===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                                      | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                           | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                         |  


|<4> File Control                                                                     |  


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                                    |  


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                            |  


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                                        |  


|<8> Clear Super Password                                                            |  


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                                       |  


|<0> Reboot                                                                             |  


============================================================================  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU   


Ctrl+F: Format File System   


Enter your choice(0-9): 6  


After the configuration skipping flag is set successfully, the following message appears: 


Flag Set Success. 


2. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router. 


The router starts up with empty configuration. 


3. To use the configuration in the next-startup configuration file, load the file in system view. 


<HP> system-view 


[HP] configuration replace file startup.cfg 


Current configuration will be lost, save current configuration? [Y/N]:n 


Info: Now replacing the current configuration. Please wait... 


Info: Succeeded in replacing current configuration with the file startup.cfg. 


4. Configure a new console login password. 


In the following example, the console login authentication mode is password and the 


authentication password is 123456. For security, the password is always saved in ciphertext to 


the configuration file, regardless of whether you specify the simple keyword or cipher 


keyword for the set authentication password command. 


<HP> system-view 


[HP] user-interface console 0 


[HP-ui-console0] authentication-mode password 


[HP-ui-console0] set authentication password cipher 123456 


5. To make the settings take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the 


next-startup configuration file. 


[HP] save 


Dealing with user privilege level password loss when 


password recovery capability is enabled 


1. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and then enter 8. 
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The current mode is password recovery.  


Note: The current operating device is cfa0   


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.   


  


===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                                      | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                           | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                         |  


|<4> File Control                                                                     |  


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                                    |  


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                            |  


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                                        |  


|<8> Clear Super Password                                                            |  


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                                       |  


|<0> Reboot                                                                             |  


============================================================================  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU   


Ctrl+F: Format File System    


Enter your choice(0-9): 8   


The router deletes the user privilege level password configuration commands from the main 


next-startup configuration file. After the operation is completed, the following message 


appears: 


Clear Super Password Success! 


2. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router. 


The router starts up with the main next-startup configuration file. 


3. Configure new passwords for user privilege levels. 


In the following example, the password 123456 is configured for user privilege level 3. For 


security, the password is always saved in ciphertext to the configuration file, regardless of 


whether you specify the simple keyword or cipher keyword for the super password 


command. 


<HP> system-view 


[HP] super password cipher 123456 


4. To make the setting take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the 


next-startup configuration file. 


[HP] save 


Dealing with password loss when password recovery 


capability is disabled 


1. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and enter 5. 


The current mode is no password recovery.    


Note: The current operating device is cfa0   


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device.   
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===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                                      | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                           | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                         |  


|<4> File Control                                                                     |  


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                                    |  


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                            |  


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                                        |  


|<8> Clear Super Password                                                            |  


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                                       |  


|<0> Reboot                                                                             |  


============================================================================  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format File System  


Enter your choice(0-9): 5   


2. At the prompt for confirmation, enter Y.  


The router deletes its main and backup next-startup configuration files and restores the 


factory-default configuration. 


The current mode is no password recovery. The configuration files will be  


deleted, and the system will start up with factory defaults, Are you sure to  


 continue?[Y/N]Y   


Setting...Done.   


3. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router. 


The router starts up with the factory-default configuration. 


4. Configure a new console login password (see "Configure a new console login password.") or 


new user privilege level passwords (see "Configure new passwords for user privilege levels.").  


5. To make the settings take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the 


next-startup configuration file. 


[HP] save 
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		Step2 Use the dir command to view the available space in the CF card on the standby MPU. Make sure there is enough space for the new application file.

		Step3 Use the copy command to copy the application file on the active MPU to the standby MPU:

		Step4 Specify the application file on the standby MPU to be used at next startup.

		Step5 Use the display boot-loader [ slot slot-number ] command to view the application files to be used by the active and standby MPUs for booting the system. Make sure the application files are of the same version.

		Step6 After rebooting the standby MPU using the slave restart command in system view, use the display version command to view the current version of the application file. If the application file is of the new version, you have succeeded in updating th...

		Step7 Use the display device command to view the status of the active and standby MPUs.





		Handling software upgrade failures

		1. Check the physical ports for a loose or incorrect connection.

		2. If you are using the console port for file transfer, check the HyperTerminal settings (including the baud rate and data bits) for any wrong setting.

		3. Check the file transfer settings:

		4. Check the FTP or TFTP server for any incorrect setting.

		5. Check that the storage device has sufficient space for the upgrade file.

		6. If the message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, check the file for file corruption.



		Dealing with password loss

		Examining the state of password recovery capability

		1. Reboot the router.

		2. Press Ctrl + B within three seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu..." prompt message appears.

		3. Press Enter and read the password recovery capability state message displayed before the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu.



		Dealing with console login password loss when password recovery capability is enabled

		1. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and then enter 6.

		2. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router.

		3. To use the configuration in the next-startup configuration file, load the file in system view.

		4. Configure a new console login password.

		5. To make the settings take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the next-startup configuration file.



		Dealing with user privilege level password loss when password recovery capability is enabled

		1. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and then enter 8.

		2. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router.

		3. Configure new passwords for user privilege levels.

		4. To make the setting take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the next-startup configuration file.



		Dealing with password loss when password recovery capability is disabled

		1. Reboot the router to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, and enter 5.

		2. At the prompt for confirmation, enter Y.

		3. When the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears again, enter 0 to reboot the router.

		4. Configure a new console login password (see "Configure a new console login password.") or new user privilege level passwords (see "Configure new passwords for user privilege levels.").

		5. To make the settings take effect after a reboot, save the running configuration to the next-startup configuration file.









